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Abstract
The interface between biological soft matter and inorganic hard matter
is an important intersect in many elds of science with application to ad-
vanced materials design and medical sciences. However, this interface can
be very challenging to study due to the complex properties soft and hard
matter exhibit, and only further complicated by the forces that each exerts
on the other when brought together within such a shear layer compared
to the adjoining bulk. Computational methods have the potential to shed
new light on the activity that takes place at this interface through atomistic
modelling of the coming together of hard and soft matter.
The aim of this thesis is to study the controlled folding that some in-
trinsically disordered interface binding sequences display, in particular the
de novo designed peptide JAK1, as well as the naturally occurring bone-
related protein osteocalcin. Since interactions between calcium ions and
post-translationally modi ed Gla residues found within these sequences
are thought to be responsible for controlling folding and hydroxyapatite
binding, Gla free mutants cJAK1 and Glu-osteocalcin were also studied.
Initially, force eld parameters werederived fordescribing the Gla residue s
side chain via adapting existing parameters. Following this, an investiga-
tion and subsequent force eld modi cations were carried out on the non-
bonded interactions between calcium ions and the Gla as well as the Glu
side chains via molecular dynamic simulations implemented alongside well
tempered metadynamics. To study the application of Hamiltonian replica
exchangemoleculardynamics tomodelling these complex sequences, aswell
as investigate controlled folding, the updated parameters were utilized to
rst model the JAK1 and cJAK1 peptides. A biologically pragmatic model
of the hydroxyapatite surfacewas developed, balancing surface charge, sto-
ichiometry and pH, which could be utilized for studying biological HAP
binding systems. Finally utilizing all the developed assets and understand-
ing, osteocalcin and glu-osteocalcin were modelled in solution as well as at
the biologically HAP interface.
Theworkof this thesisprovides crucial tools for the continued computa-
tional study of HAP binding proteins, as well as new insight into structural
properties of calcium triggered conformational folding that may help guide
future experimental work.
xxxii
Abbreviations and Definitions
AFM - Atomic Force Microscopy
bi-CIP - bi-dentate Contact Ion Pair, carboxylate coordination
CD - Circular Dichroism spectroscopy
cJAK1 - the de novo designed peptide of Capriotti et al.3
CV - Collective Variables
DFT - Density Functional Theory
Ensemble - An idealization consisting of a large number of virtual copies
of a structure, considered all at once, each of which represents a possible
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FEL - Free Energy Landscape, is a conceptual visualization method and
computational framework for understanding the 3n-dimensional phase space
that describes the free energy for a given spatial configuration of a system
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FF - Force Field, a functional form and parameter set used to calculate the
potential energy of a system of atoms or particles in molecular mechanics
and molecular dynamics simulations. The FF defines a set of parameters
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FP - First-Principles
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Hard - Soft Interface
The interface between inorganic hard matter and organic soft matter is an
important intersect in advanced materials, both natural and synthetic.
One of the key challenges faced when studying the interactions that take
place between hard and soft matter is the two-way nature of this intersect,
where each side of the interface can influence the other. Hard matter can
impose an influence on soft matter as seen in some proteins and peptides
that display folding or exhibit specific functionality when in its presence.3–6
Soft matter can influence hard matter by triggering nucleation of crystals
or mediating their dissolution and distribution into solution.5,7–10 The in-
terface is found in both natural complexes as well as synthetic systems.
Biological organisms employ soft matter such as proteins and cells to in-
terface with inorganic hard matter, controlling the nucleation, growth, and
maintenance of natural composite materials such as bone and shell.11,12
Artificial soft matter such as designer peptides or polymer macromolecules
can be interfaced with hard matter to unlock a wealth of varied and useful
physical and biological properties that can grant the resultant composite
materials potential in implants, sensors, photovoltaics, photonic devices
and other material science applications.13
1
1.2 Applications of Interfacial
Understanding
A resilient and in-depth understanding of the activity between hard and
soft matter and their influences on one another will likely be a crucial step
towards the rational design of new advanced materials for use in a wide
range of applications.3,14–19 Some of these applications and how a greater
understanding of their interfaces will lead to further advances are presented
below.
Composites formed from pure carbon materials and polymers, best
known for their mechanical properties (tensile, compressive and flexural
strengths), have surprisingly also offered huge potential for photovoltaic
and electroluminescent applications.20–24 The excellent electron transfer
between photo-excited polymer donors such as poly(3-octylythiophene) and
single walled carbon nanotube acceptors, an interfacial phenomenon, has
shown potential for uses in organic solar cells. Tuneable light absorption
may be achieved through an enhanced understanding of this interface mak-
ing it possible for these organic photovoltaics to become more economic to
manufacture than traditional silicon based cells.25,26
While noble metal nano-particles, either coated with ligands or on their
own, have long been useful tools in medicine due to their latent non-
cytotoxic, non-immunogenic, and biocompatible properties,27 the control
of nano-particle size and shape is a prospect with promising application
in the medical sciences. Since light is more readily absorbed rather than
scattered by smaller nano-particles, the ability to control nano-particle size
could led to better energy to heat conversion for destruction of cells and tis-
sue as part of photothermal therapy.28–30 It is speculated that small surface
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active macromolecules could be responsible for directing a specific facets
growth, shaping of crystals, and even entire crystal morphologies in biolog-
ical systems.31–33 An advanced understanding of this interfacial mediation
mechanism has the potential to greatly advance this field.
Noble metal nano-particles also possess surface plasmonic properties
that are mediated by particle size, shape and distribution. The surface plas-
mon oscillation induced by gold nano-particles can enhance light diffraction
and absorption within the UV-visible spectrum, a critical aspect of Sur-
face Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) techniques, which have potential
to play major roles in the trace analysis of pesticides and drugs as well
as in medical diagnostics.34 While larger nano-particles (10-100 nm) are
favourable due to their higher scattering efficiency and hence lower analyte
detection limit, to maximize SERS enhancement a high degree of control
over nano-particle size distribution is critical.34–37 The use of soft matter
to mediate hard matter facet growth has the potential to greatly enhance
the sensitivity of the SERS technique.
In the United States alone it is projected that as many as 3.5 million
knee implant procedures per year will be required by 2030,38 with many of
these procedures resulting from biologically rejected implants made from
surgical stainless steel or titanium. Patterning or roughening the surface of
implants has been shown to influence biological response to titanium sur-
faces.39–41 A deeper understanding of how biological soft matter perceives
these surface variations could be influential in the design of new improved
implants.
Artificial ceramic implants, which have better bio-compatibility and dis-
play higher compressive strength than their metal counterparts, are how-
ever vulnerable to fracturing making them ill-suited in high stress applica-
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tions.42–44 In a recent study investigating the uptake of amino acids into
single crystals it was suggested that soft matter incorporated into crys-
tals may help stabilize slip planes.45 Understanding how the influence of
small bio-molecules may stabilize crystals has potential for improving crack
resistance and stress failure in these and other materials.
The combination of hard and soft matter is prevalent in nature, with
the hard - soft interface crucial in bones and shells formed by biological or-
ganisms. Hard matter and biological soft matter come together to generate
biological composite materials that have enhanced properties well beyond
those of their constituents alone. Shells for example combine fracture re-
sistant aragonite and puncture resistant calcite via a layer of protein soft
matter in order to form a composite material that not only exhibits both
of these properties but also can self-heal.46
These biological composites are part of an exciting and promising field
of biomaterials research which focuses around the study and development
of materials designed to interact with biological systems.13,47 The study
of biomaterial interfaces encompasses many types of hard inorganic matter
including metals such as gold and titanium, as well as biological minerals
such as apatites and calcites. The soft matter half of biomaterial interfaces
can include biological matter in the form of proteins, DNA and cells.
The work of this thesis will focus on the study of the biomaterial inter-
face, and in particular the interfaces that are commonly found in biological
organisms as part of the composite materials that form bones and teeth.
In the next sections of this chapter the complexity of biological compos-
ite materials are introduced. These composites are broken down into their
respective biological hard and soft matter components which are reviewed
and discussed.
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1.3 Composite Biomaterials
With over 60 known inorganic composite materials formed by biological
processes and many more artificial ones, there is an abundance of options
for probing the interface between physiological hard and biological soft
matter.48,49
The structural complexity of these composites can be quite intricate and
their controlled growth in nature is something that laboratory techniques
are not yet able to fully reproduce. For example, calcite found in the
spines of sea urchins forms a complex sponge-like structure with curved
surfaces providing strength and durability.31–33,50 When calcite is formed
synthetically in the laboratory, typically only brittle geometric crystals are
formed.31–33,50
At a molecular level the exact structure of many bio-inorganic compos-
ites are not well understood. In some cases these composites are thought
to take the form of single inorganic crystal clusters stabilized within an
organic scaffold such as collagen and chitin.51,52 In other cases it has been
suggested that such composites may utilize the direct incorporation of bi-
ological matter into the crystal itself to form a mosaic of crystal domains
while still returning diffraction signals that are similar to those observed
for single crystals.52–54
1.4 Apatites as Biological Hard Matter
Naturally produced calcium rich materials such as apatite and calcite are
thought to account for up to 50 % of known bio-minerals and are re-
sponsible for the formation of bones, teeth, shells and coral.52 Apatites,
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Ca5(PO4)3(X) in particular, are the most abundantly occurring calcium
phosphates and encompass hydroxyapatite (HAP) where (X = OH −),
fluroapatite where (X = F−) and chlorapatite where (X = Cl−).
1.4.1 Hydroxyapatite
Of the apatite minerals, hydroxyapatite (Ca5(PO4)3OH) is likely the most
widely studied due to its importance within the composite materials that
make up the human skeletal and dental structures. HAP is geologically
synthesized, as well as bio-mineralized in vertebrates and found in some
arthropods making it a wide spread mineral with much potential for study.
HAP is the primary form of calcium phosphate produced in humans and
can account for up to 70 percent by weight of bone matter, while other
calcium phosphates such as fluorapatite are found in small quantities in
teeth providing an acid resistant layer that helps prevent dissolution of the
HAP substructure.55,56
While fluorine substitution is the most recognized, in theory HAP should
be capable of substituting many of the elements on the periodic table in-
cluding Cd2+, Sr2+, Mg2+, Zn2+, Cu2+, Co2+ and Pb2+, in place of calcium
atoms.57,58 In addition HAP can substitute anion complexes such as car-
bonate (CO−23 ), sulphate (SO
−2
4 ) and silicate (SiO
−4
4 ).
59–61 In the case of
carbonate ions, it has been shown that substitutions can occur at either
hydroxyl or phosphate sites, with the latter typically being the dominant
substitution location in biological apatite.59 These substitution capabili-
ties have spurred research into the potential use of HAP for the filtration
of dangerous metals from contaminated soil.62–65
Many of the applications of HAP are driven by its native bio-compatibility,
making it extremely useful as coatings for titanium orthopaedic and dental
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implants.41,66 Nano-particles of HAP also offer potential in drug delivery
and therapeutics.67–70 HAP derived from nature, such as in the rapto-
rial or clubbing appendage of stomatopods, display higher specific strength
than any currently available synthetic composite material, creating interest
for materials applications.71 HAP is of high importance due to its role in
human bones and teeth, furthermore its combination of mechanical and
biological capabilities give HAP potential for new advanced biomaterials.
While biological HAP has been extensively studied there are still major
gaps in many aspects of the current scientific understanding, particularly
in vivo processes.
1.4.2 Hydroxyapatite Crystal Structure
The crystal structure of bulk HAP was first derived by Kay et al. form
a combination of neutron and x-ray diffraction data.72 HAP displays a
trigonal hexagonal crystal structure with a dipyramidal (6/m) space group
built from a rhombic unit cell with dimensions a = 9.432 A˚, b = 9.432 A˚and
c = 6.881 A˚and angles α = 120o and β = 60o. The unit cell which forms
the basis of the following discussion is outlined in light green in Figure 1.1.
HAP contains two calcium sites that present different local environ-
ments. Calcium site 1 runs through the crystal forming columns of calcium
atoms parallel to the (001) surface normal (Figure 1.1 magenta) with two
columns formed per unit cell. Calcium site 2 forms a helical screw axis
parallel to the (001) surface normal with a three-fold (triangular) symme-
try that alternates every second layer. These screw axes form hexagonal
tunnels that run through the length of the crystal (Figure 1.2 green and
yellow). A single standard rhombic unit cell (as defined in Figure 1.1) con-
tains enough Ca site 2 locations to form a single channel however since these
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Figure 1.1: The HAP (001) surface with the c-axis perpendicular to the
page; calcium site 1 (magenta), calcium site 2 (cyan), phosphate groups
(grey), hydroxyl groups (orange), a standard rhombic unit cell outlined in
light green, and a rectangular double unit cell is outlined in dark green.
sites are spread across the corners of the unit cell, four unit cells arranged
in a 2 x 2 configuration are required to from a single complete hexagonal
tunnel. These hexagonal tunnels contain hydroxyl groups, (OH−), located
periodically and on the same c-axis plane as the calcium site 2 locations.
Phosphate groups, (PO3−4 ), are located between the calcium structures.
Figure 1.2: The HAP (001) surface, calcium site 1 (magenta), calcium
site 2 (cyan), phosphate (grey), hydroxyl (orange), alternate layers of the
three-fold calcium screw axis outlined in green and yellow.
For HAP crystals, the Miller-Bravais indices dictate the (001) surface
as the basal plane with (100) ≡ (010). The (100), (001), and (101) surfaces
are believed to be the most commonly expressed facets,73 and of these the
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(001) facet is considered tobe themost favourable for crystal growth. Thus
crystal growth normal to the (001) surface results in the slower growing
facets becoming the most prominent in mature crystals.
1.4.3 Hydroxyapatite-Based Composites
HAP-based composites within di erent biological systems often vary in
structure and atomic composition in order to become specialized for dif-
ferent tasks. The three composite materials that constitute teeth, cemen-
tum,74 dentin75 and enamel,76 are all primarily made up of HAP. However,
through incorporating varying degrees of biological soft matter into their
matrices, each of these HAP-based composites are thought to gaindi erent
structural and biologicalproperties for the specialized roles theyplay in the
tooth s structure.
Enamel is a highly dense form of HAP that grows on the outer surface
of teeth as microscopic rods and needles. The crystals are on average
60 nm in width, 30 nm in thickness and may grow up to millimeters
in length.77,78 Occlusal surfaces may present the HAP (001) facet which
exhibits a higher degree of wear resistance.79 Growth of enamel HAP is
suggested to be driven by the local hydrophobic and gelatinous amelogenin
matrixwhichdirects uniaxial growthby slowing growth on the (hk0) facets
to which it adheres. This propensity for growth results in an overall low
presence of thebasalplane inmature crystals. The (001) surface s presence
in mature crystals, however suggests that the matrix proteins must also
directly in uence the growth of this facet. Enamel HAP interfaces with
salivaproteins suchas statherinanda familyofproline-rich sequenceswhich
helpmaintaina local environment suitable for enamel re-mineralizationand
can inhibit HAP formation.80–82
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In bone HAP crystals are bio-mineralized between long helical protein
chains arranged in fibres known as collagen. The (001) HAP facet is sug-
gested to orientate with its surface normal parallel to the longitudinal axis
of the collagen fibres.83–85 HAP found in bone takes the form of plate-like
crystals between 30-100 nm in length, 20-50 nm in width and 2-10 nm in
thickness.83,86–88 Unlike enamel, it is suggested that in bone the HAP (001)
and (010) facets grow at similar rates, likely due to a highly hydrophilic lo-
calized environment and influence from cells depositing and resorbing HAP
materials. Aside from collagen, HAP and water, bone also contains minor
amounts of non-collagenous proteins. The role of these proteins is not well
understood, though they may be crucial to bone formation.89
In teeth, it has been suggested that the (100) facet of octacalcium phos-
phate could act as a template for HAP precipitation, or potentially may be
a precursor material that transitions to HAP through hydrolysis.90 Amor-
phous calcium phosphates may also act as a transition state between the
solvated raw material and fully formed bone matter much like amorphous
calcium carbonate does for shells.51,91–93 It has been reported to naturally
transition into a poorly crystalline HAP unless chemically stabilized.94,95
There is some controversy however as a previous study of young chicken
bone was not able to identify an amorphous phase.96
On a microscopic scale it is known that nucleation and maintenance of
apatite is controlled by osteoblasts, osteoclasts, osteocytes and proteins,
but at the atomistic level there is still a gap in the understanding. While it
is generally thought that proteins may regulate HAP crystal growth in so-
lution though epitaxial processes, in practice it has not been demonstrated
that intra-fibrillar mineralization can be accomplished via this route.97 This
is likely due in part to the difficulty of examining these processes in vivo as
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such processes can take place between specific mineral facets and proteins
that display specific structural conformations. The biological soft matter
side of the soft hard interface will be presented and discussed in the next
sections of this chapter.
1.5 Proteins as Biological Soft Matter
Biological soft matter in the form of proteins and peptides can display
inorganic binding capabilities as part of their integration into composite
materials within biological systems. This soft matter is likely even more
enigmatic than the hard matter side of the interface due to the staggering
complexity that proteins can display.
Peptides and proteins can range in size from a few amino acids to ex-
tensive protein chains containing hundreds or thousands of residues. While
typically built from the 20 standard amino acids, sequences can contain
other more exotic structures such as post-translational modifications, linker
molecules or even metal ion cofactors. Different amino acid content can
control the function of a peptide or protein, a fact only made more com-
plex given that the simple ordering of these amino acids will often further
influence function as well. Beyond the chemical composition of peptides
or proteins, folding of sequences into often complex 3D conformations can
control how these sequences are perceived and interfaced with their local
environment. The relationships that link their chemical structure to con-
trolled folding remains to be fully understood. Despite their complexity,
peptides and proteins offer an interesting pathway to studying the interface
with many natural systems well established and available to compare and
contrast against designed sequences.98–101
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1.5.1 Traditional Proteins
The structure - function paradigm, wherein proteins display the require-
ment of a speci c folded spatial arrangement in order to correctly carry
out their intended biological function, has long been a crucial pillar of the
understanding of protein nature.102–104 The classic example of the tradi-
tional protein and the importance of protein conformation is that of an
egg. The folded proteins within the egg are capable of carrying out the
biological activity necessary to hatch a chicken. However when an egg is
cooked the proteins become denatured losing their structure and in turn
their function, hence cooked eggs loses their ability to hatch chickens. Spe-
ci c folded states can mediate properties such as the outward display of a
protein s chemical signature and access to functional sites, in turn a ecting
a protein s interaction dynamics and its ability to function. This can be a
useful trait as understanding a protein s structure may provide hints as to
how it may interact with other protein chains or bind to a surface.
1.5.2 Intrinsically Disordered Proteins
Further adding to the intricacy of studying the interface, one of the most
complex traits that many inorganic bindingproteins and peptides display is
that of intrinsic disorder.102,105 Intrinsically Disordered Peptides and Pro-
teins (IDPs) deviate from the traditional structure - function paradigm by
displaying the ability to function correctly in the absence of a highly folded
native state. IDPs may instead exist primarily in a potentially denatured
or dynamic native state while remaining biologically functional.
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1.5.3 Protein Disorder
One of the complexities of IDPs lies in understanding the nature of disorder,
and much as is the case of ordered proteins, how it is controlled at the
residue level. With as much as 50 % of known peptides and proteins thought
to contain some degree of disorder, IDPs offer a huge field of material to
study.106
A study by Uversky et al., reviewing and comparing over 350 natively or-
dered and disordered sequences, has looked to understand how at a residue
level the structural compactness of a sequence is controlled. Uversky et
al. identified that the relative quantities of hydrophobic and charged side
chains within the sequence could be a contributing factor.102,107 Low num-
bers of hydrophobic side chains may result in an overall weak driving force
for structural collapse while the resultant repulsion forces of many local-
ized charged side chains of the same polarity are suggested to be crucial
to promoting a dynamic sequence.108,109 Based on the study of many se-
quences, a number of authors have suggested that the absence of such a
combination of these two forces may promote sequences that have compact
and less dynamic conformational ensembles.110–116
Like ordered proteins, control over the spatial folding of IDPs is coor-
dinated at the amino acid level. Based on a compilation of several studies,
disordered sequences have been suggested to lack what are considered the
“order promoting” amino acids; Ile, Leu, Val, Trp, Tyr, Phe, Cys, and Asn.
Disorder promoting amino acids; Ala, Arg, Gly, Gln, Ser, Glu, Lys, and
Pro, however are suggested to be found in greater abundance in sequences
that display IDP properties.102,117–120
Protein disorder is a very complex topic with many challenges faced
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by both experimental and computational techniques when attempting to
study IDP sequences. More detailed discussion of some of the challenges
regarding the study of protein disorder is found in later sections of this
chapter as well as in Chapter 2.
1.5.4 Structure Transitions
Manyof themosthighly studiedbio-mineralbinding IDPs suchas statherin,
osteocalcin and osteopontin display the ability to undergo a changes in sec-
ondaryand/or tertiary structure foldingaspartof inorganic binding.3,4,102,103,117,121–125
This conformational switching is a trait thought to be mediated by the
presence of triggering elements within the peptide s or protein s local en-
vironment, and may include the presence of speci c ions, interactions with
certain interfaces, the temperature or pH of the system or simply just pro-
tein concentration3,121,122 .126–129 This concept is illustrated in Figure 1.3.
While it is possible for some proteins to transition from one folded state
toanother, the surfacebinding sequencesdescribed aboveand thoseofmost
interest to the work of this thesis, transition from an IDP-like disordered
native state to a structured state when bound to HAP. Exactly how envi-
ronmental in uences canmediate conformation within a protein s sequence
is still far fromunderstood with many of the subtleties inneed ofmolecular
level understanding. Two excellent examples of this are the calcium and
hydroxyapatite binding sequences ostocalcin and osteopontin. Ostocalcin
is thought to undergo -helical folding in the presence of soluble calcium
or when interfaced with the surface calcium of HAP.121,130 In contrast, os-
teopontin is suggested to adopt -sheet secondary structure when bound
to HAP but this folding has been suggested to be more resistant to the
in uences of soluble calcium.131 The result of some recent investigations
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Figure 1.3: An illustration of environmentally triggered conformational
switching showing (A) a sequence transitioning from one folded state to
another, and (B) a sequence transitioning from a disordered state to a
folded state.
into the in uence of a protein s sequence on calcium binding a nity is now
presented.
1.6 Investigations into Calcium Binding
Sequences
In some instances, the amino acid content is theprimarydetermining factor
for surface a nity, such as the case for the calcium carbonate inhibiting
mollusk shellprotein AP7where changes to side chain ordering is suggested
to have minimal e ect on peptide functionality.132 However, the presence
of residues that on their own may display signi cant a nity for a surface
doesnotalwaysguarantee surfacea nityonce incorporated intoa complete
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peptide or protein. For some peptide or protein sequences, once the linear
ordering of the residues has been scrambled, even though the sequence
remains identical in size and residue content, a loss in binding a nity or
surface selectivity is incurred.133–136
The binding a nity of a sequence may not be solely encoded within a
single local sub-domain of a peptide or protein such as a binding domain.
Weiger et al. has suggested this as part of their work on a phage display
derived HAP binding peptide known as HA-1.137 The surface a nity of a
peptide fragment that constituted only HA-1 s binding domain was found
todisplay a surface a nityup to four times lower than that of the complete
sequence. The authors suggest that the surface a nity granted by a pep-
tide s binding domain may be in uenced by conformational stabilization
provided by other domains within the sequence.137
Even what appears to be a minor modi cation to a few residues within
a sequence may be highly in uential on a peptide s or protein s folding or
binding a nity. For example, for some sequences post-translational mod-
i cations such as phosphorylation and carboxylation have been shown to
induce up to a 10-fold increase in binding a nity.3,133 The loss of phospho-
rylation in both complete and fragmented osteopontin has been suggested
to reduce HAP binding and likely the protein s crystal growthmodi cation
functionality.138
The work of this thesis will focus on the calcium/HAP binding osteo-
calcin protein and JAK1 peptide. An introduction to these sequences are
now presented with additional discussion provided in Chapters 6 and 4
respectively.
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1.6.1 Osteocalcin
Osteocalcin (OCN), also commonly identi ed as -carboxyglutamic acid
protein, is a naturally synthesized HAP and calcium binding protein found
in bones and dentin.130,139,140 OCN displays an IDP-like native state in
the absence of calcium, however the presence of calcium or HAP triggers at
least the formation of -helical secondary structure and likely higher forms
of folding that may in turn facilitate HAP binding.130,139 The rst sources
of OCN were isolated from cow and chicken bone but they have since been
obtained from many other mammals including humans, monkeys and rats,
as well as sh and birds.121,140–145 The exact sequence and length of OCN
will vary based on species, though typically OCN will contain between 46
and 50 residues. The 49 residue long human OCN sequence that is utilized
throughout this thesis is given in Figure 1.4.121
Figure 1.4: The protein sequence for human OCN, N-terminal (yellow),
C-terminal (purple), Gla/Glu sites (red).
Thought tobe crucial to theprotein sbiological function, OCN typically
conserveswhat is thought to be the primary calcium/HAP binding domain
(residue 16 - 25 for human OCN) across species. Similarly, the disulphide
loop formed between Cys-23 and Cys-29 is also consistently preserved. In
contrast other regions such as the N-terminus typically exhibit signi cant
sequence variation between species, potentially purposing varied biological
function.130
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One of the key defining features of OCN is the presence of post-translationally
produced γ-carboxylated glutamic acid (Gla, γE) residues. Gla is a nat-
urally occurring post-translationally modified form of glutamic acid (Glu)
that contains an additional carboxylate group. While the exact modifica-
tion pathway to produce the double carboxylate groups of Gla is uncertain,
in biological systems the process is largely thought to be vitamin K depen-
dent. A possible biosynthetic pathway is shown in Figure 1.5.146,147
Figure 1.5: Possible pathway for the post-translational modification of
Glu into Gla via vitamin K.
Though there are generally five Glu residues, hence five possible sites
on the OCN sequence that may facilitate a Gla post-translational mod-
ification, OCN is typically found with only three Gla residues in mam-
mals140,141,143–145,148,149 with some evidence for a possible fourth Gla site
found in fish.150 The Gla residues are found within the calcium/HAP bind-
ing domain, specifically at positions 17, 21 and 24 in the human OCN se-
quence. Cairns and Price have studied the preferential locations for modifi-
cation purposing that, in order from least to most preferable, carboxylation
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occurs at Glu-17, followed by 21, and finally 24, resulting in a i, i+4, i+7
spacing.151
Poser et al. has suggested that OCNmay often be found under-carboxylated
with the Glu at location 17 only being modified in as few as 9 % of cases.143
However, Poser et at. hypothesized that, considering the age of the bone
samples used in the study, this may be a result of decarboxylation.143 A
more recent clinical study of vitamin K supplements reported a placebo
group averaging ∼45 % triply modified OCN in circulation.152 While the
γ-carboxylation processes are thought to be mediated by vitamin K, the
exact biological mechanism that controls the selection of modification site
within multi-site sequences is still uncertain.151
The fully de-carboxylated variant OCN, referred to hence forth as Glu-
osteocalcin (GOCN), is a mutant often used as a point of comparison for
studying the importance of the Gla residues to the OCN family of se-
quences. GOCN is thought to display reduced functionalities such as en-
vironment triggered conformational changes and HAP binding compared
to its post-translationally modified counterpart.153 This makes the OCN /
GOCN pair ideal for studying how minor changes within a sequence affect
structure and function. Additional discussion of literature regarding the
structural properties of OCN and GOCN can be found in Chapter 6.
While key functional regions and properties have been identified, the
understanding of OCN and how it is driven by forces on a molecular level are
still uncertain. Despite being smaller and less complicated than many other
sequences, OCN remains a challenge to study due in part to its complex
IDP-like properties. Rigorous computational studies of OCN to date have
been somewhat limited as the sequence brings together complex IDP-like
properties that make sampling challenging, exotic Gla post-translational
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modifications that are often not available in many FFs, and due to its size,
depending on the method of modelling, its study can require vast amounts
of computational resources.154
Quantifying the capabilities of modelling techniques applied to the study
of sequences like OCN will present just as much of a challenge as deter-
mining structural and physical phenomena within these sequences. Under-
standing the limits of current computational techniques applied to complex
IDPs will be crucial in ensuring harmony between the modelled systems and
their physical counterparts. In an attempt to minimize some of the many
challenges that large and complex proteins can bring, designed peptides,
which are smaller and thus more easily modelled and characterized, can be
adopted to study the capabilities of modelling techniques applied to similar
complex IDPs. One such peptide that shares many similarities with OCN
is the Gla containing JAK1 sequences and its fully de-carboxylated Glu
mutant counterpart cJAK1.
1.6.2 JAK1 and cJAKI
One stepping stone along the way towards the study of complex confor-
mation switching proteins such as OCN and GOCN, is to qualify the ca-
pabilities of the chosen simulation techniques and models against simpler
sequences. The de novo designed JAK1 sequence is a calcium and HAP
binding peptide that much like OCN makes use of Gla residues in a i,
i+4, i+7 spacing as part of regions thought to form calcium/HAP binding
domains. The 36 amino acid sequence of JAK1 is shown in Figure 1.6.
Besides the two Gla containing domains, JAK1 consists of NH2 capped
terminals, a single right-handed ArgD, several Ala residues and Gly and
Lys residues, overall a comparatively simple sequence compared to OCN.3
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Despite its simplicity the JAK1 sequence is thought to display an IDP-
like native state, as well as environmentally triggered conformation switch-
ing.3 Like the OCN variant GOCN, a mutant form, cJAK1 replaces the
post translationally modified Gla residues with standard Glu residues. In
cJAK1, much like GOCN, this replacement is thought to remove HAP bind-
ing and conformation switching capabilities from the sequence.3 Addition
discussion about the structure of the JAK1 and cJAK1 sequences can be
found in Chapter 4.
Figure 1.6: The amino acid sequence for the JAK1 peptide, N-terminal
(yellow), C-terminal (purple), Gla/Glu sites (red).
From the above discussion it is clear that while the hard - soft inter-
face is extremely important, developing a complete understanding of the
physical and biological activity that takes place at the interface remains
challenging. Though scientists have been studying hard matter and soft
matter for decades with refined techniques for separately probing each side
of the interface, the coming together of hard and soft matter has presented
many new challenges.155–157 Some of the challenges in studying the hard -
soft matter interface are now presented.
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1.7 Challenges in Understanding the
Hard - Soft Interface
The interface between hard matter and soft matter ranges in scale from
individual amino acids to larger cellular constructs.158–163 Typically the
a nity for a surface is inherentlydeterminedby thebonds and interactions
that are formed at the molecular level. Currently much of the scienti c
picture describing how hard and soft matter interact as part of biological
or synthetic interface systems lacks inmolecular level insight.99,100,164–172
Probinghow softmatterproteins andpeptides andhardmatter crystals
in uence each other at an interface often involvesbuilding a comprehensive
description of an adsorbate s binding a nity, adsorbed structures, mech-
anisms of binding and modes of self assembly. However, the interactions
between hard and soft matter may be challenging to probe as adsorbates
may bind via non-covalent interactions, covalent bonds or even simply by
being trapped due to physical entanglement with the surface. A schematic
depiction of a hard - soft interfaces showing crystal - adsorbate and adsor-
bate - adsorbate interactions is presented as Figure 1.7
The binding functionality of proteins is encoded within the individual
amino acid building blocks that comprise their sequence, and though each
type of amino acid may display a certain a nity for a surface, the binding
strength for a complete sequence is rarely as simple as summing up the
number of each di erent type of residue.173–176 Even peptides or proteins
that exhibit binding a nities with a speci c type of inorganic material
may demonstrate varying degrees of a nity for di erent crystal facets.
Biological inorganic crystals such as apatite and calcite present a number
of di erent facets that can vary signi cantly both in structure and atomic
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‘Figure 1.7: Schematic depiction of hard - soft interfaces showing crystal -
adsorbate and adsorbate - adsorbate interactions. Both ionic and covalent
interactions are shown.
composition. Even different facets of inorganic materials such as gold that
may appear comparatively simple in terms of chemical composition and
structure have been observed to instil high degrees of surface selectivity on
peptides.177–180
The region that constitutes the hard - soft interface can be complex to
define. Though at its simplest, one may consider the interface as consisting
only of those atoms that directly neighbour the opposing type of matter, in
practice it may not be so clear. Rough or structurally complex patterned
surfaces may make ascertaining the exact boundary between hard and soft
matter vague, water molecules can penetrate into surfaces causing surface
dissolution, while highly charged surfaces may extend an influence on water
structure or soft matter even at significant distances. Even with a firm
definition of how far the interface extends, probing this thin region of matter
is challenging as typically the interface region is often overshadowed due
to its relatively minimal size compared to the bulk soft and hard matter
phases that the interface partitions.181
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1.8 Studying Protein - Crystal Interface
One can start to understand the interface by studying the kinetic, ther-
modynamic and structural properties of the interactions that take place
between hard and soft matter. Kinetic properties can include examining
the rates of interaction between proteins and peptides or individual side
chains with ions or inorganic surfaces, which in turn can be used to cal-
culate thermodynamic properties such as the strength of binding.174,177,182
Structural properties may involve identifying different crystal facets and
specific binding sites on the surface, determining the interaction mecha-
nisms and binding modes utilized by the soft matter,19,183–185 and study-
ing the conformational changes that may occur in order to facilitate these
binding modes.3,4, 102,103,117,125 Probing kinetic or structural properties of
an interface system presents many challenges, however simply identifying
interfacially active peptide or protein sequences can be a challenge on its
own.
1.8.1 Identifying Binding Sequences
Approaches for identifying or generating materials binding sequences can
vary significantly. The most straight forwards approach is to simply ac-
quire proteins from natural systems followed by characterization to deter-
mine their structure and functional properties.186–188 Many methods exist
to isolate proteins but they generally involve the bulk extraction of protein
from biological systems followed by the use of precipitation or centrifugal
forces. The proteins are then purified using techniques such as Hydropho-
bic Interaction Chromatography (HIC) or Ion Exchange Chromatography
(IEC).
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Other advanced laboratory techniques can be utilized such as Cell Sur-
face Display (CSD)189 and in particular Phage Display (PD) which has al-
ready seen successful implementation in identifyinggoldbinding sequences.190
Originally developed to study protein - ligand interactions, PD starts with
the generation of numerous randomized short DNA sequences that are em-
beddedwithina regionof thephagegenome that corresponds toan external
surface. These DNA fragments will then express the short randomized se-
quences on the phage s surface so that these regions may interact with the
environment. The massive library developed in this manner, consisting of
billions of possible unique randomized amino acid sequences, is brought
into contact with the target substrate material allowing any sequences that
have a nity for the surface a chance to bind.
A process known as bio-panning is undertaken where non-binding or
comparatively weakly bound sequences are removed from the surface by
washing. Sequences that show stronger a nity are eluted and then multi-
plied before the bio-panning process is repeated. Over the course of many
iterations, the strongest binding sequences will remain and can be charac-
terized by further study. As peptide lengths get longer, the sheer number
of possible combinations becomes increasingly vast, resulting in a lower
concentration of any speci c individual sequence. In order to ensure the
concentration of each randomized sequence is high enough to allow for de-
tection, PD is typically limited to peptide chains 7 to 12 amino acids in
length.164,191,192
Given PD s limitation in peptide chain size, a more technical, bottom
up approach referred to as de novo design has been utilized for generating
specialized binding sequences. This approach consists of identifying and
characterizing the regions within existing proteins that control structure
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and function, and combining these regions to generate new peptides.3,193,194
While designing peptides using such an approach can be aided by prediction
algorithms, it is still highly reliant on having an existing foundation of
known protein structure - function relationships for similar sequences that
bind to the target substrate material.
Even though de novo designed sequences are built on established knowl-
edge of protein function, the completed designer sequences have to be
characterized to confirm their binding properties and elucidate informa-
tion about their structure - function relationships. This is important as
even if an individual residue or region adapted from existing knowledge
may bind strongly to a certain substrate, this does not guarantee that once
part of a larger sequence the residue will continue to display the same
binding strength contribution. For example, recent work on gold binding
peptides has shown that the binding strength of individual residues can be
influenced by the surface affinity of neighbouring side chains.6
1.8.2 Probing Binding Kinetics
Many techniques have been developed over the last several decades for prob-
ing binding kinetics. Association and disassociation constants can be mea-
sured that in turn can be used to calculate thermodynamic properties. Such
techniques include; Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM), Surface Plas-
mon Resonance (SPR) spectroscopy and Isothermal Titration Calorimetry
(ITC).
QCM
Quartz Crystal Microbalance is an acoustic weighing technique for mea-
suring molecular binding kinetics in real-time.181 QCM involves the use of
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gold plated quartz crystal wafers that are coated with a layer of the binding
substrate to be studied. When an alternating electrical current is passed
through the wafer, the quartz crystal resonates based upon the piezoelectric
effect. The resultant standing wave varies as a function of crystal thickness.
Solvated proteins are passed over the oscillating wafer and are able to bind
to the substrate building up a soft matter thin film. This build-up changes
the mass of the crystal, resulting in a change to the oscillation frequencies
as per the Sauerbrey equation.195 A schematic representation of a QCM is
shown in Figure 1.8 illustrating how the signal changes with change in the
soft matter film.
Figure 1.8: A schematic representation of a QCM showing the sample on
the surface of the gold coated quartz crystal wafer and how the oscillating
frequency changes with the build-up of the soft matter.
Using Langmuir isotherms,196 it is possible to determine association and
disassociation constants for binding of the protein to the crystal surface.
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These constants in turn canbeused to calculate thermodynamic quantities
suchas free energiesofbinding. Oneof thebiggest technical challengeswith
QCM lies in accounting for the natural viscous dampening of vibration
resonance due to resistance from the liquid phase. The incorporation of
dissipationmonitoring into QCM techniques (QCM-D) address these losses
as well as provides information about the viscoelastic properties of bound
samples.197,198
Primarily only soft matter that has become bound to the crystal sur-
face can directly a ect resonance hence QCM measurements selectively
di erentiates bound from unbound proteins. One of the key advantages
of QCM techniques is the resolution, with the techniques often capable
of measuring changes in mass at a nanogram level without the need for
chemical labelling.199–202 Even with this very high degree of resolution,
small adsorbates can often fall outside QCM precision. QCM is primarily a
quantitative techniquemaking it di cult to obtaindirect structural insight
into sequence folding or binding.181 Being an ensemble averaged technique,
in the case of proteins that may bind with multiple conformations or bind-
ing sites, QCM is unable to isolate and measure speci c single interactions.
The resulting measurements represent an average over all types of binding
events taking place.
Preparation of homogeneous QCM wafers of di erent materials can be
a major challenge as the correlation between oscillation and mass as given
in Sauerbrey s equation is reliant on a smooth and chemically stable sub-
strate surface.201 While some materials such as gold are chemically and
structurally resilient towater, wafers coated withmetals such as silvermay
undergo changes as water passes over them. Unintended changes to the
substrate during tests such as surface dissolution can cause errors in the
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mass measurements.
Plasma vapour deposition techniques are often utilized for generating
smooth titania surfaces, however, complex minerals such as apatite do not
easily bind to gold, and due to their complex crystal structure require
the development of new techniques that self-assemble monolayers.203–205
For artificial apatite and other complex inorganic composites one needs to
consider how well the coated wafers mimics biological hard matter. This
may entail properties such as surface charge and abundance of binding
sites, but also matching the atomic structure of the physiological systems
surfaces, where surfaces may be semi-amorphous and highly dynamic.206,207
SPR
Surface Plasmon Resonance spectroscopy is a high sensitivity, real-time
optical technique that utilizes the generation of surface plasmons to mea-
sure protein binding.181,208,209 One side of a non-magnetic metal thin film,
typically gold, is coated with the substrate that is to be studied and the
opposite side of the metal film is attached to a prism. A laser is directed
into the prism such that it passes through and reflects off the gold sur-
face. At certain angles of incidence, the polarized laser light will excite the
electrons within the surface of the gold film resulting in the formation of
a wave known as a surface plasmon. The light absorbed during the pro-
cess of surface plasmon generation induces a reduction in the intensity of
the reflected light for that incident angle, appearing as a dark band in the
resultant spectrum.
A solution containing the adsorbate is passed over the substrate coated
side of the gold film allowing for an opportunity to bind. The incident
angle at which the plasmon resonance is generated depends on the refractive
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index of the re ecting surface, and for thin nano-layers the refractive index
can vary based upon the layer thickness. As binding occurs, the refractive
index of the surface e ectively changes, resulting in a shift in the resonance
angle. Analysis of these shifts as a function of time can be correlated to the
mass deposited onto the substrate and hence can be utilized to determine
molecular binding events and binding a nity parameters.210–212
SPR spectroscopy shares many of the advantages and disadvantages
that QCM displays such as the ability to measure bindingwithout the need
for radioactive or ourescent labelling.213 SPR resolution is very high, ca-
pable of detecting changes to the refractive index at a 0.0001 precision.199
SPR measures only bound protein, however like QCM it is an ensemble
averaged technique making it di cult ifnot impossible to makedirect mea-
surementsof individualproteinsor isolate speci c bindingmodes for further
investigation.181 While a powerful technique, like the case for QCM, SPR s
need for a thin and uniform substrate layer on a gold surface has made it
challenging to apply to the study of biomolecules and biominerals such as
those found in natural systems.214,215 Furthermore, free ions within a sys-
tem can be prone to interaction with the plasmonic carrying metal surface.
This can result in the uctuation of refractive indices that may need to be
accounted for, adding an additional challenge.216
ITC
Isotherm Titration Calorimetry is a thermal technique for measuring the
change in energy of molecules as they interact with a reactant, such as
a protein binding to a substrate. A calorimeter consists of two chambers
made from chemically inert materials. One chamber acts as a reference
while the other is the sample chamber where interactions between the ad-
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sorbate and substrate take place. These chambers are surrounded by an
adiabatic jacket in order to minimize the exchange of heat with the sur-
rounding environment. The reference chamber is lled with a bu er liquid
or water, while the sample chamber contains a known amount of adsorbate
solvated with the same solution used in the reference chamber. A heater
with a feedback system controls the temperature of the chambers, andprior
to start, the temperature of the chambers arebrought into equilibriumwith
one another.
Once equilibrium is reached the substrate is titrated inknownquantities
into the sample chamber and mixed thoroughly. The interaction between
the adsorbate and the substrate results in energy changes which are man-
ifested as uctuations in the sample chamber s temperature. Rather than
attempt to make a direct measurement of the temperature uctuation, the
amount of energy expended or lost is determined by the power consump-
tion required to maintain the same temperature in both the reference and
sample chambers. The resultant data takes the form ofplots that represent
heat ow into the chambers and correlates to the number of interactions
taking place. The integral of the peaks acquired during the titration can
be utilized to determine the total heat exchanged and with the quantity
of reactant known it is possible to approximate the energy of the interac-
tion.217
ITC is a very valuable solution-based technique allowing for the mea-
surement of interaction kinetics in the form of binding constants, and ther-
modynamics in the form of binding enthalpy and entropy.218–220 The con-
trolled addition of ions can be utilized to study whether a sequence s bind-
ing is driven by electrostatic interactions, and by controlling temperature
it is possible to gain insight into the importance of adsorbate structure
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as part of the binding event.221 However, investigation of these properties
must be handled with care222 as entropy gains from water dissipation or
large structural changes to the protein conformation can a ect thermody-
namic observations.223 ITC applied to studying the hard - soft interface
can be used to measure surface protonation and surface charge through the
titration ofprotons or ions over a range ofpH values or ionic concentrations
respectively.224,225
While modern ITC systems are capable of heat ow resolutions as low
as 0.1 µ cal,226 one of the major technical challenges is that reactions where
too little heat is exchanged may result in uctuations in temperature that
are too small to distinguish from natural temperature variation. This is
also applicable to kinetically slow processes for which the electrical load
signal may be drowned out due to the slow rate of interaction resulting in
a slow change in temperature. These aspects are critical to the analysis of
interfaces where the surface active species are often overshadowed by the
bulk.
Since known quantities of titrant are added, with the observation of
saturation, it is in theory possible to determine the number of reactive sites
on a sequence. However outside of counting these sites, ITC does not probe
the structural properties of a sequence. Without additional knowledge
of the sequence s structure it can be di cult to discern how and where
binding is taking place on a sequence. This is often further complicated
as in the case of sequences with multiple binding sites, the solution state
nature of ITC leaves little control over which bindings sites are present
during the titration. This can make analysis of ITC data from multi-
site sequences very challenging,227 and results in thermodynamic binding
calculations being attributed to reactions at all sites and of all interaction
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modes on the sequence.228
1.8.3 Characterizing the Structure of Surface Adsorbed
Proteins
While many experimental techniques exist to probe binding kinetics and
properties such as binding strength and rates of reaction, this is only one
aspect of exploringproteins at the interface. Techniques tounderstandhow
proteins foldaspartof interfacialactivityarealso important inunderstand-
ing why proteins built from the same set of amino acids can display such a
diverse range of conformational structures and functions.
Knowledge of these structures can lead to a better understanding of the
binding sites. Techniques such as Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Cir-
cular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
spectroscopyand X-Ray Di raction (XRD) canprobeprotein conformation
to gain an understanding about the folding of a protein or arrangement of
proteins at a surface.
AFM
Atomic Force Microscopy, is a versatile technique that can be applied to
map a surface s topographical features as well as be utilized in single mea-
surements to determine the forces required to break non-covalent bonds
between soft matter and inorganic substrate surfaces.181 The key compo-
nent of an AFM is a exible cantilever mechanism that has a nely crafted
probe tip with radii usually between 10 and 40 nm. The cantilever is com-
puter controlled in order to manoeuvre the probe above the surface of the
substrate being studied. A laser re ected o of the back of the cantilever is
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used to accuratelydetermine itsde ection as itmakes contactwith the sur-
face under investigation. A schematic representation of an AFM is shown
in Figure 1.9.
Figure 1.9: A schematic representation of an AFM showing the cantilever
mechanism and tip used to probe the substrate surface.
When utilizing AFM to study surface properties, the AFM probe is
dragged over the surface of the sample substrate. As the probe tracks over
peaks and gorges on the surface the height of these features is recorded,
generating a 3D map of the surface topography. Mapping has even been
utilized to study binding kinetics by quantifying the surface coverage of
adsorbates.229,230 When utilizing AFM for single force measurements, one
end of a protein being studied is attached to the tip of the probe while
the other end is left free. The probe is then lowered towards the substrate
allowing the protein a chance to adsorb onto the surface. By retracting
the probe after adsorption, it is possible to measure the force required to
desorb the bound molecule. The calculation of the force is obtained not
through a direct measurement but rather through the use of Hooke s law.
AFM can provide a wealth of insight into the hard - soft matter inter-
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face. Besides gaining insight into surface roughness, AFM mapping can
be utilized to explore molecule ordering and alignment of proteins on a
substrate s surface.17,229,230 While powerful, AFM faces many technical
limitations, particularly in its ability to directly describe protein secondary
and tertiary structure or provide direct molecular insight into interaction
mechanics. AFM is inherently best suited to studying dry samples, while
in situ systems are possible to study they can be challenging to map.231
CD
Circular dichroism spectroscopy is one of the most widely utilized optical
techniques for studying protein secondary structure and is based on the
principles of circular birefringence.232 A medium with suspended protein
is irradiated with left and right circularly polarized middle to far UV light
(183-300 nm). When travelling through a chiral medium, the amount of
absorption experienced by the left versus right circularly polarized light
components will di er. The resultant ellipticity signals from an unknown
sample arematched against reference signals that have been obtained from
known sequences that display speci c single secondary structures.233 Once
isolated, the relative weighting of signal strength for di erent secondary
structures should correlate to the expected ratio of physical secondary
structure present within the sample.234 Figure 1.10 depicts how the po-
larization of the incident light is changed by an optically active sample.
CD has seen wide usage in part due to many of its conveniences. CD
analysis is a highly sensitive, non-destructive, high throughput technique
requiringonly smallquantitiesof sampleswhile stillproducingquality spec-
tra.235 CD is often utilized for probing the change in secondary structure
during protein folding in solvated systems, but it has also been utilized
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Figure 1.10: The e ect of an optically active sample on the circular
polarization of light.
to study secondary structure of proteins bound to inorganic nano-particles
such as titania and HAP.236,237 CD studies of proteins often involve the
e ects of temperature,238,239 the presence of ions in the protein s environ-
ment3 and amino acid mutations to a sequence3,240 in order to garner an
understanding of how these factors may alter the balance of secondary
structure within the sample.
Theability for CD to probeprotein structurehas its limitations. Though
signals for secondary structures such as -helices and -sheets are well de-
ned and widely accepted,233,235,241 there has been a lot of challenge and
uncertainty around consolidating signals that correspond to disorder. Strik-
ing similarities between extended but stable secondary structure such as
PPII-helices (polyproline-helices) and signals associated with disorder have
often resulted in the con ation of these two types of folding. Ti any and
Krimm, in the late 60s, explored extended proteins and identi ed di er-
ences between CD signals of stretched helices compared to fully denatured
proteins.242,243 It hasn t been until the more recent growth in IDP research,
that the importance of these di erent extended states has been largely re-
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alized.244–246
In addition, CD alone cannot provide insight into tertiary or higher lev-
els of protein structure due to an inability to discriminate between different
regions within a larger sequence.235 CD spectra represent the quantities of
different secondary structure for the molecule as a whole making it difficult
to probe the number of individual secondary structure regions, the length
of these regions and their position within a sequence. While it may be
possible to break down a sequence into small regions for individual prob-
ing, it is important to keep in mind that protein structure can easily be
driven by chemical structure or conformational influences (eg: formation
of collapsed hydrophobic cores) from non-consecutive and distant regions
within the sequence itself. In some cases short sequences can also have less
conformational stability making them difficult to probe.201,239
Since CD is an ensemble averaged technique, at an interface it is unable
to distinguish protein bound to the surface from proteins that remain in
solution, hence resultant CD spectra must be analysed carefully. Since
signals are acquired on time scales significantly greater than folding occurs
at, the dynamics of folding as well as transient secondary structures and
protein flexibility are often lost in the resolution.
NMR
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy is a VHF-UHF (60-1000 MHz)
spectroscopic technique that utilizes nuclear spin to study molecular struc-
ture including protein conformations.232 A magnetic field applied to a sam-
ple aligns the spin of constituent atoms that carry a non-zero spin. The
field will align the nuclei spin either in the direction of the field (a low en-
ergy state), or against it (a high energy state). The swapping between low
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and high energy states can be observed in the form of radio waves emitted
when high states relax back to their low energy state, or by the absorption
of radio waves of varying frequency bombarding the sample.
The frequency of the radio waves involved with different nuclei can be
correlated to not only the applied magnetic field but also the magnetic
field induced by local nearby nuclei. Based on observed spectral properties
such as chemical shifts, J coupling constants, peak intensities and rates
of relaxation, distances and angles can be derived describing the spatial
distribution of atoms within the sample. This data can be further anal-
ysed in an attempt to identify higher level structure.247,248 A schematic
representation of an NMR experiment is shown in Figure 1.11.
Figure 1.11: A schematic representation of an NMR experiment showing
the sample held in the magnetic field while the RF receiver detects the
energy emitted during state swapping.
Biological matter such as proteins and peptides are typically made up
of 12C, 14N, 16O and 1H. While the most abundant nuclei of hydrogen, 1H,
and nitrogen, 14N, carry non-zero spins, 12C and 16O are both spin neutral
and hence cannot be measured by NMR. However non-zero spin isotopes
of carbon and oxygen exist, 13C and 17O, and typical NMR spectra are ob-
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tained from the naturally present quantities of these isotopes. Nitrogen has
two NMR active nuclei. 14N is a medium sensitivity nucleus but its signals
are usually significantly broadened by quadrupolar interactions, sometimes
to the extent that they are unobservable on high resolution NMR spec-
trometers. 15N yields sharp lines but is of low natural abundance (0.364 %)
and very insensitive. Proteins can be tagged by enriching specific atoms
such as carbon, nitrogen or oxygen with spin displaying isotopes to study
the structure of particular domains within their sequences.249,250
NMR is typically utilized to study solution state samples, however solid
state NMR (ssNMR) can be used to study crystalline and interfacial sys-
tems.251 The resultant signals can be very challenging to analyse as un-
like solution NMR where natural molecular tumbling averages anisotropic
interactions resulting in sharp peaks, static samples exhibit broad peaks
requiring more advanced NMR methods.252 NMR and ssNMR techniques
can also encounter difficulties when studying large proteins due to the sig-
nificant number of overlapping peaks that may arise. This can be mitigated
through the use of more complex 2D or 3D NMR approaches.253
Interpretation of spectra obtained from large proteins is further com-
plicated by the faster relaxation of transverse spin components resulting in
peaks that are wider and less pronounced.254,255 Longer sampling time will
result in a cleaner signal however dynamics that occur in periods shorter
than the sampling time are lost. NMR is inherently a time and ensem-
ble averaged technique adding challenge to deriving structural insights and
dynamic properties. Highly dynamic sequences that lack a well ordered
structure can result in significant signal overlap, adding additional chal-
lenge.256 NMR lacks surface sensitivity making it difficult to distinguish
between signals from bound proteins and proteins that remain in solution,
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often limiting the application of NMR to the study of interfaces that are
highly porous or nano-structured.181
XRD
X-Ray Diffraction, in particular X-ray crystallography, can probe the struc-
ture of crystalline matter enabling the locations of each atom within the
structure to be determined.181 A sample of highly crystalline material is
bombarded with single frequency X-rays. As the X-rays pass through the
material they interact with its electrons resulting in diffraction. After a
diffraction pattern has been acquired, the sample is incrementally rotated
and bombarded again generating a new pattern. This is repeated so as to
generate diffraction patterns for angles covering over half of the crystal. An
electron density map is constructed from the diffraction patterns providing
a representation of the electron density as a function of spatial coordinates.
The positions and intensities of these electron densities can be correlated
with the physical atomic structure of the material.
XRD is an excellent technique for gaining definitive insight into the
stereochemistry of crystal structures, determining distances between atoms
from which bond lengths and angles can be calculated. It has been success-
fully applied to complex crystalline materials such as apatite and poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) which is also known as PEDOT.72,257–259 However,
XRD can encounter difficulties when dealing with crystals that are not
highly ordered. Imperfections in the crystal can result in a noisy diffrac-
tion pattern making it difficult to analyse the electron cloud densities.260
With almost 25 % of known naturally mineralized inorganic materials be-
ing amorphous,52 and many other inorganic materials either being derived
from or containing amorphous phases in physiological systems,51 XRD can
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be stretched to the limits of its capabilities. Furthermore, since a crystal s
interface could be constituted by as little as the single mono-layer ofma-
terial that interacts with the external environment, a comparatively small
amount ofmatter compared to the bulk, often the XRD signal correspond-
ing to this surface will be highly diluted making it di cult to probe.
XRD is not limited to just minerals, with over 90,000 entries in the
Protein Data Bank having been derived from X-ray di raction.261 Though
XRD is one of only a few experimental techniques that can provide atomic
level insight into protein tertiary structure, it is limited by the very speci c
conditions the sample needs to satisfy. Typically, samples are generated
from highly puri ed protein concentrated in a bu er containing little or no
salt. Water is evaporated o leaving crystals of the pure protein. Proteins
that can to be crystallized also need a relatively high degree of structural
order, presenting challenges for studying intrinsically disorder sequences.
Physiological systems are rarely pure, oftenwith protein folding in uenced
by interactions with external elements in the proteins direct environment.
Thedried crystallizedproteins required for XRD analysisare simplynot
what are found under physiological conditions, thus their XRD structures
are primarily utilized only as part of a scienti c study. Soft matter acts
as the boundaries and mediators between inorganic matter and solutions
in biological systems, forming patterns and thin layers that prepare the
surface for mineralization rather than building up in the form of large
organic crystals at the interface.262–265 Thus, it is crucial to consider how
a protein may di er structurally when present as a thin layer on a surface
compared to its bulk state in a large crystal.
Theabove experimental techniquesare justa fewof those commonlyap-
plied to the study of hard - soft matter interfaces. Many of the techniques,
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developed and re ned over the decades, rely on probes in the form of pho-
tons, electrons, ions or atoms. Optical techniques are typically not surface
sensitive. Electron based techniques such as Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) provide surface in-
formation but are optimized for in vacuo systems. Acoustic and thermal
techniques cannot easily provide direct insight into molecular structure.
It is unlikely that any single technique can deliver a full picture de-
scribing the interface. Combining the capabilities of multiple techniques
will likely be key to uncovering detailed molecular level insight about the
hard - soft matter interface. However, the inability of many experimen-
tal techniques to isolate signals from the interface itself will likely remain
a major challenge for many experimentalists. Computational techniques,
as discussed in the next sections of this chapter, however may provide an
approach for probing these interfaces at a molecular level.
1.9 Application of Computational Techniques
Computational methods o er a unique approach to studying hard and soft
matter systems that range in scale from peptides and individual ions, to
large multi-protein systems. Applied to the study of the interface between
proteins and biological hard matter, with the application of appropriate
techniques, structural insight into the conformational ensembles (see Chap-
ter 2) of proteins and peptides in solution and bound to the interface can
be acquired.98,158,166,266,267
This structural insight includes bond distances, angles, and dihedrals
measured for both intra- and inter- molecule interactions. These parame-
ters can be utilized to determine quantities such as a protein s secondary
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structure, hydrogen bonding and ion coordination via the use of statistical
analysis. The resultant information extends beyond simple quantitative in-
sights (ie. fractions of di erent secondary structures, numbers of hydrogen
bonds, or numbers of coordinating ions), allowing for detailed qualitative
analysis such as the determination of the locations and distributions of re-
gions of secondary structure, identi cation of speci c hydrogen bond donor
and acceptor pairs, and the coordination modes utilized by bound ions.
Such structural insights can be utilized to identify interactions that may
be responsible for the stabilization of the protein s key folded states, and
hence will help to identify the structure - function relationships that gov-
ern themodelledprotein. Trends observed in themodelled system canhelp
guide experimental work by ruling out structures and or forces unlikely to
be important to a sequence s function, while highlighting aspects that may
need further study.
Much like experimental methods, applications of simulations span a
wide range of tasks with specialized protocols and techniques utilized to
study di erent aspects of a protein s nature at the interface. The degree
of realism that a modelled system will be able to obtain is reliant on the
application of a suitable computational technique.98 A brief discussion of
three di erent computational techniques is now presented.
1.9.1 Quantum Mechanical Methods
To study a system at its most fundamental level, First-Principles (FP)
techniques based on quantum mechanics, which use little or no empirically
t parameters, can be implemented. Many ab initio methods exist based
around many-body wave function approximations, one of the simplest of
which is the Hartree-Fock (HF) method. However, due to its neglect of
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electron correlation, this method can diverge from experimental observa-
tions, hence many improved methods, referred to as post-HF methods,
have been derived. One such enhanced method is Møller-Plesset pertur-
bation theory where electron correlation effects are accounted for via the
Rayleigh-Schro¨dinger perturbation theory.
An alternative FP method known as Density Functional Theory (DFT),
where the properties of many-electron systems can be determined by using
functionals that represent the spatially dependent electron density, has be-
come one of the most popular quantum mechanical methods for the study
of condensed matter. It is used in both computational physics and chem-
istry. The popularity of DFT method is due to the significant reduction
in computational burden that density functionals offer over dealing with
many-body wave functions. However, DFT encounters difficulties in the
accurate reproduction of intermolecular interactions, in particular the van
der Waals dispersion forces.268
Without additional corrections, the DFT method on its own fails to ac-
curately capture dispersion and hence can have difficulty modelling systems
dominated by dispersion forces such as noble gases and water density. This
is also an issue in systems where dispersion force are comparable in magni-
tude to other competing forces in the system such as in biomolecules.269,270
Due to their explicit consideration of electrons, FP approaches are often
the techniques of choice for modelling metallic interfaces or chemisorption
events as they realistically capture polarization and charge transfer prop-
erties.
While FP approaches are often computationally demanding due to the
explicit modelling of electrons, the computational load can be reduced by
limiting their applications to static calculations and short simulations. It is
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further desirable to minimize the number of particles beingmodelled with
these techniques to fewer than 1000 atoms thereby reducing the number
of necessary calculations. Small system sizes however can be especially
problematic inmany computationalmodelling techniques due to the inter-
action ranges between particles becoming larger than the system s bound-
aries (Chapter 2). Other approaches to reduce the number of calcula-
tions required include performing simulations in vacuo or utilizing implicit
water models, potentially trading computational e ciency for model real-
ism.173,271,272
1.9.2 Coarse Grained Modelling
Many larger biological constructs such as DNA, cells and membranes can
be constituted by hundreds of thousands or evenmillions of atoms, making
modelling of these systems computationally taxingdue to the sheernumber
of degrees of freedom. Onemethod of reducing this computational burden
is to utilize coarse grained models where multiple atoms are grouped to-
gether into pseudo-particles of di erent granularities, and are described by
specialized forcesbasedon the constituentparticles.273,274 Whileadecrease
to the level of granularity (more atoms per pseudo-particle) will reduce the
computational burden, itwill generally come at the cost of a loss in atom-
istic level information about the system.273 As such the applicability of the
coarse graining techniques will be highly dependent on what aspects of a
system are being studied.
1.9.3 Atomistic Modelling
Atomistic modelling is a simpli ed approach where atoms are typically
modelled in the form of pointswith designated charges andmasses. Values
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for these and other interaction parameters are described in an empirical
Force Field (FF), (see Chapter 2), and typically obtained from experi-
mental or FP techniques. This level of representation can allow for cost
effective simulations, up to micro seconds in duration, and for simulated
systems, scaling from a few atoms to those containing millions of particles.
A key factor in determining how faithfully an empirical simulation cap-
tures its physical counterpart is the choice in FF. Many FFs are available
and though some are considered general use, typically a FF is specialized
for capturing a single specific type of system such as proteins, crystals or
gases. Highlighting the complexity of these different systems, hard matter
alone encompasses such a wide range, from noble metals, to clays and nat-
ural calcium minerals, that often individual specialized FFs are required
for each different type of inorganic material.275–281
This diversity holds true for soft matter as well, with some FFs more
suited to the modelling of polymer complexes while other are better applied
to physiological systems.282,283 Despite the abundance of FFs currently
available there is still continued need for FF development. Even some of
the most developed and widely utilized FFs such as CHARMM,284 AM-
BER,285 OPLS286 and GROMOS287 are regularly reparameterized in order
to ensure they reproduce the latest experimental data. For example, many
physiological FFs parameterized for modelling highly structured proteins
have encountered challenges when trying to reproduce the experimental ob-
servations of disordered proteins. In other cases parameters for describing
components crucial to physiological systems such as post-translationally
modified side chains or specific facets of an inorganic crystal have yet to be
implemented.108,288–297
Often modelled atoms of the same element may require different de-
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scriptions depending on what partner atoms the atom is bound to, what
molecular subunit the atom is part of, or what state of matter the atom
is constituting.298–300 This leads to some of the biggest challenges for in-
terface modellers when trying to model both the hard and soft phases of
the interface simultaneously as many FFs will only be parametrized for
modelling a single state of matter and their parameters will not translate
to other FFs. Some techniques exist for bridging the gap between FFs that
are specialized for different systems. Schroger et al.301 have utilized cross-
terms to link organic and inorganic phases while others have implemented
parameters for soft matter interactions with hard matter slab atoms held
fixed,178,277,302–307 an approach that may induce artefacts.178,305 Due to
these and other challenges, when studying hard - soft matter interface sys-
tems many FFs will simply target a best fit for only one of these aspects.308
1.10 Application of Computational Techniques
to HAP and Calcium/HAP Binding
Sequences
Computational techniques applied to modelling HAP have included FP
calculations mainly focused on ion substitution and hydroxyl orientation
in the crystalline phase309,310 and MD simulations coupled with simulated
annealing to study the surface structure of HAP.311 Water confinement
and fluid flow within HAP crystal nanopores has also been studies by MD
simulations.312,313
The choice in dedicated HAP FF parameters is somewhat limited. De
Leeuw has studied large-scale atomistic systems using FF parameters that
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included terms for describing electronic polarizability via a Dick and Over-
hauser shell model as well as van der Waals forces described via Bucking-
ham potentials when studying the incorporation of uoride into the HAP
crystal s structure.314 Other MD simulation work has developed parame-
ters based upon Hauptmann s HAP crystal model, implemented on a case
by case basis in conjunction with the soft matter FF of the researcher s
choice.315
Liao et al. carried out a study of the cell adhesion regulating protein
sequences FN-III10 and FN-III7-10 with parallel tempered Monte Carlo
methods in order to derive likely HAP binding orientations as starting
structures, followed by 50 to 100 ns regular MD simulations. Soft matter
was modelled by the OPLS FF while themodelof HAP was generated using
Material Studio and parameters derived from Hauptmann s model.315,316
The authors suggest that the sequences displayed what was described as
a two stage HAP binding process wherein initially Coulombic interactions
drive binding towards the surface. As more of the side chains bind with the
surface the Coulombic forces decline and exhibit repulsion e ects due to the
mismatching ofpolar groups between the surface and the sequence. During
this time vander Waals interactions continue to grow becoming the driving
force, characterized by a reduced number of protein HAP interactions.
Villarreal-Ramirez et al. have studied ve disordered dentin phospho-
proteins which contain post-translationally modi ed phosphorylated serine
residues thought to be critical to HAP binding. Sequences containing the
post-translationally modi ed residues, as well as mutants that lack the
modi cation, were studied with 20 ns MD simulations. The soft matter
was modelled using the GROMOS96 43a1p FF while HAP was parame-
terized based on Hauptmann s model.315,317 An interesting aspect to note
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was that the phosphorylated sequences once bound to the surface saw a
reduction in conformational mobility based on RMSDs.
The developers of the recently published INTERFACE FF provide pa-
rameters for modelling HAP surfaces at different pHs. The researchers
utilized this FF to study water penetration and surface dissolution of
HAP, as well as binding between the phage display acquired hepta-peptide
SVSVGGK as part of a proof of concept FF verification. Their work utilized
∼20 ns simulations with the CHARMM-INTERFACE combined FFs.279
There has been a concerted effort by scientists to understand the struc-
ture - function relationships that grant biological sequences the ability
to correctly carryout their roles as observed in nature.318–322 Typically,
progress is made on a case by case basis for different hard soft matter
pairings, and unfortunately finding a complete understanding on any one
of these systems on their own is a huge task. As experimental and compu-
tational techniques provide data, scientists can start to identify trends in
the relations that govern the hard - soft interface, and these will in turn
help guide future research.155
1.11 Application of Computational Techniques
in this Thesis
Where experimental techniques currently encounter many challenges prob-
ing structural properties of interfacial systems at an atomistic level, com-
putational techniques could provide unique and useful insight.
The work in this thesis focuses on atomistic modelling of interfacial
systems utilizing the CHARMM22* FF as a basis for modelling soft mat-
ter,323 and a CHARMM compatible FF known as the INTERFACE FF
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as a basis for modelling hard matter.279 Reinforced by many studies, the
CHARMM22* FF has been shown to be a leading candidate for modelling
peptide and protein structure in solution.298,323–327
The interface modelling capabilities of CHARMM22* have been utilized
for proteins and peptides as well as part of interfacial systems of gold,
silver, graphene and titania.6,182,281,328 A recent study by Rauscher et al.
has shown that FFs of the same family can display significant variation in
their ability to capture complex protein properties such as those displayed
by disordered proteins.327 Rauscher highlights the CAHRMM22* FF as
a capable parameter set for the study of disordered proteins when paired
with the CHARMM modified TIP3P water model known as TIPS3P.286
Another important aspect of computational modelling techniques is
sampling. This can be an especially challenging issue to deal with when
modelling sequences that portray complex disordered and dynamic ensem-
bles requiring the use of extended simulations or advanced sampling tech-
niques.272,324,329–331 The crucial concepts of sampling are discussed in detail
in Chapter 2. To improve conformational sampling the work of this thesis
utilizes a Hamiltonian replica exchange technique as well as metadynamics
simulations.
1.12 Thesis Scope
While many experimental techniques have been able to provide detailed
insight into composite biomaterials, they are often fraught with challenges
due to the physical limitations of these techniques when applied to complex
systems such as IDPs and hard - soft matter interfaces. Molecular dynamic
simulations offer a unique approach to the study of the molecular structure
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in interface systems via the atomistic modelling of hard and soft matter.
Much of the current application of computational techniques to the
modelling of the protein - HAP interface has largely been limited to stan-
dard MD techniques and short simulation time frames. While these nding
can provide insight into protein systems, as discussed further in Chapter 2,
the information that can be garnered describing complex properties such
as intrinsic disorder and interfacial binding a nity may be limited.
The aim of this thesis is to apply cutting edge advanced computational
methods to study environmentally mediated conformational folding within
peptides and proteins. In particular it will focus on the -helical folding
Gla residue containing binding domains of osteocalcin and JAK1, as well
as their non-binding Glu-containing variants.
The work in this thesis will entail; the construction and validation of
a biologically congruent atomistic model of the HAP surface that can be
utilized for interfacial MD simulations, the development of the necessary
CHARMM22* compatible FF parameters formodelling the Glabindingdo-
mains of the osteocalcin and JAK1 sequences, the application of advanced
MD simulationmethods utilizing the CHARMM22* and INTERFACE FFs
to these newly developed models and parameters, the assessment of the
applied computational technique s capabilities to capturing the forces that
underlie complex IDP and conformation switching peptides and proteins,
and nally the examination of how environmental in uences may a ect
folding in conformation switching sequences potentially as part of control-
ling binding functionality.
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Chapter 2
Methodologies
In this chapter the basic concepts and methodologies used throughout
this thesis are developed. Topics presented include: the physical and chem-
ical principles and ideas behind protein folding, computational modelling
concepts, modelling techniques and data quantification and analysis proce-
dures.
2.1 Conformational Ensemble of States
A key concept that scientists have to contend with when studying protein
or peptide structure and folding is that natural systems are rarely black
and white. Even when discussing highly rigid traditional proteins, it is
unlikely that a sample will completely and perfectly conform to a single
conformational arrangement for a significant length of time. Hence, rather
than try to describe a sequence by a single conformational structure, it
may be more appropriate to describe the state of folding within the sample
as a range of many uniquely folded conformations. Each of the unique
folded states within the sample would also have an associated population
weighting that represents the abundance of that folded state within the
sample. This collection of folded states and weightings describing a peptide
or protein make up its conformational ensemble of states.
As discussed in Chapter 1, due to the need for sufficient signal acquisi-
tion, many experimental techniques form observations via time and space
averages. This means in practice an observed quantity is actually the av-
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erage value for that quantity obtained over a period of time and for many
individual instances of the quantity. Figure 2.1 depicts how time or en-
semble averaged structures may obscure key information about potentially
critical conformational arrangements, highlighting the need to probe fold-
ing on an individual molecule level.
Figure 2.1: Example of three different possible ensembles for a two atom
system and their corresponding constituent structural arrangements and
weightings. Even though each of the three systems are made up of different
combinations of atom arrangements, each system results in the same final
averaged arrangement.
Despite being time and ensemble averaged, the information that can
be gathered does provide some insight into structural properties, as well
as different types of information that would not necessarily be conveyed
from a single sequence on an instantaneous basis. For example, natural
systems or structures are typically not made up of single instances of a
sequence, so information about how a single isolated sequence functions on
its own may not display the same physics and chemistry that is observe for
a complete system. As such, care must be taken when making comparisons
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between time or ensemble averaged data and refined data describing the
composition and components of the conformational ensemble of states.
The conformational ensemble of states is likely most important in de-
scribing IDPs and doubtlessly even more so to sequences that can switch
conformations. Properties such as conformational mobility (the ability for
a sequence to change its folded state) cannot be garnered from a single
frame representation for a sequence such as a time or ensemble average. A
complete understanding of the conformational and structural properties of
complex IDPs and conformation switching sequences will likely require an
understanding of their corresponding conformational ensemble of states.
2.2 Types of Protein Structure
Protein structure exists on multiple levels, with different types of structure
capable of forming within a single sequence. The four types of protein
structure are presented below.
Primary Structure refers to the linear one dimensional measure of the
quantity, variety and arrangement of amino acids that make up the peptide
or protein sequence.
Secondary Structure refers is a localized 3D spatial structuring that
forms due to repeated folds in the protein chain backbone. This typically
refers to the simple formation of sheets, turns or helical motifs in sub-
regions of the protein sequence which are often mediated by the creation
of hydrogen bonds.
Tertiary Structure refers to a higher level of 3D structuring in a protein,
typically representing the spatial arrangement of the different secondary
structural sub-regions within the sequence. This level of structuring can
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be driven by forces such as hydrophobic interactions and stabilized by side
chain interactions.
Finally, Quaternary Structure refers to the 3D spatial arrangement of
multiple instances of a peptide or protein sequence with each other to form
larger multi-protein complexes.
The content and distribution of different types of structure may suggest
a difference in protein nature, especially when discussing complex disor-
dered or conformation switching sequences.
2.3 The Absence of Structure
Terms such as disordered, unstructured, random-coil, denatured and un-
folded can be common place across the literature for describing IDP se-
quences and sequences that display IDP-like structural behaviour.102,244,332
However examining what defines a protein as lacking structure may be more
complicated than simply the absence of the four types of structure per the
previous section.
Typically terms such as disordered and unstructured imply a lack of
rigid control over the structure of a sequence. However, at some level, if
forces exist within a protein sequence, then they must be exerting some
influence on the sequence implying at least some degree of conformational
control. As discussed in Chapter 1, many experimental techniques are
not able to directly observe disorder, rather a lack of specific structure
signifying information is interpreted as disorder.2–4,102,103,117,125,181 As such
it can be immensely difficult to pin down exactly what defines protein
disorder.242,244–246,333 For example, when Dowd et al. carried out NMR
work on the OCN protein, an inability to obtain cross peaks lead to a
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proposal that the conformation of the protein was extended and largely
unstructured.2 In addition, Dowd et al. suggested that a structured state
was more conformationally compact than a disordered state.2
From a theoretical point of view, a modelled conformational ensemble
that contains many unique folded states that are each thermodynamically
competitive could be interpreted as disordered, while the compactness of a
sequence is a distinct quantity that can be directly calculated from simula-
tion trajectories. While interesting from a standpoint of possible structure
- function relationships, disorder is a complex state with the degree of
compactness alone not a definitive measure of how ordered or disordered a
protein sequence is.
Work by Hauschka et al. on OCN suggested that a rather featureless
CD signal corresponded to a largely random-coil distribution.121,141 As per
its early description in ideal polymer models, the term random-coil refers
to structures wherein backbone dihedral angles are purely independent of
their neighbours, a property that is rarely observed in practice.334,335 From
a theoretical point of view, a statistical breakdown of secondary structure
that may correspond to a protein that is random-coil in nature would likely
lack any extended regions of secondary structure.
The work of Lopes et al. on the other hand has highlighted that CD
signals corresponding to IDP-like folded states within a sequence are often
conflated with those corresponding to PPII-helix secondary structure.244,332
Tiffany and Krimm hypothesized a model describing unfolded proteins
wherein short PPII-helical regions were separated by turns.243,245 From
a theoretical point of view PPII secondary structure inter-dispersed with
turns may manifest a conformational ensemble that contains significant
PPII secondary structure, however the average length of PPII-helical seg-
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ments should be minimal.
PPII secondary structure is rather outstretched with an in-axial twist,
hence a sequence that contains a lot of PPII secondary structure may be
less compact. This may minimize the number of side chain interactions,
and in turn a lack ofmany strong bonds could allow the sequence to easily
change conformations making it more dynamic. The regular presence of
turn structures within a sequence may prevent the formation of extensive
PPII-helices resulting in CD spectral di erences.
While the formation of rigid conformations and secondary structure can
be utilized to identify a protein as ordered, the lack of a compact folded
state or the absence of secondary structure does not necessarily equate to
a disordered sequence. While understanding a sequence s dynamics, sec-
ondary structure, tertiary structure and degree of compactness may help
de ne whether a sequence is IDP-like, without the ability to probe the
individual structures that make up the ensembles of IDPs, or a complete
description of the boundaries that separate structure from a lack of struc-
ture or one unstructured state from another, the nature of protein disorder
remains ambiguous.
2.4 Protein Structure and Folding
2.4.1 Free Energy Landscapes
The Free Energy Landscape (FEL) is a conceptual visualization method
and computational framework for understanding the phase space that de-
scribes the free energy for a given spatial con guration of a system of
atoms.336 While this work focuses primarily on the folding of proteins and
peptides, concepts of the FEL are applicable to any macromolecule. The
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arrangement of a system of atoms that correspond to the global minima on
the FEL (ie: the arrangement with the lowest free energy) is often referred
to as the native structure. Thermodynamically, peptides and proteins will
typically desire to fold into this conformational arrangement. Lesser local
minimaon the FEL represent meta-stable folded states that a sequencemay
temporarily pass through on their way to reaching their native structure.
Saddle points separate multiple such minima. Together these features act
as barriers that the system s kinetics must be able to overcome in order to
successfullyalter its conformation. As moreparticlesareadded toa system,
it quickly becomes di cult to imagine complex multi-atom phase spaces,
so often simple 2D or 3D representations showing the energy of a system
as a function of the systems the conformation (the arrangement of atoms
within the system) are utilized to enable easy visualization of conceptual
folding, as shown in Figure 2.2.
2.4.2 FEL and Folding
The energy landscape model was developed as a method for representing
how an e ectively one dimensional protein string could systematically fold
into speci c and complex 3D structures. Derived in the 60s, Levinthal s
Paradox337 highlighted that a given polypeptide could easily have such a
large number of degrees of freedom that the number of mis-folded confor-
mations would be astronomical. Simple random chance would mean, even
with rapid foldingoccurringonnanoorpico second time scales, statistically
it would take an amount of time longer than the age of the universe for a
protein to fold into its target functional conformation let alone sample all
of its possible folded states.337–339
From early X-ray di raction experiments it was apparent that proteins
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Figure 2.2: Examples of a 2D representation of a simple FEL (A), and a
cutaway representation of a similar 3D FEL (B).
were not necessarily simple repeating local structures like DNA. Instead,
proteins could fold into complex 3D conformations through physiochemi-
cal processes. This intelligent self-assembly is guided by the information
contained within the amino acid sequences themselves.340,341 Over the last
several decades, rapid growth in scientific understanding has been made
from both experimental and theoretical work attempting to identifying how
forces such as hydrophobicity, side chain interactions and even local water
structuring may guide folding.342–346 From this basis has arisen the concept
of folding pathways and the evolution of the energy landscape model.347,348
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2.4.3 Folding Funnel Model
The topography of a FEL will differ from sequence to sequence. One of
the leading models for describing sequences that display a high degree of
structural order is referred to as the folding funnel.349,350 Folding funnel
FELs are based around a rugged funnel like topography with disordered
and unfolded structures lying at the top of the funnel. Entropy drives
the structures down the funnel, first starting to collapse the protein into
a molten globular-like state. As the protein continues to fold, travelling
down the funnel, it gains a greater degree of structure forming secondary
structure turns and helicies. However, the rugged topography means that
there may be local minima, representing mis-folds or partial folds, that the
sequence may get trapped in temporarily. Finally, at the bottom of the
funnel lies the native state, the most thermodynamically favourable fully
folded and functional protein state. Examples of 2D and 3D representations
of a folding funnel FEL can be seen in Figure 2.3.
The topography of a funnel-like landscape encompasses an entropy
driven model for guiding the correct and successful folding of highly struc-
tured proteins. Water molecules, due to their polar nature, are capable
of interacting with the polar or charged groups of other molecules such as
proteins via the formation of hydrogen bonds. Within a solution, water
molecules that neighbour only other water molecules will readily form hy-
drogen bonds with each other. A water molecule that neighbours a polar
or charged group on a protein may form hydrogen bonds with the protein,
however if a water molecule neighbours a non-polar region of the protein
no such bonds can be made. A folded state that exposes a larger number of
polar groups to the surrounding solution will have a larger number of disso-
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Figure 2.3: Examples of a 2D (A) and 3D (B) representations of a folding
funnel FEL.
ciative degrees of freedom, which equates to an overall larger entropy. The
folding funnel model suggests that in order to maximize entropy, the pro-
tein is driven to fold such that non-polar regions aggregate forming folded
structures such as hydrophobic cores. In a vacuum, a compact and rigid
folded state would likely have an overall lower entropy compared to an un-
folded and dynamic folded state. However, in a protein s native solution
environment, by folding into a compact state that shields the hydrophobic
regions from water, decreasing a protein’s entropy, the system s entropy
overall can increase due to the larger number of hydrogen bonds that can
be formed between the protein and the solution. Hence the folding funnel
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model is driven via an increase in a system s entropy despite the potential
reduction in entropy incurred by the protein s folding.
The folding funnel topography appears to be a good t for describing
the folding of ordered peptides and proteins, however it maynot necessarily
apply well to intrinsically disordered sequences where there may not be a
drive for a speci c conformation. Disordered conformations may provide
functional advantages such as potential to accommodate dual functionality
via conformation exibility which structured protein may not necessarily
be able to accommodate.102
2.4.4 Other FEL Topographies
The abundance of IDPs highlights a potential limit to how far the folding
funnel representation can reach in terms of describing the nature of all
protein folding. The signi cant evidence for the existence of disordered
but functional sequences lacking a single highly structured native state
highlights that there is still aneed for further re nement of the FEL protein
folding funnel model.
Generating a representation of a FEL can become very complex as sys-
tems get larger and involve more force calculations. Some of the current
leading-edge work in describing the FELs of systems involves simple and
small molecules constituted of either a single type of atom such as carbon,
or Lennard-Jones particles.336,351
For a protein, exactly how the FEL may manifest itself for disordered
sequences may depend on the nature of the sequence s disorder. Figure 2.4
shows some possible FELS for IDP systems.
A highly dynamic sequence that is disordered and freely able to transi-
tion between many di erent conformations may be seen as a tub-like FEL
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topography where tall walls surround a very large relatively flat and open
FEL basin. The basin consists of a very large range of thermodynamically
competitive conformational structures that the protein may take on. Since
inside the basin there is a lack of high potential barriers, the folds of the
protein are easily able to transition between the different conformations
found at the bottom of the basin (Figure 2.4A).
Alternatively, a disordered sequence may display many conformational
structures yet is unable to freely transition between these states without
perhaps the aid of external assistance. Such sequences may be better de-
scribed by a FEL that consists of a gentle funnel that contains many high
barriers. In such a system, while thermodynamically folding into the na-
tive state may be favourable, kinetically the height of the barriers may
make it difficult for the sequence to transition, leaving it in a frustrated
conformation (Figure 2.4B).
Relating a sample of a protein described by a tub-like FEL to a physi-
cal system, one may expect that during any given observation the sample
will contain proteins of many different folded conformations (a result sug-
gesting IDP-like behaviour). In each subsequent observation, individual
proteins that constitute the sample will likely have changed their confor-
mation due to the lack of tall energy barriers separating the different folded
states. However the overall average quantity of any given folded conforma-
tion should remain largely the same.
Contrasting this to what one may expect from a frustrated funnel-like
FEL, initial observation would likely suggest a similar collection of many
individual proteins in a variety of folded states due to the many roughly
equally thermodynamically favourable minima (again a result suggesting
IDP-like properties). Unlike the tub-like landscape, due to the large bar-
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Figure 2.4: Possible 2D representations ofwhat an IDP s FEL may look
like. (A) a 2D representation of apossible tub-like FEL that could describe
an intrinsically disordered sequence that favors many kinetically competi-
tive folded states, (B) a 2D representation of a possible frustrated funnel-
like FEL that could represent an IDP that is unable to readily transition
towards its native state due to the high barriers.
riers that separate the folded states, subsequent observations of the indi-
vidual proteins within the system would likely advocate a lack of change
in the protein folds for any individual protein. This, much like the tub-like
FEL, will leave the average quantities of individual folded states largely
unchanged.
These are just two possible idealized FELs that could be utilized to
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better describe the nature of folding, or lack thereof, in a quickly growing
field of protein structure research. Further refinement will likely be need
as scientific techniques shed new light on the strange nature of disorder in
proteins and peptides.
2.5 Force Fields
2.5.1 Force Field Construction
Modelling techniques can be utilized in order to predict the folded states
that form the topographical features of a FEL. Computational modelling
methods can accomplish this by averaging over the distribution of con-
formational states observed during the course of a given simulation. The
folded states that a protein will take on will be determined by a combi-
nation of environmental factors such as the temperature and pressure of
the system, as well as by the physical forces between the constituent par-
ticles. In the case of the latter, a model system represents these forces via
the potential energy between different particles, and can be visualised as a
Potential Energy Landscape (PEL). While the FEL represents the distri-
bution of different conformations that a system takes on given constrains
such as temperature and pressure, the PEL represents the forces between
the particles that make up the system.
The representation of the PEL for a system can be cast as a set of em-
pirical equations referred to as a Force Field. A FF describes forces that
the atoms of a system exert on one another and in turn can be utilized to
calculate the total potential energy of the system. Atomistic FFs typically
describe particles in the system as fixed charge point masses, with spe-
cific values of different FF parameters differing based on the element and
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type of atom being described. The work carried out in this thesis utilizes
CHARMM compatible FFs and parameters.284,323
The functional form for the CHARMM family of FFs, which describes
the potential energy of the system ( Utotal ), is presented below.
Utotal = Ubonded + Unon bonded (2.1)
The functional form is represented as the summation of two contributions,
one describing the bonded ( Ubonded) interactions in the system, and one
describing the non-bond contributions ( Unon bonded).
Thebonded contributiondescribes the forcebetweendirectly covalently
bonded atoms, and the equation for this is shown below.
Ubonded = Ubond + Uangle + UUB + Udihedral + Uimproper (2.2)
Some of the components making up the bonded contribution can be seen
in Figure 2.5 and can be described as follows.
Figure 2.5: Typical examples of FF parameterization: stretching (A),
bending (B), rotation or torsion (C) and complex bending or deformation
(D).
A bonded component ( Ubond) which describes the bond stretching be-
tween atom pairs,
Ubond =
bonds
K b( b b0)2 (2.3)
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where the Kb parameter is the bond stretching force constant between the
specific pair of atoms based on the atom types, the b0 parameter is the
equilibrium distance for the pair, and b represents this distance at time of
calculation.
An angle bending component (Uangle) for describing the angle formed
in bonded three body interactions,
Uangle =
∑
angles
Kθ(θ − θ0)2 (2.4)
where the Kθ parameter is the angle bending force constant based on the
atom types forming the triplet of atoms, the θ0 parameter is the equilibrium
angle for the triplet, and θ represents this angle at time of calculation.
The Urey-Badley component, (UUB), for describing bond bending in
bonded three body interactions,
UUB =
∑
Urey−Bradley
KUB(b
(1−3) + b(1−3,0))2 (2.5)
where the KUB parameter is the force constant for the imaginary 1-3 UB
bond formed by the triplet of atoms, the b(1−3,0) parameter is the equilib-
rium distance for the imaginary 1-3 UB bond, and b(1−3) represents the
current imaginary 1-3 bond distance at time of calculation.
A dihedral component, (Udihedral), for describing the radial angle formed
between atoms j and k in a i-j-k-l four body bonded interaction.
Udihedral =
∑
dihedrals
Kφ(1 + cos(nφ− δ)) (2.6)
where the Kφ parameter is the dihedral torsion force constant for the i-j-k-l
dihedral, n is the multiplicity for the rotation, δ is the equilibrium radial
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angle for the j-k bond, and φ is this radial angle at time of calculation.
Finally a dihedral component specifically for improper dihedrals, (Uimproper).
Uimproper =
∑
impropers
Kω(ω − ω0) (2.7)
where the Kω parameter is the dihedral torsion force constant for the i-j-k-l
dihedral, n is the multiplicity for the rotation, ω is the equilibrium radial
angle for the j-k bond, and ω0 is the radial angle at time of calculation.
The representation of covalent bonds using these equations while com-
putationally efficient, prevents the modelling of bond formation and break-
age. This would make such a FF a poor choice for studies of sequence cleav-
age or protein formation, however the computation gains are well worth the
trade off when studying complete sequences.
The non-bonded contribution to the functional form of the CHARMM
family of FFs is given below.
Unon−bonded = UCoulombs + ULJ (2.8)
The two components making up the non-bonded contribution are as fol-
lows. A Coulombic component UCoulombs for describing the summation of
electrostatic force between charged particles i and j in the system, given
as
UCoulombs =
∑
ijpair
C
qiqj
rij
(2.9)
where C is the Coulombic constant 1
4piε
given ε, the permittivity of the
medium the interaction is taking place in, the parameters qi and qj are the
charges of particles i and j, and rij is the distance between particles i and
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j at the time of calculation.
A van der Waals component represented by a 12-6 Lennard-Jones (LJ)
potential (ULJ) given as
ULJ =
∑
ijpair
εij
[
(
rminij
rij
)12 − 2(r
min
ij
rij
)6
]
=
∑
ijpair
4εij
[
(
σ
rij
)12 − ( σ
rij
)6
]
(2.10)
where the parameter εij is the van der Waals’s interaction energy for the
interactions between particles of type i and j, rminij is the separation distance
at which the LJ potential for particles i and j is equal to εij and can be
written in terms of the σ LJ parameter as rmin = 2
( 1
6
)σ, and rij is the
distance between the particles at time of calculation. A typical Lennard-
Jones potential function is shown in Figure 2.6 with LJ parameters σ and
 highlighted.
Figure 2.6: A typical Lennard-Jones potential function highlighting the
ε and σ parameters.
The two non-bonded contributions to the functional form must be summed
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up over all possible non-bonded pairs of atoms in the system, and hence it
can become very computationally demanding. Given that these forces can
quickly drop off as separation distances between pairs increase, it is often
computationally cost effective to mediate the techniques used and lengths
at which the non-bonded components are calculated. These limiters often
take the form of spherical distance cut offs around each particle in a sys-
tem and are often chosen to be smaller than the shortest box vector of the
system to prevent artefact issues that may arise from periodic boundary
conditions (discussed later in this chapter).
In the case of the van der Waals contribution, selecting the cut off is
quite simple since the van der Waals component naturally converges to zero
with a rapid drop off as pair separation distance increases towards infinity.
However, the electrostatic component is comparatively very long ranged
and hence will not readily converge. In order to get around this limita-
tion, we have utilized the common practice of representing the coulombic
interactions via the Particle Mesh Ewald approach.352
The Ewald summation is a technique that can be applied to effectively
compute the summation of the long range Coulombic interactions by sepa-
rating the summation into two components plus an additional correction.353
The first component involves applying a neutralizing Gaussian charge cloud
of the opposite magnitude to and centered around each point charge. The
sum of the Gaussian charge cloud and the point charge quickly converges
in real space. The second component is a compensatory Gaussian charge
distribution that can recover the original point charge distribution when
applied and is the negative of the original Gaussian. This distribution
converges quickly in reciprocal space. Finally, a third term is added to
account for self-interactions between the Gaussian charge cloud and the
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original point charges.
The particle mesh aspect applies Ewald summations of the electrostatics
onto a grid that runs through the simulation space. The charges of each
atom will be incorporated into the nearest point of the grid, which will then
in turn be used to solve the potential for that given point. Finally, this
potential will be redistributed back onto the individual atoms after having
been scaled based upon the atoms location relative to the grid point.
2.5.2 Mixing Rules
In any given FF, the sheer number of unique atom pairs that are possible
is huge, making it impractical to parameterize all possible interactions.
In order to get around this limitation many FFs utilize mixing rules to
estimate values for FF parameters that do not have pre-established values.
The Lennard-Jones parameters for a hetero-atomic interaction pair (i, j)
is estimated based upon the values of the Lennard-Jones parameter for
homo-atomic interactions, see Figure 2.7.
The CHARMM family of FFs utilize the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules354
which are based upon the following two equations.
σij =
σii + σjj
2
(2.11)
where σij is the distance where the Lennard-Jones inter-particle potential
is zero for the hetero-atomic pair ij (see Figure 2.6), and σii and σjj are
the distances where the Lennard-Jones inter-particle potential is zero for
the homo-atomic ii and jj pairs respectively.
ij =
√
iijj (2.12)
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Figure 2.7: Flowchart depiction of how homo-atomic interaction param-
eters for two different types of atoms i and j are combined to form hetero-
atomic interaction parameters ij.
where ij is the depth of the Lennard-Jones potential well for the hetero-
atomic pair (see Figure 2.6), and ii and jj are the depths of the Lennard-
Jones potential well for the homo-atomic ii and jj interactions respectively.
If the dynamics of an interaction pair needs to be modified, one must
choose what parameters to alter. While a modification to the electrostatics
or the homo-atomic LJ parameter could be implemented to correct the
thermodynamics of a target pair interaction, such broad modifications will
run the risk of also altering other interactions of the modified atoms leading
to the need for large scale FF re-parameterization, an often impracticable
prospect.
2.6 Molecular Dynamic Simulations
Many computational methods exist for modelling molecular level systems,
from high level density functional theory which can provide electron struc-
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ture information, to coarse graining which can ease the computational bur-
den when modelling huge systems. The work of this thesis however focuses
on the use of classical molecular dynamic simulations as they provide a
good balance between computational load and physical realism. To model
physical systems, empirical MD simulations utilizesavirtual representation
of the constituent atoms and evolves this system over time by integrating
over Newton’s equations of motion. The forces acting on the individual
virtual atoms and hence dictating the position and momentum of the vir-
tual particles at any given time are derived from the underlying FF. MD
simulations are built on the ergodic principle which states that a system’s
time average can be equated to the system s ensemble average. Because of
this, statisticalmechanics canbeutilized on the resultant simulated system
to predict physical quantities on the microscopic and macroscopic levels.
Thekey components required fora empiricalmoleculardynamic simula-
tion consist of a virtualmodel of thephysical system, these are constructed
from an empty box in virtual space lled by a virtual representation of the
constituent particles, a FF de ning the chemical properties of the indi-
vidual atoms, and nally, parameters that can describe the initial physical
conditions at which the simulationwillbeundertaken (ie: temperature and
pressure).
It is common practice to rst geometry optimize newly constructed
systems in order to remove any physically unrealistic atomic arrangements
that may have arisen during construction. This may be followed by a short
simulation in order to equilibrate the system to the initial target physical
conditions. With a simulation system built, a trajectory, which represents
how the system s geometry changes through time, is acquired as the system
is evolvedby the equationsofmotion. Aspects thatwilla ect the trajectory
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and the changes in the system include the size of the time evolution step,
the total duration of the simulation, and the continued mediation of the
system s physical conditions.
The magnitude of the time evolution step will determine the shortest
time scale in which changes in the system’s con guration can be observed,
while the totalduration length of the systemwillbe a factor indetermining
how much of the PEL the simulation will be able to sample. Controlling
physical conditions will determine the type of ensemble that is simulated.
The two most commonly utilized ensembles in MD simulations, as well
as being the ones utilized for the work of this thesis, are the canonical
ensemble (NVT) where the number of particles, volume and temperature
of the system are held in check for the duration of the simulation, and
the isothermal–isobaric ensemble (NPT) where the number of particles,
pressure and temperature of the system are held in check.
Finally, analysis involves the statistical breakdown of the resultant tra-
jectory in order to extract information about the physical observables that
the simulation predicted. As discussed in a later section of this chapter,
this analysis involves exploring the geometric changes to the virtual system
as it evolved through time.
The concepts of time evolution, periodic boundary conditions, control-
lingphysical conditions, and samplingwillnowbediscussed in somedetail.
2.6.1 Time Evolution
The integration of Newton s equations ofmotion in MD simulations takes
the form of numerical algorithms called integrators. There exists many
di erent integrators which can o er varying degrees of numerical stabil-
ity, time reversibility and computational e ciency among other properties.
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However, the work of this thesis utilizes the Leap Frog algorithm,355 one of
the most popular integrators alongside the Velocity Verlet integrator, for
use in MD systems.356 The Leap Frog algorithm derives the new position
for any given atom after time step t , based on the following equation.
r ( t + t ) = r ( t ) + v ( t + 12 t ) t (2.13)
The new position for a particle is not only based upon its current po-
sition r ( t ) but also dependent on the velocity v of the particle. The Leap
Frog algorithm calculates the velocity based on the following equation.
v ( t + 12 t ) = v ( t
1
2 t ) +
t
m
F ( t ) (2.14)
In this case, unlike the position, the velocity is actually calculated halfway
through each time step, hence the name Leap Frog referring to how the
calculations of the position and velocity will leap over each other rather
thanbeing calculated simultaneously. Further, thevelocity isderivedbased
upon the force acting on a given particle F ( t ) and the mass of the particle
m , hence one can relate this back to Newton s equation of force F = ma =
u . Thus, it is possible to understand how the forces between the atoms
which are described by the FF will in turn control the movement of the
particles in modelled systems.
2.6.2 Periodic Boundary Conditions
In experimental work when studying proteins in bulk solution, the scales
of the scienti c sample spaces are typically much larger than the sequences
being studied; hence there is little concern about edge e ects from the
sample container interfering with the sequence. A similar a ect is seen
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when experimentally studying proteins bound to large inorganic flat slabs
as even a relatively small surface on the scale of millimeters will appear
infinite to a bound protein molecule.
Due to the computational cost, typically simulations of proteins and
peptides will be limited to a simulation cell sized such that the smallest
box dimension is only a couple of nanometers larger than the outstretched
length of the peptide or protein being studied. If the walls of the simulation
cell are treated as hard walls, ie: the particles cannot pass through the walls,
the boundaries themselves, as well as edge effects such as water structuring
at the boundary, can easily influence the protein in unexpected and often
unrealistic ways that are not indicative of bulk solvated conditions.
A technique for avoiding these issues is the use of periodic boundary
conditions.354 Particles that move towards a wall of the simulation cell,
rather than simply being blocked, are capable of passing through the wall
and immediately re-enter the cell on the opposite side of the virtual space.
This allows simulations to get around artifacts induced by hard walls with-
out having to actually model a larger virtual space. A simulation cell with
periodic boundary conditions is depicted in Figure 2.8.
The use of periodic boundary conditions effectively generates an endless
virtual space around the simulation cell by applying a periodic image of
the simulation space in all directions around the space itself, providing
a representation of bulk solvent conditions. A similar approach can be
taken with virtual interface slabs to generate an effectively infinite surface.
This is ideal for simulations of rigid crystals, but care must be taken when
simulating free entities such as proteins. The simulation cell must be large
enough so that the sequence being studied does not self-interact with a
periodic image of it’s self as the protein moves around the cell.
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Figure 2.8: A simulation cell with periodic boundary conditions. The
opaque cell represents the modelled system while all other cells are peri-
odic images. The particle shown in blue leaves the cell on the right and
immediately re-enters on the left.
In theory simulation space can be effectively limitless, typically only
bounded by computational limits at the software level. However, in prac-
tice it is rare that excessively large simulation spaces are utilized due to
the substantial increase in computational cost associated with the increased
number of simulated particles required to fill a larger volume. Considera-
tions must be made when studying non-rigid systems such as proteins, as
particles are free moving and can travel all over the simulation cell.
2.6.3 Thermostats
Controlling temperature in MD simulations is a useful aspect beyond simply
allowing simulations to match experimental conditions. Control over the
temperature of simulated systems can allow for processes such as simulated
annealing in order to mix virtual systems, as well as helping to minimize
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energy drifting of the system by ensuring that numerical errors do not
build up. One of the aspects that is easily misunderstood is that the use of
thermostats are typically not to keep a virtual system perfectly at a single
temperature, but rather to keep the system s temperature within a range
that one might expect for a real physical temperature distribution.
Like integrators, many specialized thermostats exist for MD simulations
that canprovidean improved physical likeness for certain systemsaswellas
computational bene ts. For example, in the Berendsen thermostat, which
is one of the easiest thermostats to be implemented, the simulated system
is weakly coupled to a xed temperature isolated heat bath by a factor
and at each step of the simulation the velocities are scaled as a function of
the temperature di erence between the bath and the simulated system as
described by the following equation.
dT
dt =
T0 T (2.15)
The advantage of thismethod is that the simulated systemwillvery rapidly
converge to the target bath temperature. However, this comes at the cost
of suppressing thermal uctuation resulting in reduced ability to accurately
capture the canonical ensemble especially in smaller systems.
Inorder to enable simulations tobe carriedoutwithamore correct tem-
perature distribution, the Anderson thermostat also utilizes a heat bath,
but during each step rather than simply re-scale the temperature of all
particles in the system, selected particles are randomly chosen for velocity
scaling and are in turn scaled based upon a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-
tion centred around the temperature of the heat bath. Due to the random
selection of scaled particles, the dynamics are non-continuous, hence mo-
mentum of the system is not conserved and will thus not necessarily accu-
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rately map to physical systems. Considered one of the best thermostat is
the Nos´ e-Hoover thermostat which is utilized throughout this thesis.357,358
A brief conceptual overview of this thermostat is now given.
The Nos´ e-Hoover thermostat utilizes a frictional component added to
the equation ofmotion as shown below.
d2r i
dt2 =
Fi
mi
vi (2.16)
The friction scaling term accelerates or decelerates the particles in the sys-
tem by a factor in order to trend the system s temperature towards the
ideal target temperature distribution of the bath. The equation for this
frictional component is shown below.
d
dt =
1
Q( T T0) (2.17)
Given that
Q = 2T0 (2.18)
one is left with
d
dt =
1
2(
T
T0
1) (2.19)
showing that the degree of velocity scaling is the integral of a function of
the ratio of the temperature relative to thebath, TT0 , as well as the coupling
factor .
The Nos´ e-Hoover thermostat is completely deterministic and should
oscillate the temperature as it tends towards the target resulting in a more
realistic depiction of heat uctuations.
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2.6.4 Barostats
Temperature is not the only physical constraint that can be maintained in
order to match experimental conditions. Pressure of the virtual system can
be modified by altering the size of the virtual space that the simulated par-
ticles have to move around in. The two commonly utilized barostats are the
Berendson barostat and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat,359,360 the latter
of which is utilized throughout this thesis. The Parrinello-Rahman baro-
stat follows similar principles to the Nose´-Hoover thermostat. Briefly, the
positions of particles, typical represented as ri, are replaced by a scalable
position factor, pi =
ri
V 1/3
, and additional terms in the equations of motion
handle the energy changes that are induced by the box being compressed.
As the simulation box is compressed the positions of the particles have to
be scaled across the box, and in turn this exerts a degree of energy change
on the system that needs to be taken into account. Assuming appropriate
choice of barostat parameters, the Parrinello-Rahman barostat will result
in the isobaric ensemble.
In some cases the choice of thermostat or barostat may impact the abil-
ity of the model system to accurately represent its real world counterpart.
It could also impart energetic artefacts into the model resulting in a failure
to return the correct canonical ensemble of states for the modelled system.
This has been observed with the Brendenson thermostat when applied to
replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations.361,362 The Nose´-Hoover
thermostat and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat were chosen for the work
carried out in this thesis as they have previously been utilized as part of
replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations modelling the conforma-
tional ensemble for the calcite binding protein n16N to a reasonable degree
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of success.326
2.6.5 Sampling
Oneof the keyaspects when simulatingaproteinorpeptide is theability for
the simulated system to traverse the FEL. Sampling refers to the breadth
of the FEL that the simulated system is able to traverse over the duration
of the simulation. As the simulation runs, the conformational structure of
the sequence being simulated will change, and it is this range of di erent
conformations that represents the degree of peptide or protein sampling.
A simulation that has not thoroughly sampled the FEL may result in a
conformational ensemble of states that poorly re ects the physical system.
This may mean it has missed potentially favourable and critical folded
states that will be key to gaining new insight into the sequence s function
(see Figure 2.9).
Larger sequences, conformationally stable sequences, and short simula-
tion durations are often the key contributors to poor FEL sampling. It can
be di cult to fully traverse the simulated FEL. Sequences become expo-
nentially more complex as additional atoms are added, causing the size of
the FEL to quickly and vastly increase. The FEL for even small sequences
may be capable of containing multiple minima of varying depths and with
barriers of varying heights separating them, further complicating the task
of satisfactorily exploring the all key conformations.
Even with powerful supercomputers, the duration of a simulation and
hence the opportunity for the modelled system to trial di erent, possibly
favourable or critical arrangements, are often truncated by the computa-
tional cost. The sheer size of the FEL and the possibility of systems being
trapped have meant that simple MD simulation techniques are not always
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Figure 2.9: Depiction of a well sampled (A) and a poorly sampled (B)
FEL as a system evolves though time from state Tinitial to Tfinal .
enough to ensure e ective sampling.
Howeveradvanced sampling techniquesand longer simulation timesmay
be used to improve the quality of sampling to ensure key conformational
states are reached. Of these two approaches, advanced sampling techniques
such as Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD) are one possible
way to cost e ectively increasing the breadth of the FEL transversed by a
peptide or protein. This approach, which is utilized throughout this thesis,
is now discussed.
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2.7 Advanced Sampling Techniques
2.7.1 Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics
REMD techniques are one possible method of improving the ability for
a simulation to cover the FEL.363–372 The general principles that underlie
replica exchange techniques involve the use of multiple copies of a system,
referred to as replicas, that are chemically identical (though in some vari-
ations of the technique this may not hold true) but may differ in terms of
their conformational arrangement.
In order to improve the ability for replicas to escape deep minima or
overcome tall barriers on the FEL, the temperature (in the case of tempera-
ture based replica exchange) or the Hamiltonian (in the case of Hamiltonian
based replica exchange) of all but one of the replicas are scaled. Only the
un-scaled replica (referred to as the base replica, or zeroth replica) will re-
turn the correct conformational ensemble of states for a modelled system
while the ensembles from replicas with a scaled temperature or Hamilto-
nian will not necessarily correlate back to their physical counterparts. The
replica that has the most scaling is referred to as the fully scaled replica.
Scaled replicas effectively grant the system either more energy to help
it get over large conformational barriers on the PEL, or will scale down the
height of the barriers themselves making it easier for the system to escape on
its own. The difference in scaling between the base replica and the highest
scaled replica is referred to as the scaling window and is represented by a
temperature range in temperature based replica exchange, or an “effective”
temperature window in the case of Hamiltonian replica exchange, since in
the latter the temperatures themselves are not scaled.
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The replicas are simulated in parallel with each other and attempts are
made to swap the structures in each replica periodically over the course of
the simulation. This swapping isbalancedbasedon the Metropolis criterion
where Pij is the probability of a swap between replicas i and j , and ij is
the di erence in potential energy between these replicas ( ij = Ej - Ei ).
For temperature based REMD this is given by the following equation.
Pij =
1 if ij 0
e ij if ij > 0
(2.20)
From the above equation, a swap between two replicas, i and j , is
guaranteed if the swap would result in a reduction in the overall potential
energy (ie: ij < 0). However, even if the exchange would not result in a
reduction, a swap is stillpossiblebut theprobability is weighted in order to
retaina correctlyweighted Boltzmanndistributionof states. Because swaps
between replicas are not guaranteed, the size of the scaling window will
play a role in the number of replicas required in order to ensure su cient
swapping and hence e ective use of the replica technique.
Figure 2.10 depicts how structure swapping in a REMD simulation oc-
curs as time evolves.
Due to thepossibility of conformational exchanges takingplacebetween
di erent replicas, the trajectories produced by REMD techniques are not
necessarily sequential with time. Hence, as in the case of the work of this
thesis, the resultant trajectories represent the time independent confor-
mational ensembles of a modelled system rather than an evolution of the
protein folding over the modelled time frame. Because of this, detailed
information about a modelled system s dynamics or speci c folding events
cannot necessarily be obtained.
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Figure 2.10: Flowchart depicting how replicas are exchanged as an REMD
simulation evolves though time.
2.7.2 Hamiltonian Replica Exchange
The work in this thesis utilizes Hamiltonian replica exchange techniques.
Many Hamiltonian scaling replica exchange techniques exist, focusing on
different physio-chemical challenges.373–377
Hamiltonian scaling techniques will selectively scale the forces that gov-
ern interactions between particles in a system. Depending on the exact
variant of the Hamiltonian scaling used, different forces and the exact mod-
ifications to the forces can differ, such as in Coulombic replica exchange378
or van der Waals replica exchange.377 Though there are techniques to un-
bias the results from scaled replicas,377,378 by default since in Hamiltonian
replica exchange only the base replica is left un-scaled, it is only this replica
that will naturally return a correctly sampled Boltzmann weighted distri-
bution of states.
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Unlike temperature scaled systems, Hamiltonian scaled systems are not
actually heated. When utilized with additional techniques such as solute
tempering, Hamiltonian replica exchange can be useful for interfacial sim-
ulations that include components that may melt or disperse when heated.
2.7.3 Replica Exchange with Solute Tempering
The Hamiltonian replica exchange method chosen for use throughout this
thesis is known as Replica Exchange with Solute Tempering (REST), as
described by Terakawa et al.,372 and implemented in the Gromacs molecular
dynamics package using the standard Gromacs perturbation codes.379,380
The solute tempering aspect, when dealing with simulating proteins or
peptides, involves separating the atoms of a system into two groups; those
that make up the protein or peptide and those that make up the solvent.
Based on this distinction, interactions between any given pair of atoms
that contribute to the potential energy of the system can be categorized.
This results in three possible pairs of interactions; those between two
atoms that are both constituents of the protein or peptide (Uprotein−protein),
those between pairs of atoms that are both constituents of the solvent
(Usolvent−solvent), and finally those that are between an atom that is a con-
stituent of the protein and an atom that is a constituent of the solvent
(Uprotein−solvent). The potential energy of a system can therefore be written
as follows.
Usystem = Uprotein−protein + Uprotein−solvent + Usolvent−solvent (2.21)
Solute tempering involves leaving the solvent-solvent interactions (Usolvent−solvent)
unscaled, which in turn allows for an effective temperature scaling win-
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dow to span a larger effective temperature range with a comparatively
reduced number of replicas while still ensuring sufficient replica swap-
ping.364,370–372,378
The total potential energy of a given replica i utilizing the REST ap-
proach can be written as follows.
Ui =
βi
β0
Uprotein−protein +
√
βi
β0
Uprotein−solvent + Usolvent−solvent (2.22)
In this equation, only the intra-protein and protein-solvent interactions are
scaled. These components are scaled relative to a fraction of the temper-
ature of replica i where βi =
1
Ti
given Ti as the effective temperature of
replica i post scaling, and β0 =
1
T0
given T0 as the temperature of the
unscaled base replica.
Scaled particles are scaled by a factor of
√
βi
β0
, since protein-protein in-
teractions involve a scaled particle interacting with another scaled particle,
the forces of protein-protein pairs are effectively experience scaling by a
factor of βi
β0
, since solvent atoms are not scaled, the protein-solvent interac-
tions are effectively scaled only by a factor of
√
βi
β0
, and since solvent-solvent
interactions are not scaled the solvent-solvent forces will not experience any
scaling.
The exact percentage of scaling (ie: the specific effective temperature)
that a given replica i experiences will be somewhere between the base un-
scaled and the fully scaled replicas. The percentage of scaling is determined
by a scaling factor λi which is set between 0 representing an unscaled replica
and 1 which represents a fully scaled replica.
λi is related to the effective temperature window for the system based
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on the following equation
βi = β0(1− λi) + βfullλi (2.23)
where βfull =
1
Tfull
given Tfull is the effective temperature of the fully scaled
replica.
The distribution of partially scaled replicas that bridge the scaling win-
dow between the unscaled and fully scaled limits can be controlled by care-
ful selection of λi values for each replica, without the requirement of even
spacing of replica spacing. This can be useful in monitoring the swapping
of replicas, though throughout this thesis it was not deemed necessary.372
The scaling effect for a given replica i is based upon modification to the
forces that make up the Hamiltonian. Referring back to equation 2.2, the
Hamiltonian for CHARMM is made up of bonded and non-bonded contri-
butions. Scaling the potential energy between the different components of
a system (protein and solvent) is accomplished via scaling forces between
the different particle pairs. As part of REST, the forces for non-bonded
pair interactions that are scaled include the Lennard-Jones and Coulom-
bic contributions. The Lennard-Jones contribution is scaled via the LJ 
parameter by a factor of γλi where gamma is given as γ =
βfull
β0
. The
Coulombic contribution is scaled by a factor of
√
γλi which is applied to
the individual partial charge q for each atom in the system.
For bonded pair interactions, though it has been shown that only the
dihedral torsion force needs to be scaled in order to confer effective confor-
mation sampling,371 the work in this thesis follows the work of Brown et
al. who scaled both the dihedral torsion and the bond stretching force con-
stants as part of a study of disordered peptides.326 The bonded interaction
energy terms were scaled by a factor of γλi
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This scaling is taken into account when determining if two replicas will
exchange their conformations as per the Metropolis criterion discussed pre-
viously. The potential energy difference between replicas i and j, ∆ij, is
given as
∆ij = βj[Ej(xj)− Ej(xi)]− βi[Ei(xj)− Ei(xi)] (2.24)
In this case the value of ∆ij is determined via the potential energies, Ei
and Ej, of replicas i and j, when in atomic configurations xi and xj, and
scaled by the scaling factors, βi and βj, of replica i and j respectively.
Regardless of the techniques used, the results of MD simulations take
the form of trajectories describing the motion of atoms over the course
of the simulation. With the correct techniques it is possible to determine
thermodynamic properties such as the strength of interactions between ions
and side chains in terms of free energy, as well as structural properties such
as coordination modes and conformational ensembles. These aspects are
covered in the next two sections of this chapter.
2.8 Determination of Free Energy
2.8.1 Free Energy Methods
Experimentally determining the strength of interactions between an ion and
a side chain often takes the form of association constants which represent
the ratio of bound vs unbound constituents. The change in free energy
∆Gij for a system moving from state i (ie: an unbound state) to state j
(ie: a bound state) is a useful property capable of providing insight into
the strength of an interaction.
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The change in free energy can be described by the following equation
relating it to the association constant K a and the system s temperature T .
Gij = kB Tln ( K a) (2.25)
In a simulation this equation holds true as long as the simulation has
su ciently sampled both states i and j .
Many methods and software packages exist for calculating the free en-
ergy for an interaction with the optimal choice of technique varying based
on the type of system and the quantity of interest.381 This thesis utilizes
association constant calculations derived from the Potential of Mean Force
(PMF) curves determined using metadynamics.
2.8.2 Association Constants
The association constant for a system transforming from state i to state j
were derived for simulations that contain functional group side chains and
ions. The association constants were determined based on the potential of
mean force curves of the system for a given reaction coordinate r .
When dealingwith the interactions between an ion and a sequence side
chain functional group such that the ion may approach and interact with
the functional group from any number of angles, the equation describing
the predicted association constant can be written as the following integral
over separation distance r as described by Chialvo et al.382
K a = 4
Rcut
0
gidAC ( r ) r 2dr (2.26)
where r is thedistancebetween the side chain functionalgroupand ion, gidAC
is the radial distribution function between the pair in in nite dilution, and
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the integration limit R( cut ) is the cut o describing the separation distance
r such that the pair is no longer signi cantly interacting.
The radial distribution gidAC can be calculated based upon the potential
ofmean force curves from simulations in the NVT ensembleand isdescribed
as follows
gid = e
V PMF ( r )
k bT (2.27)
where V PMF ( r ) is the potential of mean force at pair separation distance
r as predicted by the simulation and T is the temperature at which the
system was simulated.
2.8.3 Well-Tempered MetaDynamics
In order to predict the potential ofmean force curves the MetaD advanced
sampling technique implemented in the Plumed Software package was uti-
lized alongside the MD simulations.383 Metadynamics is a method for re-
ducing thenumber ofdegrees of freedomwithin amodelled system in order
to ensure sampling of a speci c quantity. Collective Variables (CVs) rep-
resent the system s change along a speci c degree of freedom known as the
reaction coordinate. As the collective variable (CV) samples along the re-
action coordinate, bias potentials are deposited which help steer the CV
towards new and di erent arrangements along the coordinate. The reaction
coordinate/CVs are chosen such that as the system transitions from one
state to another, the CV changes accordingly. The collective variable must
be chosen with care as di erent CVs will result in di erent bias potential
distributions and hence di erent trajectories.384 A CV that does not ap-
propriately change as the system transitions from state to state will not be
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useful in recovering information about that specific transition.
The bias potentials are represented by Gaussians of width σi and mag-
nitude ω, and are periodically added at the location of the CV (Si(X(t)))
where X(t) is the conformation arrangement of the system at time t and
with a frequency of 1/τ .
Metadynamic simulations evolve based on not only the potential energy
of the system U(X), but also the time-dependent bias potential V (X, t)
which is given by the equation
V (X, t) =
∫ t
0
dt′ωe
−∑di=1 (Si(X(t))−Si(X(t′)))22σ2
i (2.28)
where d is the total number of CVs.
After sampling a conformation, a bias potential is added at that loca-
tion, effectively starting to fill in that location on the FEL. Slowly over
time, the bias potentials start to fill up minima that have been sampled
on the FEL allowing the system to overcome high barriers and gain access
to new conformational arrangements. Figure 2.11 depicts how the bias po-
tentials are utilized in order to allow the system to overcome these folding
barriers on the FEL.
Standard metadynamic simulations however can still encounter difficul-
ties induced by the slow convergence of the added biasing potentials which
may leave the system oscillating. If the metadynamic simulation is not
run long enough the system will fail to sample the entire FEL, however if
the simulation runs too long then the bias potentials may over emphasize
physically irrelevant conformations.
One way to overcome these difficulties is through the use of a bias
scaling variant of metadynamics called well-tempered metadynamics. In
this variant the magnitude ω of the added bias potentials is scaled based
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Figure 2.11: Example of the evolution of a metadynamic simulation de-
picting the bias potentials filling deep energy wells on the FEL that have
been explored in order to allow the system to access new conformational
arrangements.
upon the following equation
ω = ω0τe
−V (X,t)
kB∆T (2.29)
where ω0 is the initially set bias magnitude (ie: when t = 0), and ∆T
is a temperature scaling factor that regulates the degree of bias potential
induced exploration. As the simulation evolves in time the height of the
newly added bias potentials will converge towards
V (S(X(t)), t→∞) = ∆T
T +∆T
G(X,T ) (2.30)
which in turn will help the system reach convergence.
This biased-based approach results in a biased trajectory, however, as
the duration of a metadynamic simulation approaches infinity (t → ∞)
the added bias potentials provided an unbiased approximation of the free
energyG(X, t) as a function of the reaction coordinate X. Using information
about the number, location and magnitude of the added biases it is possible
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to reconstruct a correctly biased trajectory profile, and hence unbiased
potential of mean force profiles.385
2.9 Analysis Techniques
There are a vast number of techniques for comparing ensemble averaged
data as well as for analysing and describing their composition and individual
components. These can range from single value quantities such as the radius
of gyration to very complex representations such as cluster analysis. The
analysis techniques utilized in this thesis are presented below.
2.9.1 Root Mean Squared Distance
The Root Mean Squared Distance (RMSD) is a useful metric for analysing
protein trajectories as it provides a quantification of structural similarities
between two different conformations. This makes it an integral part of other
analysis techniques such as the radius of gyration calculations and cluster
analysis (as presented in subsequent sections of this chapter). The RMSD
is calculated between two conformational states, i and j, by averaging the
difference in distance between the atoms of interest in state i from their
position when in state j and can be written as
RMSD(i,j) =
[
1
N
N∑
n=1
‖ri(n)− rj(n)‖2
]
(2.31)
where N is the total number of atoms to be analysed, and ri(n) and rj(n)
are the coordinates of atom n for state i and j respectively.
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2.9.2 Solvent Accessible Surface Area
The Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) is a quanti cation of how
much of a macromolecule s surface area, as described by its van der Waals
surface, is capable of facilitating an interactionwith aprobemoleculewith-
out an obstruction. In general terms, the SASA is determined via the un-
obstructed space that surrounds the atoms within a macromolecule. This
is quanti ed through the use of a spherical probe particle that has a ra-
dius typically chosen to approximate the van der Waals radius of a single
water molecule. As depicted in Figure 2.12, the probe is “rolled” across
a speci ed number of points on the van der Waals surface for each of the
macromolecule s constituent atoms.
Figure 2.12: A schematic representation of the determination of the sol-
vent accessible surface area of a molecule depicted by the blue spheres.
Each point on the surface of an atom is then cross checked against
its neighbouring atoms to determine if an obstruction has occurred. The
SASA calculations in this thesis were carried out using the double cubic
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lattice method described by Eisenhaber et al.,386 and as implemented per
the Gromacs MD simulation package. For all determinations a probe of 1.4
A˚was utilized with 1000 probe points around each atom.
2.9.3 Radial Distribution Functions
Radial Distribution Functions (RDFs) provide a description of density vari-
ation of quantity j as a function of separation distance from reference point
i within a system. Distances between particle i and j are calculated over
the course of a simulation trajectory and grouped into bins of width ∆r
generating a profile depicting the number density change which is then
normalized. Figure 2.13 shows an example system and density profile.
Figure 2.13: Depiction of a radial distribution function with the reference
particle i, quantity of interest j, separation distance r and five bins with
bin width ∆r, as well as a profile showing how the density of j particles
may fluctuate as a function of distance r.
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Normalization of the number density is accomplished via a multipli-
cation of the number density pro le by the volume of the sample space.
Typically for a 3D system this would be accomplished via the volume of
the spherical shells that form the bins and is given as,
g ( r )j = 4 r 2 dr (2.32)
where r is the separation distance between the origin point around which
the distribution function is being calculated and is the number density.
2.9.4 Radius of Gyration
A method for quantifying the compactness of a protein s sequence is the
Radius of Gyration (RoG). The RoG, Rg, is calculated as the RMSD of the
atoms that make up the protein s backbone from the centre ofmass of the
protein. This can be expressed mathematically as
Rg = i
r i
2 mi
i mi
1
2
(2.33)
where mi is the mass of atom i , and r i is the separation distance of atom i
from the center ofmass of the protein.
Out stretched sequences will typically result in a larger radius of gyra-
tion value, while lower values suggest a more compact structure. Though
not adirectmeasure of IDP-likeproperties, the RoG can still suggest some-
thing about the nature of a sequence s folding preferences.
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2.9.5 Secondary Structure Analysis
Aquanti cationofapeptide sorprotein s secondary structure canbedeter-
mined from the trajectories of simulated sequences which satisfy a Boltz-
mann weighted conformational ensemble. This provides insight into the
types and relative weightings of the di erent secondary structures that the
sequence prefers. The analysis is carried out by measuring and statistically
quantifying the and dihedral angles that are formed in the sequence s
backbone (see Figure 2.14 ).
Figure 2.14: Diagram depicting the Phi ( ) and Psi ( ) dihedral angles
within the back bone of a peptide or protein sequence.
Each type of secondary structure will have a range of and values
that de ne its classi cation limits. For the backbone segment of a given
amino acid residue i , the angle values for each of the i and i pairs will
therefore correspond to the speci c type of secondary structure.
Visualization of i and i dihedral angles is often represented in the
form of a Ramachandran plot. These plots display the density distribution
of secondary structure as regionalized domains on a plot of the angles. An
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example of a Ramachandran plot showing the cut offs for the key types
of secondary structure found in this thesis is shown in Figure 2.15.387 To
make visualization of the magnitude of the secondary structure signal eas-
ier, throughout this thesis the Ramachandran plots are summarized into
pie charts displaying the percentages of the different types of secondary
structure.
Figure 2.15: A Ramachandran plot showing the locations of secondary
structure domains in terms of their Φ and Ψ values.
The α-helical region of the Ramachandran plot is broken down into two
separate subregions corresponding to a tightly wound α-helix referred to as
α-inner (cyan), and a loosely wound helix referred to as α-outer (purple).
Polyproline-helix, typically referred to as PPII-helix secondary structure
refers to a commonly observed helical folding of the peptide or protein
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backbone with an ideal i and i dihedrals of (-75o, 150o). The PPII -
helix exhibitsa three-fold in-axis symmetrywith individual turns consisting
of three residues.
2.9.6 Consecutive Secondary Structure Analysis
Signals obtained from experimental techniques such as CD spectroscopy, or
from statistical techniques such as Ramachandran analysismay suggest the
presence of speci c secondary structure content, however on their own they
do not provide irrefutable evidence of the formation of actual structural
secondary structure motifs. For example, Figure 2.16 shows three short
protein chains each of which when analyzed by Ramachandran analysis
will display exactly 50 % -helical secondary structure and exactly 50 %
-sheet secondary structure. However only one of these sequenceshaswhat
one may consider the formation of a structural -helical coil.
Figure 2.16: Threedi erentpossible conformational structures fora short
sequence, their corresponding secondary structure signals, and the corre-
sponding consecutive secondary structure breakdowns. Of the three struc-
tures only structure (B) depicts the formation of fully formed helical turns.
In order to quantify the formation of structural secondary structure
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motifs that the protein actually took on as opposed to simply secondary
structure signals, consecutive secondary structure analysis was utilized. In
this approach the secondary structure signal is statistically broken down
based on the prevalence of di erent lengths of unbroken secondary struc-
ture sub-regions. The resultant bar charts represent the percentage of a
given secondary structure type as a function of how much of that partic-
ular type is consecutively contained within backbone chains of di erent
lengths. A preference for the signal to be attributed to long chains of a sin-
gle secondary structure type suggests the formation of structural secondary
structure motifs, while a preference for the secondary structure signal to
be distributed in short regions may suggest that the secondary structure
motifs are either transient or non-structural.
2.9.7 Cluster Analysis
To quantify protein tertiary structure a technique known as cluster anal-
ysis may be applied in order to ascertain groups of structurally unique
conformational folded states (referred to as clusters) as well as quantify
the prevalence of these di erent clusters to identify dominant conforma-
tional arrangements. This technique allows one to gain an insight into
the conformational ensemble of states, provides an indication of how well
conformational space is being explored, and may hint at the nature of a
sequence s disorder.
Severalmethods for clustering trajectories exist,388–390 however through-
out this thesis the Daura clustering method391 has been utilized. This
methodhaspreviouslybeenutilized in the studyofdisordered sequences.326
The Daura clustering method takes place over a pre-speci ed subsection of
the system’s constituent atoms. Often forproteins, and for thework of this
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thesis, this subsection consists of the atoms that make up the backbone of
the protein.
The Daura clustering method involves calculating the RMSD of the
conformational arrangement for each frame of the trajectory and compar-
ing resultant value against every other frame of the trajectory. For the
Daura method, a cut off is used to quantifying whether two conformational
arrangements are considered structurally unique from one another. If a
tested structure is found to be conformationally different from all other
structures it is classified into a new unique cluster, else it is counted to-
wards the membership of the cluster that it is most conformationally similar
to. Once a conformation has been assigned to a cluster, it is removed from
the pool of conformations in order to ensure that double counting does not
take place.
After the cut off has been applied to all frames, the cluster that contains
the largest number of similar structures is labelled as cluster number one.
The specific structure within the cluster that displays the smallest RMSD
from each other member structure is then the representative central struc-
ture for that cluster. This is repeated until all clusters have been labeled
based upon their membership population.
The RMSD cut off chosen will be a critical factor in determining how
lenient the clustering is with the classification of new unique conformations.
It is often chosen based upon the length of the simulated sequence, with
longer sequences typically utilizing a larger cut off to account for the higher
number of degrees of freedom. It may also vary based on the natural
flexibility of a sequence. A cut off that is too large will result in structures
that have significant conformational differences being grouped together,
potentially resulting in key structures being missed. On the other hand,
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a clustering cut off that is too small will result in many clusters that may
be insignificantly different being identified. This in turn may lead to a
misrepresentation of the statistical dominance for a given conformational
state.
Cluster analysis can provide an idea of the individual folded states that
constitute the conformational ensembles as a whole. This include infor-
mation such as the number of unique 3D folded states that make up the
ensemble, the specific arrangement of atoms within each of these 3D con-
formations, and the prominence of each folded state within the ensemble.
Theoretically, conformational ensembles that are suggestive of IDPs will
typically contain many unique folded states, will lack a single dominate
conformation, and will not possess conserved secondary and tertiary struc-
tures. Ensembles that possess one or more of these traits may suggest a
more traditional structured peptide or protein.
2.9.8 Conformational Entropy
A property that may help suggest trends for a sequence’s structural mo-
bility is its conformational entropy. This can be calculated based on the
number of unique conformations (clusters in the case of a trajectory) that
the sequence has taken on and the relative weighting of each of those con-
formations. It can be expressed as
S = −
∑
i
piln(pi) (2.34)
where pi is the probability of finding the system in conformational state
i. Typically a protein that is highly flexible (ie: corresponding to a large
number of conformation states) will have a large conformational entropy.
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As an alternative calculation, the conformational entropy’s upper limit
can be estimated utilizing Schlitter s formula392 which approximates the
conformational entropy by treating the degrees of freedom of the system as
quantum harmonic oscillators. This formula can be written as
S( schl ) =
1
2 kb ln det [ 1 ] +
kbTe2
¯ h2
M
1
2
N M
1
2
N (2.35)
given R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature, e is Euler’s
number, ¯  h is Plank s constant divided by 2 , MN is a 3 N diagonal matrix
containing three repeats of themass of each atoms along the diagonal with
all o diagonal values set to zero where N is the total number of atoms
being considered, [1 ] isaunitmatrixof size N and nally is the covariance
matrix thatdescribes the 3N numberof Cartesian coordinates for theatoms
being considered and can be written as follows.
ij = ( xi ¯ xi )( xj ¯ xj ) (2.36)
A larger conformational entropy value may very well suggest a more
dynamic sequence that may advocate a denatured peptide or protein en-
semble similar to those associated with IDPs. A lower value is suggestive
of a peptide or protein that favours fewer more populated conformations,
a possible hint towards a more traditional structured peptide or protein
conformational ensemble. However it is possible to have two systems with
similar entropiesbut ensembleswhichhaveverydi erent structural compo-
sitions, so on its own the conformational entropy is not ade nitivemeasure
of disorder.
Throughout this work, the conformational entropy was calculated ac-
cording to Equation 2.34 as utilized by Palafox-Hernandez et al. in their
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study of gold and silver binding peptides.6
2.9.9 Contact Map Analysis
Quantification of protein - surface contact is a useful analysis for studying
the interaction between bio-molecules and inorganic interfaces and may
help identify the key contributing forces most influential on binding func-
tionality.
Statistical analysis of protein - surface interactions involves; defining
the interface layer of the slab, identifying reasonable reference points for
each side chain that protein - surface distances can be measured from,
determining cut off distances for each side chain that correspond to different
modes of binding with the surface, breaking down the protein trajectory
into individual side chains, and finally quantifying the number of frames
where each side chain falls within its binding mode cut offs.
By quantifying the percentage of the trajectory that different side chains
were in contact with the surface, it is possible to gain insight into; which
side chains are likely the biggest direct contributors to binding strength,
the key modes of binding that are utilized and how they may relate to
the conformational structure of the sequence, and how amino acid ordering
may affect the binding affinity of individual side chains.
To ensure measurements are congruous, a single value defining the sur-
face of the interface must be determined. For complex surfaces such as
HAP, where many different types of atoms form the interface of the slab
with the solution and the surface is not topographically smooth, defining
the interface as a single spatial surface point is not clear cut. For example,
one may choose the outer most atom layer of the slab as the interface. On
the HAP surface these are surface hydroxyl hydrogen atoms which are un-
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likely to be key binding sites for highly charged proteins. Alternatively, as
done in this work, one may choose to de ne the interface as the outermost
layer of surface calcium atoms. It is these atoms that have been shown to
interact with the Glu and Gla residues of the speci c proteins under study.
The side chain reference points, presented in Table 2.1, were largely
adapted from thework of Tang et al. withminor changes.174 The reference
site for the Gla side chain was chosen as either of the side chain and
carbonatoms (see Figure3.3B). Thiswasdone since the carboxylategroups
formed with these carbon atoms are indistinguishable, and furthermore
these sites were found to be key to the pro les obtained as part of the
metadynamics work carried out in Chapter 3.
Since the carboxylate group is thought to be of crucial importance to
calciumbinding, the side chain reference sites of Glu and Asp were selected
as the carboxylate group s carbon atom. The Leu reference site was chosen
as the carbon rather than the carbon since the CH3 groups formed
o of the and carbons are indistinguishable. Finally the Trp reference
site was chosen as the side chain nitrogen rather than the centre of the
fused carbon rings since -stacking is unlikely to be dominant due to the
topographical roughnessof the HAP surfaceand the lackofaromaticgroups
on the surface.
As observed from the work carried out in Chapter 3, at least three dif-
ferent modes of calcium ion interactions with the carboxylate group side
chains of Glu and Gla were observed. Based on this nding three coordi-
nation mode cut o s were determined for each side chain as presented in
Table 2.1. These cut o s correspond to adirect contact coordinationmode,
a single solvent layer separated contact coordination mode and a third co-
ordinationmode representing a solvent separated coordinationmodewhere
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multiple water layers separate the side chain from the interface surface. Be-
yond this final cut off value the side chains are considered to be unbound.
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Table 2.1: Contact map analysis side chain reference sites and their cut
off distances from the surface for three coordination modes.
Residue
Type
Side Chain Site Direct
(nm)
Inner Water
(nm)
Outer Water
(nm)
Ala Beta C 0.43 0.61 0.70
Arg Zeta C 0.43 0.61 0.70
Asn Side chain N 0.48 0.61 0.70
Asp Gamma C 0.43 0.61 0.70
Cys2 Side chain S 0.43 0.61 0.70
Gla Delta and
epsilon C
0.43 0.61 0.70
Gln Side chain N 0.48 0.61 0.70
Glu Delta C 0.43 0.61 0.70
Gly Alpha C 0.43 0.61 0.70
His Center of C
ring
0.43 0.61 0.70
Ile Beta C 0.43 0.61 0.70
Leu Gamma C 0.43 0.61 0.70
Lys Side chain N 0.32 0.61 0.70
Phe Center of C
ring
0.43 0.61 0.70
Pro Gamma C 0.43 0.61 0.70
Trp Side chain N 0.43 0.61 0.70
Tyr Phenol ring O 0.43 0.61 0.70
Val Beta C 0.43 0.61 0.70
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Chapter 3
C HARMM22* FF Modi cations
In this chapter, FF parameters consistent with the CHARMM FF are
developed to represent thedoublecarboxylategroup contained in thegamma-
carboxylated glutamic acid (Gla) post-translational modi cation of glu-
tamic acid (Glu). This work extends beyond bonded parameters to also
include analysis of the strength of binding between the carboxylate group s
oxygen atoms and free calcium ions for both Gla and Glu analogues.
3.1 Introduction
The gamma-carboyxlated glutamic acid residue (Figure 3.1) is commonly
found in clotting factors and bone remodelling proteins.147 While it is
typically derived from Glu resulting in it sharing many similarities with
the standard amino acid, the double carboxylate structure present in Gla
results in unique bonds, angles and dihedral that are not found in any
standard amino acid. Typicallywhilemany FFs including CHARMMmay
have bonded parameters available that could be adapted to the double car-
boxylatemotif, these often lack veri cation ensuring that they reproduce
experimental ndings or theoretical expectations. As of the time of writ-
ing this thesis, the CHARMM22* FF does not natively provide dedicated
bonded terms for all bonded pairs, angles and dihedrals foundwithin Gla.
The study of computationally modelled binding strength between sol-
vated calcium ions (Ca2+ ) and carboxylate groups has been previously in-
vestigated by Project et al. as well as Kahlen et al.393,394 The work of
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Figure 3.1: The chemical structure of the gamma-carboxylated glutamic
acid (Gla) residue. The hydrogen atoms attached to the carbon atoms are
not shown for clarity.
Project et al. identified significant discrepancies between the computa-
tional representations of the calcium - carboxylate interaction obtained via
extended (600+ ns) MD simulations and experimental observations. In
their work, the GROMOS96 and OPLS-AA FFs were examined with mi-
nor discussion about the CHARMM22 FF. The GROMOS and CHARMM
FFs were found to underestimate the stability of the interaction, while the
interaction was over stabilized by the OPLS FF. This work was carried
out in partnership with the SPC and TIP4P water models. By alternating
water models Project et al. confirmed that the choice of water model it-
self had minimal influence on the thermodynamics of the interaction. The
remaining contributions that describe the dynamics of the pair were the
FFs representation of electrostatics and van der Waals forces, and hence
Project et al. identified modifications via a scan of alternative hetero-
atomic Lennard-Jones C6 and C12 parameters that brought the strength of
the computational interaction in line with experimental expectations.
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Building on the work of Project et al., Kahlen et al. further examined
the OPLS and GROMOS families of FFs carrying out additional calcu-
lations of the association constants, as well as structural analysis of the
solvation shells around the calcium - carboxylate interaction.394 In their
work Kahlen et al. utilized an advanced simulation technique known as
the “Blue Moon ensemble” method395 to study a number of FFs including
the GROMOS 54A8 and GROMOS 54A7 FFs coupled with the SPC/E
water model, the standard OPLS-AA FF paired with the TIP4P-Ew water
model, the GROMOS 54A7 and OPLS-AA FFs modified as described by
Project et al.,393 and a Buckingham potential based FF396 developed by
Raiteri et al.
Potential of mean force profiles were obtained and converted to asso-
ciation constants. All unmodified FFs as well as the FF developed by
Raiteri et al. failed to reproduce association constants within the range
of experimentally observed range, and despite the modifications described
by Project et al., the modified OPLS FF still over predicted the binding
strength while the modified GROMOS FF continued to underestimate the
binding strength.394 Kahlen et al. proposed additional modifications to the
hetero-atomic Lennard-Jones interaction parameter σ (where rm = 2
1/6σ)
reported by Project et al. to further correct the discrepancies. Further,
the authors analyzed the water structuring around the interaction as well
as the modes of calcium coordination and compared these findings to FP
DFT-based Born-Oppenheimer predictions.
The two oxygen atoms of a carboxylate group provide for a unique set of
ion coordination modes (Figure 3.2). Calcium ions may directly coordinate
with carboxylate groups in one of two ways, a bi-dentate coordination (bi-
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Figure 3.2: The set of three unique ion coordination modes inherent to
the carboxylate group; (A) bi-CIP, (B) mono-CIP and (C) SIP. Oxygen
atoms are shown in red, carbon atoms are shown in cyan, nitrogen atoms
are shown in blue, hydrogen atoms are shown in white and calcium ions
are shown in yellow.
CIP coordination) whereina single calcium ion is straddled between the two
carboxylate group oxygen atoms, or a mono-dentate coordination (mono-
CIP coordination) where a single calcium ion is directly bound to only one
of the carboxylate oxygen atoms. A third structure is possible where a
calcium ion may coordinate with a carboxylate group through an indirect
(ie: solvent mediated) binding mode (SIP).
The work of Kahlen et al. suggested that for all FFs tested calcium
favoured coordinating in a bi-CIP mode, with the exception of Raiteri s FF
which favoured a mono-CIP coordination. The DFT pro le, while noisy,
was in best agreement with Raiteri s FF, favouring a mono-CIP coordina-
tion.394 Typically, water structuring in the form of hydrogen bond angles,
water density Radial Distribution Functions (RDFs) and water coordina-
tion numbers were found to be consistent across all of the FFs investigated
with the exception of Raiteri s FF. The DFT predicted water structuring
best matched the predictions of the OPLS and GROMOS families of FFs.
Building on the ndings of Kahlen et al. , the work presented in this
chapter applies a similar approach in calcium binding to the CHARMM22*
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FF, but extends the work to study the binding strength and structural prop-
erties of not only the single carboxylate Glu residue, but also the double
carboxylate Gla residue.
PMF profiles were acquired for Glu and Gla amino acids using MD sim-
ulations carried out in partnership with well-tempered metadynamics. The
resultant profiles for Glu and Gla were integrated in order to determine
their binding free energies which were in turn compared to the experimen-
tally observed ranges reported for acetate and malonate, which are simple
mono- and di- carboxylates respectively. From these comparisons, a range
of modifications to the CHARMM22* FF Lennard-Jones hetero-atomic pair
interaction parameter were scanned in order to bring the strength of the
Ca - Ocarboxylate interaction in line with experimental expectations. Water
structuring prior and post modification was examined in order to ensure
that the modification did not induce a significant detrimental effect.
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3.2 Method
Due to the large structural similarities between Gla and Glu, the existing
CHARMM22* FF parameters of the Glu residue, where possible, acted as
a basis for the creation of the parameters of the Gla residue, including par-
tial charges, bonded terms and non-bonded terms. Required modi cations
were localized to those atoms that di ered between the structures. The
exact modi cations utilized to parameterize the Gla residue are described
as follows.
3.2.1 Gla Parameterization
Parameterization of the Gla residue requires review of the partial charges
and the bonded parameter components of the CHARMM22* FF.
Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the atoms that form the Glu side
chain (A) and the Gla side chain (B). Thebroken line shows the connection
to the -carbon.
As depicted in Figure 3.3, structurally the C of both Glu and Gla are
very similar, being bonded to two hydrogen atoms, the C and the C .
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Due to this similarity the atom typing and in turn the parameters for this
section of the Gla side chain can be taken directly from those of the Glu
side chain. The Gla C however di ers signi cantly from that of the Glu
side chain. While the Glu side chain s C is bound to a pair of hydrogen
atoms, the Gla side chain exchanges one of the bound hydrogen atoms for
a second carbon atom (C ). The C , as well as the C in the case of Gla,
form the two carboxylate groups with their pairs of oxygen atoms.
Figure 3.4: Thepartial chargedistribution in e for the Gla side chain. The
broken line represents the connection to the side chain -carbon. Partial
charges of atoms not shown remain identical to their Glu counterparts.
Initial consideration of the Glu and Gla structures (Figure 3.3) suggests
that required charge modi cations would largely be centred around the -
carbon. However, upon considering the Gla residue s native 2 charge
and CHARMM s use of partial charge distributions, it is evident that the
partial charge across the Gla residue s carboxylate oxygen atoms must also
be modi ed. The loss of a second hydrogen atom from Gla s C reduces
the net charge of the side chain by 0.05 e, making it less positive. Since
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both the C and the C carboxylate groups need to be indistinguishable,
initially the added C carboxylate s partial charges were matched to those
of the C carboxylate (ie: C = 0.56 e, O = -0.69 e). However, these changes
leave the Gla side chain with an excess charge of 0 . 13 e.
This excess charge was spread by rst modifying the partial charges of
the four carboxylate oxygen atoms, bringing each of their partial charges
to a value of -0.72 e. This modi cation accounts for all but 0.1 e of the
excess charge, which was then neutralized by modifying the C charge to a
value of -0.29 e resulting in a Gla side chain that carries a net 2 charge.
Figure 3.4 depicts the nal partial charges across the double carboxylate
structure of the Gla side chain, and a full description of the partial charge
distributions for the complete Glu and Gla side chains is presented in Table
3.1.
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Table 3.1: Charge distributions in e of Gla and Glu side chains.
Atom Label Gla Glu
C 0.51 0.51
O -0.51 -0.51
N -0.47 -0.47
H 0.31 0.31
Cα 0.07 0.07
Hα 0.09 0.09
Cβ -0.18 -0.18
Hβ1 0.09 0.09
Hβ2 0.09 0.09
Cγ -0.29 -0.28
Hγ1 0.05 0.05
Hγ2 N/A 0.05
Cδ 0.56 0.56
Oδ -0.72 -0.69
Oδ -0.72 -0.69
C 0.56 N/A
O1 -0.72 N/A
O2 -0.72 N/A
While the Gla side chain shares many structural similarities with the
Glu side chain, the addition of the second carboxylate group bound to the
Cγ of Gla results in the formation of three bonded atom groups that are
not described within the standard FF. Two angle terms are required, one
to describe the Ccarboxylate - Cγ - Ccarboxylate angle formed by the double
carboxylate group, and a second term to describe the Cδ - Cγ - H angle
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to account for the modification to the Cγ. The parameters for these inter-
actions were adapted from pre-existing CHARMM FF parameters and are
presented in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Additional CHARMM22* FF parameters for describing the Gla
double carboxylate feature adapted from existing CHARMM FF paramters.
CHARMM Label θ0 (
o) Kθ (kJ mol
−1) r13 (nm) KUB (kJ mol−1)
C - Cδ - Cγ 108.0 435.136 0.0 0.0
H - Cγ - C/δ - O 109.5 276.144 0.2163 25104.02
While the pre-existing CHARMM FF parameters for describing angle
terms are largely reasonable, the Ocarboxylate - Ccarboxylate - Cγ - Ccarboxylate
(hence forth referred to as O-C-C-C) dihedral by default is dealt with via
a CHARMM22* FF wild card parameter. These wild card parameters
are generic terms utilized to fill in gaps within the FF and are often not
rigorously tested to specific systems.
Figure 3.5: The structures of the double carboxylate analogue (A), and
the Gly-Gla-Gly test molecule (B). Hydrogen atoms are shown in white,
carbon atoms are shown in cyan, oxygen atoms are shown in red and ni-
trogen atoms are shown in blue.
A replacement value for the O-C-C-C dihedral was acquired through
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Ab initio quantum chemical calculations. First analogues of the O-C-C-C
dihedral angle and the double carboxylate feature were generated (Figure
3.5A). Using the GAUSSIAN09 software package the double carboxylate
analogue was first optimized at the HF/6 − 31G∗ level of theory. This
resulted in an optimized dihedral angle of 127.7o. From this optimized
structure a scan of potential energies of the O-C-C-C dihedral using the
MP2/6 − 31G∗ level of theory was carried out at 15o interval rotations.
The resultant dihedral angle potential energy profile is shown in Figure
3.6A.
Figure 3.6: Potential energy profiles from the O-C-C-C dihedral rota-
tion scans, (A) via First Principals (FP) calculations with the double car-
boxylate analogue, and (B) via MD CHARM22∗ FF parameters with the
Gly-Gla-Gly test molecule.
With a reference profile obtained, comparison potential energy profiles
were acquired using the CHARMM22∗ FF parameters. A three residue
test molecule consisting of Gly-Gla-Gly was generated as depicted in Fig-
ure 3.5B. Using the Gromacs 4.5.5 software package, potential energy scans
were carried out with the unmodified CHARMM FF parameters as de-
scribed via the wild card interaction, as well as with new targeted param-
eters specifically for re-describing the dihedral.
Figure 3.6B shows the potential energy profile for the default wild card
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parameters (black). The FP predicted profile (Figure 3.6A) suggests a di-
hedral centered around an optimized rotation of 127.7o compared to the
default CHARMM22∗ wild card parameter derived value of ∼90o. In order
to bring the CHARMM22∗ FF in line with the FP predicted angle, modi-
fications to the FF parameters, as shown in Table 3.3, were implemented.
Table 3.3: Modified dihedral parameter values for describing the O-C-C-C
dihedral.
Atom Label φs (
o) Kφ (kJ mol
−1) n
O - Ccarboxylate - Cγ - Ccarboxylate 75.0 15.0 2
The potential energy profile acquired with these modified parameter
values shown in Figure 3.6B (red) better matches the general features of
the FP predicted profile.
While the height of modified potential energy profile is significantly
taller than both the unmodified and the MP2 calculated profiles, this is
largely an insignificant factor. The height of the unmodified profile and
the MP2 profiles already present an overwhelming enough barrier to the
rotation of the O-C-C-C dihedral that the additional height of the modified
profile should not have a significant effect on the dynamics of this region
of the side chain.
In the next phase of this work these modifications were assessed in terms
of their affect on calcium binding and water clustering.
3.2.2 Metadynamics Simulations
While parametrizing the Gla residue bonded terms, it is also important
to consider the non-bonded contributions. Completely parametrizing a
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residue for all possible non-bonded interactions is a colossal task outside
of the scope of this work. However the ability for the modi ed FF to
accurately represent Gla as well as Glu interactions with calcium ions is
critical to the work of this thesis and hence is the focus of this non-bonded
investigation.
The quality of the CHARMM22* FF s depiction of these Glu and Gla
side chain interactions can be assessed by their binding free energies as de-
termined via metadynamics simulations. All simulations were carried out
using the GROMACS 4.6.X MD package284,323 with a 1 fs time step. Forces
weredescribed via the CHARMM22* FF modi ed with the Gla residuepa-
rameterization (as described above).284,323 Themodelled systems consisted
of Glu or Gla analogues comprised of the amino acid molecules capped
with acetyl and N-methyl groups at the N and C -termini, as depicted in
Figure 3.7. The molecules were contained within 5 nm cubic boxes with
walls de ned with periodic boundary conditions. Water was modelled us-
ing the TIPS3P water model with the systems hydrated with 2163 water
molecules.286 A single calcium ion was added to each system, and in the
case of the Glu system an additional chlorine ion was added to neutralize
the net charge.
Once constructed, each system was equilibrated by the following steps.
Short 0.2 ns simulations were carried out in the NVT ensemble for each
system in order to bring them to the target equilibrium temperature of 310
K. This temperature was chosen as it mimics the physiological conditions
typical of most mammalian creatures, and thus is likely the environment
that many of the biological Gla containing proteins and IDPs function in.
This temperature was maintained for these and all additional simulations
via the Nos´ e-Hoover thermostat using a temperature coupling constant of
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Figure 3.7: The chemical structures of the CH3 capped Glu (A), and Gla
(B) amino acid molecules or analogues.
0.2 ps.357,358
Finally, to complete the equilibration, each system was run for 0.5 ns
in the NPT ensemble to allow for the water molecules to reach equilibrium
density. Pressure was maintained via the Parrinello-Rahman barostat359,360
with a coupling constant of 0.4 ps and a reference pressure of 1 atm. The
final frames of these systems were utilized as starting frames for the pro-
duction simulations.
The final production runs consisted of 120 ns MD simulations run in
the NVT ensemble with well-tempered metadynamics. The metadynamics
aspect was implemented via the Plumed 1.3 plugin.379,383 Gaussian bias
potential with a hill height of 0.1 kJ mol−1 and a width of 0.025 nm were
deposited every ps.
The Collective Variable (CV) chosen for the production runs was taken
as the distance between the carboxylate carbon and the calcium ion (Figure
3.8) and matches that of the work of Kahlen et al., allowing for direct
comparisons between profile features. While selection of the CV can alter
the shape of the resultant PMF profiles, the integration will largely return
the same value for the calculated free energy of binding as long as both
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Figure 3.8: The CV utilized for this work formed between the Ca ion and
the Ccarboxylate. The broken line shows the carboxylate group connection
back to the γ-carbon of the side chain.
CVs are dynamically congruent.
Initial test production runs were carried out on both the Glu and Gla
systems to obtain the binding free energy described per the unmodified
CHARMM22* FF parameters. A series of production runs were then
carried out encompassing a range of modifications to the Lennard-Jones
hetero-atomic FF parameters. These modifications were targeted at the σ
parameter and took the form of percentage increases of the native σ value
ranging from σ + 2.0% to σ + 3.2%. The PMF profiles obtained were inte-
grated, as described in Chapter 2, to determine the binding free energies.
Each of the PMF profiles were baseline shifted to a value of zero at the
calcium - carboxylate separation distance of 1.3 nm. Beyond this distance,
the calcium ion is sufficiently far enough from the carboxylate group that
it has entered bulk solution.
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3.3 Results
The modification of the CHARMM22∗ FF for the Glu and Gla side chains
and the effects they had on Ca2+ binding strength, coordination modes as
well as water structuring is presented below.
3.3.1 Binding Strength and Binding Modes
The work of Kahlen et al. has suggested that many of the standard FF
parameters result in either Ca2+ over or under binding to the side chain
carboxylate groups.394
If the dynamics of an interaction pair needs to be adjusted, one must
choose what parameters to alter. While a modification to the electrostatics
or the hetero-atomic Lennard-Jones parameter could be implemented to
correct the dynamics of an interaction, such broad modifications can run
the risk of altering not only the target pair interaction but also other inter-
actions of the modified atoms. This can lead to the need for a large scale
FF re-parameterization, an often impracticable prospect.
In this work, as an initial investigation into this aspect of the CHARMM22*
FF, the Glu analogue was studied. Figure 3.9 shows the PMF profiles for
this side chain with unmodified FF parameters as well as with a range of
modifications to the Lennard-Jones σ parameter value (see methods sec-
tion above for details). From these results it appears that regardless of the
degree of FF parameter modification, the general shape of each of the PMF
profiles for the Glu side chain remain largely similar, forming three distinct
minima.
These features are investigated in more detail in Figure 3.10. The first
minimum corresponds to a Ca - Ccarboxylate separation distances of 0.26 to
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Figure 3.9: Potential of mean force profiles for the Glu - Ca interaction
acquired for the unmodified σ parameter as well as a range of modified σ
parameters. For clarity the eight unique profiles were shown across two
separate plots sharing the same y-axis.
0.30 nm, the second to 0.32 to 0.36 nm and the third is observed at ∼0.50
nm. The first minimum corresponds to a bi-CIP coordination, the second
minimum corresponds to a mono-CIP coordination, and the third minimum
corresponds to a SIP coordination as shown in Figure 3.10. These results
are consistent with those presented by Kahlen et al.394
Based on a comparison of the depths of each of the profile minima
obtained when Glu is represented via the CHARMM22* FF, the bi-CIP
coordination is the most thermodynamically favourable while the SIP co-
ordination is the least. There is a very pronounced kinetic barrier centred
at a Ca - C distance of ∼0.4 nm separating the CIP coordination from that
of the SIP while a comparatively low kinetic barrier at a distance of ∼0.3
nm separates the mono- from the bi- CIP coordination states. The larger
barrier is likely due to the formation of a solvation shell around the calcium
ion, while the smaller barrier suggests a much smaller amount of water in
need of displacement when transitioning from one CIP coordination to the
other.
Kahlen et al., for both the OPLS AA and GROMOS FFs, found the
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Figure 3.10: The structures of the bi-CIP (A), mono-CIP (B) and SIP
(C) coordination modes and the corresponding minima on the unmodified
Glu (magenta) and Gla (black) PMF profiles. The calcium ion is shown in
yellow, surrounded by the first solvation shell.
mono-CIP coordination to be the most thermodynamically favourable, fol-
lowed by the bi-CIP and finally the SIP coordination.394 The CHARMM22*
FF shares similarities with other leading FFs, the OPLS and GROMOS
families of FFs, in that they all diverge from the thermodynamics pre-
dicted via DFT simulations where the bi-CIP coordination was found to
be the most favoured.
The PMF profiles obtained with each of the Lennard-Jones σ parameter
value scanned (Figure 3.9) were integrated as per the equations outlined
in Chapter 2, and the resultant free energies of binding were determined.
These values are summarized in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Free energy of binding of the Glu - Calcium interaction for the
different LJ modifications.
σ Modification Binding Free Energy (kJ mol−1)
σ (default) 12.07
σ+2.0 % 8.25
σ+2.2 % 6.10
σ+2.4 % 3.81
σ+2.6 % 1.68
σ+2.8 % 1.25
σ+3.0 % -0.87
σ+3.2 % -2.30
At the time this work was carried out, experimental studies that quan-
tified the association constants or calculated the free energy of binding
between capped Glu side chain molecules and soluble calcium could not be
found in the literature. While a direct comparison with equivalent experi-
mental work was not possible, the acetate molecule shares the key property
of calcium binding via a single carboxylate group with minimal other struc-
tural differences that could have significant influence. This makes the well-
studied acetate molecule a reasonable point for comparison. A compilation
of results from calcium binding studies throughout the literature has been
presented by Daniele et al., and based on the observed association constants
for the Ca - acetate interaction found free energy of binding values within
the range of 5.3 to 6.6 kJ mol−1.397 The unmodified CHARMM22* FF
parameters suggests a value of 12.07 kJ mol−1, almost twice the expected
value.
This is an interesting finding as the work of Project et al., while not pro-
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viding an exact value for the free energy of binding per the CHARMM22
FF, did suggest that it under predicts the binding strength.393 The dif-
ference in trends could likely be attributed to the distinct partial charge
di erences between the CHARMM22 and CHARMM22* FFs, however one
may also consider if the degree of sampling could have been an in uential
factor. Unfortunately without further investigation and additional details
regarding the resultsof the extended MD simulations carriedoutby Project
et al. , it is di cult to pin down the exact cause of these di erences.
The overly strong binding of calcium observed by Kahlen et al. for
the OPLS FF, was addressed via a modi cation constituted by an increase
in the value of the Lennard-Jones Ca - O parameter.394 Following their
procedure, a rangeofmodi cations to the CHARMM22* Lennard-Jones Ca
- O parameter were trialled. To bring the interaction s strength within
the experimentally observed range, an increase in the CHARMM22*
parameter of+2.2 % was found to be su cient. This resulted in a decrease
of the binding free energy leaving the interaction at a strength of 6.1 kJ
mol 1.
With the successful modi cation of the CHARMM22* FF for gener-
ating a physical representation of the Glu analogue, the next step was to
investigate the interaction strength of the Gla analogue. With a Lennard-
Jones Ca - O modi cation of+2.2 % observed to be optimal for the Glu
analogue, this valuemaybe expected to yield reasonable results for the Gla
side chain. The PMF pro le for Gla as per the unmodi ed CHARMM22*
FF parameters as well as with modi cations ranging from +2.0 % to +2.4
% are shown in Figure 3.11.
Much like the pro le obtained for the Glu analogue, regardless of the
degree of parameter modi cation the PMF pro les for the Gla analogue
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Figure 3.11: Potential ofmean force pro les for the Gla - Ca interaction
acquired for the unmodi ed parameter as well as a range ( + 2.0 % to
+ 2.4 %) of modi ed parameters.
were found to have three minima. The corresponding Ca - Ccarboxylate sep-
aration distance of each of these minima are largely identical to those ob-
served for the Glu analogue with a similar trend in terms of barrier shape
separating the mono- and bi- CIP coordination modes, and the CIP and
SIP modes respectively.
The similarity between the shapes of the Glu and Gla analogue s PMF
pro les can be largely attributed to the binding sites being carboxylate
groups. With the exception of a possible signi cant coordination mode
wherein a Ca2+ ion is straddled between both of the Gla analogue s car-
boxylate groups simultaneously (not observed in these ndings), a Ca2+ ion
that coordinates with a single Gla carboxylate group will largely return the
samepro le as that of the Glu analogue. The largest di erencebetween the
Glu and Gla analogues pro les appears to be the depth of each minimum.
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While the ordering of the minima in terms of thermodynamic favourability
does not change, the strength of each coordination appears to be larger for
the Gla analogue.
To investigate this in more detail the integration of the potential of
mean force profiles and the returned values for the free energy of binding
are presented in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Free energy of binding of Gla - Ca interaction for the different
LJ modifications.
σ Modification Binding Free Energy (kJ mol−1)
σ (default) 29.86
σ+2.0 % 17.48
σ+2.2 % 12.73
σ+2.4 % 12.95
Much like the case with the Glu system, studies of binding affinity be-
tween the capped Gla molecule and calcium did not appear to be available
at the time of writing this work. Hence a comparison was drawn utilizing
a comparable analogue in the form of the malonate di-anion. Malonate
consists of a double carboxylate group structure that mimics the one found
in the Gla side chain. Free energy of bindings for malonate with soluble
calcium predicts an interaction strength ranging between 9.5 and 14.8 kJ
mol−1, significantly higher than that of the Glu analogue.397 This inherent
increase in strength is reflected in the simulation predicted free energies of
bindings for Gla. The unmodified CHARMM22* FF parameters result in a
free energy of binding for the Gla Ca - Ccarboxylate interaction of almost 30
kJ mol−1, two to three times the observed experimental range. Applying
a +2.2 % modification to the σ parameter as per the modification to the
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Glu analogue reduces the resulting binding free energy to a value of 12.7
kJ mol−1, well within the experimental range for malonate.
Figure 3.12: Potential of mean force profiles for the modified (coloured)
and unmodified (black) FF parameters for, the Glu (A), and the Gla (B)
analogues.
While there is no significant modification to the shape of the PMF
profile, and each of the three key minima corresponds to largely similar
structures to those observed for the Glu analogue, the Gla analogue displays
significantly stronger affinity for calcium, likely affecting the ability for the
Gla analogue to associate and disassociate from calcium ions (see Figure
3.12). Interestingly this is brought about not through direct interactions
forming additional coordination modes but rather for what appears to be
long range forces bolstering the strength of existing coordination modes.
While this highlights the need for a more in depth study of how such forces
may influence binding strength, understanding these forces is outside the
scope of this thesis.
While the choice of collective variable will affect the shape of the PMF
profile, since the strength of the interaction is an integrated quantity the
choice of CV should not have a significant effect. Hence the calculated value
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for ∆G should remain largely the same if an alternative CV is utilized. To
confirm this, an additional metadynamic simulation of the Glu system was
carried out utilizing the modified Glu FF parameters. The distance between
the calcium ion and the closest carboxylate oxygen atom (Ca - Ocarboxylate)
was chosen as the new CV. The resultant value of ∆G of 12.3 kJ mol−1 is
well within the variation expected in the 12.7 kJ mol−1 value obtained via
the original collective variable.
3.3.2 Water Structuring
As Kahlen et al. had shown from their work on the FF developed by Raiteri
et al., while a set of FF parameters may return the correct free energy of
binding, they may not correctly capture the water structuring.394,396 As
the modification carried out in this work significantly altered the Ca -
carboxylate binding strength, an analysis was carried out to see if there
was any impact on the water structuring around this interaction.
To study water structuring the distribution of the water density as well
as the distribution of hydrogen bonds around the Ca2+ - carboxylate coor-
dination complex were examined using the Glu and Gla analogues. Water
structuring analysis was carried out over the frames of the trajectory where
the Ca2+ ion was bound to the carboxylate group via a bi-CIP coordination.
The two measures utilized for the quantification of water structuring
are depicted in Figure 3.13. One, shown as (A) is the carboxylate - water
molecule distance r between the Ocarboxylate and Owater atoms and can be
utilized to determine the water density distributions around the Ca2+ -
carboxylate complex. The other, shown as (B) is the hydrogen bond angle
α formed between the Ocarboxylate, Owater and Hwater atoms and can be
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Figure 3.13: Parameters utilized for studying water structuring around
the Ca2+ - carboxylate coordination complex. (A) depicts the distance r
between the Owater and Ocarboxylate while (B) depicts the angle α formed by
the Ocarboxylate-Owater-Hwater triad.
utilized to quantify the distribution of hydrogen bond angles around the
Ca2+ - carboxylate complex. The formation of solvation shells around the
bi-CIP coordinated Ca2+ - carboxylate coordination complex for Glu and
Gla are quantified via RDFs in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14: Distribution of water density as a function of distance r
around the bi-CIP coordinated Ca2+ - carboxylate complexes formed by
the Glu (A) and Gla (B) analogues.
In the case of the Glu analogue, initial comparison of water structuring
around the Ca2+ - carboxylate complex for the unmodified and modified σ
parameter appears to suggest the FF changes implemented did not have a
significant impact on the water density distribution. In both modified and
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unmodified systems the water density appears to support two solvation
shells seen in Figure 3.14A as the distinct peaks located at r distances of
∼0.28 and ∼0.44 nm. The twin solvation shells suggested by these profiles
largely match those predicted by Kahlen et al. via the OPLS and GROMOS
FFs and through DFT.394
A similar result is observed for the Gla analogue with no significant dif-
ference between the modified and unmodified profiles. Despite the addition
of the second carboxylate group the Gla analogue appears to also promote
twin solvation shells at r distances comparable to those observed for the
Glu analogue.
The distribution of hydrogen bond angles formed by coordinated water
around the bi-CIP coordinated Ca2+ - carboxylate complex for Glu and
Gla analogues are shown in Figure 3.15.
Figure 3.15: Distribution of water hydrogen bond angles α formed around
the bi-CIP coordinated Ca2+ - carboxylate complex for Glu (A) and Gla
(B) analogues.
The hydrogen bond angle distributions for both Glu and Gla analogues
suggest that the modifications to the Lennard-Jones Ca - O σ parameters
have not changed the distribution of hydrogen bond angles significantly.
The general shape of the profiles support two key maxima at ∼10o and
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∼90o. These are reminiscent in terms of location of those acquired by
Kahlen et al.394 for the GROMOS and OPLS FFs as well as the angle
distribution acquired via DFT. The Gla analogue hydrogen bond angle
distribution supports a largely similar profile to that of Glu analogue further
confirming that the presence of a second carboxylate group induces minimal
effect on water structuring.
In addition to examining water structuring around the Ca2+ - carboxy-
late coordination complex, the number of water molecules that coordinated
around the Ca2+ ion was quantified. This was done for two coordination
modes, the first when the Ca2+ion was bound via a bi-CIP coordination to
the carboxylate group, and the second when the Ca2+ ion was at a Ca2+
- carboxylate distance of at least 1.3 nm, a distance which corresponds to
the calcium ion within the bulk solution. Figure 3.16 shows the cumulative
number density of water molecules that surround the Ca2+ ion as measured
from the ion to the water oxygen atom.
The profiles obtained with the unmodified and modified Lennard-Jones
Ca - O σ parameters appear to be largely identical in all cases. This result
alongside the corresponding lack of changes observed in the water densities
profiles suggest that the FF modification to correct the free energy of bind-
ing strength has not significantly altered the number of water molecules
that coordinated around the Ca2+ - carboxylate complex for either the Glu
or Gla analogues.
Examining the water coordination number around the Ca2+ ion as de-
termined for the Glu analogue profiles, it appears that the first solvation
shell around the Ca2+ ion when within the bulk solution supports seven
water molecules. However, when the Ca2+ ion is bound via a bi-CIP coor-
dination to the carboxylate group of the Glu analogue, the Ca2+ ion is only
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Figure 3.16: The cumulative number density of water coordinating
around the Ca2+ ion when the Ca2+ ion is in bulk solution (A and B),
and when the Ca2+ ion is bound to a carboxylate group via a bi-CIP coor-
dination (C and D), for the Glu (A and C) and Gla (B and D) analogues
respectively.
capable of supporting a solvation shell consisting of ve water molecules.
The Gla analogue s water coordination pro les for the Ca2+ ion in bulk
solution supported seven water molecule. Interestingly, despite the close
proximity of the second carboxylate group, the water coordination pro le
suggested the Ca2+ ion while bound to a Gla analogue s caboxylate group
via a bi-CIP coordination, supported ve water molecules much like the
Glu analogue.
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3.4 Conclusions
The Gla residue is an important post-translational modification found in
domains within clotting factors and bone mineralization sequences. How-
ever despite its importance, FF parameters for this residue are often un-
available. In this chapter, specialized Gla parameters for the CHARMM22*
FF have been compiled via a combination of quantum chemical calculations
and existing FF parameters. These parameters should provide a reasonable
representation of the Gla side chain double carboxylate moiety for studying
Gla containing peptides and proteins.
In addition, the non-bonded CHARMM FF parameters governing the
interaction between both Glu and Gla analogues with Ca2+ ions in aqueous
solution were studied. It was identified that the default CHARMM param-
eters over predicted the binding strength of the calcium - carboxylate in-
teraction. Corrections were implemented via changes to the hetero-atomic
Lennard-Jones σ parameter that brought the Ca - Ccarboxylate interaction
strengths in line with experimental expectations.
As part of this work the binding modes of both Glu and Gla analogues
were quantified. The presence of an additional two carboxylate group did
not appear to allow Gla to support any additional unique binding modes.
It was found that besides a difference in terms of overall binding mode
strength, the preference of coordination modes of the Gla analogue largely
mimicked those of the Glu analogue with a bi-dentate direct contact binding
mode most favourable followed by a mono-dentate direct contact binding
mode and finally a solvent separated binding mode. Similarity between
Glu and Gla analogues continued with largely identical water structuring
observed for both. These similarities may suggest that different biolog-
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ical activities (eg: folding and binding preferences) mediated by Glu as
compared to Gla residues may not be necessitated by different calcium
coordination modes with the carboxylate groups.
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Chapter 4
Computational Modelling of the
JAK1 and cJAK1 Peptides
In this chapter, an investigation is carried out into the capabilities of
the REST advanced sampling MD simulation technique to modelling the
conformation switching of the de novo designed peptide known as JAK1
and its disordered control mutant counterpart known as cJAK1. This work
extends to analysing how post-translational modifications found within the
JAK1 sequence may influence the stability of α-helical secondary structure
on an atomistic level.
4.1 Introduction
It has long been established that amphipathic sequences may readily un-
dergo folding when brought to an interface such as that between air and
water. The location of folds, and in turn the formation of secondary struc-
ture within these sequences, can be correlated to the periodicity of hy-
drophobic residues. For example, β-sheet structuring can be stabilized by
hydrophobic side chains spaced with a periodicity of two, while α-helical
structure may be achieved by hydrophobic residues with a periodic spacing
of ∼3.5.398–403 Based on this principal, the de novo designed JAK1 peptide
(Figure 1.6) was created as an attempt to establish the rules that govern
peptide folding at the HAP interface.3
The 36 amino acid sequence of JAK1 can be seen in Figure 1.6) of
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Chapter 1. Chemically, JAK1 s primary structure is constituted by a com-
bination of Gla (E), Lys (K), Ala (A) and Gln (Q) residues as well as a
single right-handed Arg (R) residue. Despite its chemical simplicity the
folding of JAK1 is thought to exist on a ne balance between disorder
promoting repulsive forces and -helix promoting forces.
The abundance of Ala residues within the JAK1 sequence is thought
to promote the formation of -helices as has been suggested per the work
of Baldwin et al.404,405 However, due to their high charge, the six Gla
residues in the JAK1 sequencemay repel each other making conformations
where the side chains are in close proximity to one another energetically
unfavourable, and leading to a largelydisordered native state. The Lys and
Gln residues were added in thedesignprocess to reduceprotein aggregation
via the formation of helix-helix interactions.
The balance of structure promoting and impeding forces is thought to
allow JAK1 to undergo a structural transition from a largely unstructured
state to an -helically folded state mediated via the presence of calcium
ions. The strong positive charge of calcium ions will potentially satiate
the strong negative charge of the Gla residues enabling the formation of
helical turns. However this is where the two-way nature of the hard -
soft interface presents challenges in the understanding of environmentally
controlled conformational folding.
While the carboxylategroups of Glaare thought tomake JAK1 a strong
binder of HAP, it is also thought that HAP binding of the sequence is
facilitated speci cally by the -helical conformational folding induced by
calcium ions that are part of the surface of HAP.3 The six Gla residues
within the sequence are found in two separate Gla domains, each ofwhich
contain three Gla residues spaced in an i, i+4, i+7 arrangement. When
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folded in an -helical conformation, this periodic spacing ( 3.5 residues)
aligns the Gla side chains onto a single external surface of the helix (as can
be seen in Figure 4.1). Such an alignment of the Gla side chains is in turn
thought to allow the side chain carboxylate groups to align with calcium
in the HAP surface.
Figure 4.1: A calcium trench on the HAP (100) surface; (A) shows the
width of the calcium trench, (B) and (C) shows how a helically folded pro-
teinmay lie within the trenchmaximizing its side chain - calcium contacts.
Phosphate groups are shown in orange, surface calcium ions are shown
in white, the protein backbone is shown in green, protein side chains are
shown in cyan and magenta and bulk atoms are shown in grey.
However if folding is only triggered via the in uences of calcium ions,
and calcium ionsare found in the HAP surface, one is leftwith thequestion,
does folding trigger binding or does binding trigger folding? This is a
complex question to probe, and likely the answer is some combination in-
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between.
A CD spectroscopy study has confirmed the conformational switching
of JAK1 much like is observed for the naturally occurring OCN protein.3
In calcium free solutions JAK1 is largely suggested to be disordered. The
addition of mM concentrations of calcium ions results in an increase in
CD signal strength associated with α-helical secondary structure. The CD
study of JAK1 in solution containing powdered (∼80 µm) HAP crystals
observed ready uptake of the JAK1 peptide onto the crystal surface, which
was confirmed by analysis of the supernatant. The bound JAK1 spectra
suggested the presence of α-helical secondary structure. X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy suggested that JAK1 binds to HAP forming a protein
monolayer. Heating of bound samples of JAK1 and HAP resulted in a
decrease in the α-helical CD signal, however it could not be confirmed if
desorption occurs as part of this unfolding. Once cooled, the CD signals
suggested that the bound JAK1 refolded into a α-helical secondary struc-
ture. Despite the heating, tests of the supernatant continued to suggest
minimal unbound JAK1.
While the use of the CD technique was able to identify secondary struc-
tural changes in the HAP bound JAK1 sequence, as discussed in Chapter 1,
likely due to the resolution and optical ensemble averaged nature of the CD
technique, the authors did not report on the dynamics or the specific folded
states of the JAK1 sequence. This leaves many questions unanswered. For
example, while JAK1 was designed not to fold in solutions containing low
concentrations of calcium ions, perhaps leached from the HAP surface,
dissolution of the surface layers may provide for a localized calcium rich so-
lution environment close to the interface. Such an environment may enable
the JAK1 sequence to fold just prior to binding.
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Furthermore, despite observations that α-helical secondary structure
changes occur, the work of Capriotti et al. does not provide insight into
exactly how the JAK1 sequence has folded.3 One possibility is that the
entire sequence adopts a helical conformation; however the CD data alone
does not confirm this. Understanding the conformational structure of the
JAK1 sequence may also help provide insight into the roles that calcium
ions play in controlling its folding.
A mutant version of JAK1 was also designed, referred to as cJAK1.3
cJAK1 replaces the six post-translationally modified Gla residues with stan-
dard Glu residues. CD work carried out on the mutant suggested that
cJAK1 is largely disordered in the absence of calcium ions, but unlike its
Gla containing counterpart, cJAK1 was not observed to display significant
calcium triggered α-helical folding or the ability to bind to HAP.3
To start investigating the conformational properties of the JAK1 and
cJAK1 sequences, replica exchange MD simulation were carried out via the
REST technique. Conformational ensembles were obtained for JAK1 and
cJAK1 modelled both in the presence and the absence of Ca2+ ions. The
conformational ensembles were analysed via secondary structure analysis in
order to confirm the capabilities of the applied computational techniques for
capturing the different conformational ensembles of conformation switching
sequences. Cluster analysis carried out over the trajectories provided in-
sight into the tertiary structure of the conformational ensembles identifying
the dominant folded states as well as the distribution of different folding
sub-domains within the sequences. In addition, analysis of calcium coordi-
nation was undertaken to determine how Coulombic interactions between
the side chains and cations may help mediate secondary structure.
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4.2 Method
Details of the simulations and analysis carried out to study the JAK1 and
cJAK1 sequences are now described.
4.2.1 Simulation Details
REST MD simulations of the JAK1 and cJAK1 systems were carried out
using the CHARMM22* FF284,323 with the Gla residues implemented as
per Chapter 3.406
The JAK1 and cJAK1 sequences were each modelled in the presence
and absence of calcium producing a total of four systems; JAK1 in the
absence of calcium (apo-JAK1), JAK1 in the presence of calcium (holo-
JAK1), cJAK1 in the absence of calcium (apo-cJAK1) and cJAK1 in the
presence of calcium (holo-cJAK1).
The 36 amino acid long JAK1 and cJAK1 sequences utilized as per the
work of this chapter (Figure 1.6) are those described by Capriotti et al.3
with water modelled per the TIPS3P water model.286
All simulations were carried out using the GROMACS 5.0.0 MD sim-
ulation package with a 1 fs time step. In all cases a temperature of 310
K was used. This reflects the temperature the designers of the JAK1 and
cJAK1 sequences utilized as part of their analysis. The temperature was
maintained via the Nose´-Hoover thermostat with a temperature coupling
constant of 0.2 ps.357,358 For simulations carried out in the NPT ensem-
ble pressure was maintained via the Parrinello-Rahman barostat with a
coupling constant of 0.4 ps and a reference pressure of 1 atmosphere.359,360
To improve sampling the REST advanced sampling technique was im-
plemented. A total of 16 replicas were utilized to span an effective temper-
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ature window of 310 to 510 K with effective temperatures spaced evenly
across the replicas. Each replica contained a single JAK1 or cJAK1 molecule
that was folded in a unique starting conformation encompassing; extended,
globular, full and partial helices and β-sheets with each system utilizing
periodic boundary conditions.
Each of the four systems were simulated within a ∼12.3 nm cubic simu-
lation cell. All four of the systems contained ∼150 mM of Na+ ions added
in the form of NaCl. The exact content of the replicas for each system
modelled is described as follows.
Each replica of the JAK1 system modelled in the absence of calcium
contained 61983 water molecules, 170 free Na+ ions and 170 Cl− ions,
corresponding to a total NaCl concentration of ∼150 mM. An additional 9
Na+ atoms were added to account for the charge of the peptide.
Each replica of the JAK1 system modelled in the presence of calcium
contained 61309 water molecules, 170 free Na+ ions which corresponds to a
∼150 mM concentration, 226 Ca2+ ions which corresponds to a concentra-
tion of ∼200 mM, and 622 Cl− ions. An additional Na+ and 4 additional
Ca2+ ions were added to balance the charge of the peptide.
Each replica of the cJAK1 system modelled in the absence of calcium
contained 61989 water molecules, 170 free Na+ ions and 170 Cl− ions corre-
sponding to a total NaCl concentration of ∼150 mM. An additional 3 Na+
ions were added to account for the charge of the peptide.
Each replica of the cJAK1 system modelled in the presence of calcium
contained 61312 water molecules, 170 free Na+ ions which corresponds
to a concentration of ∼150 mM, 226 Ca2+ ions which corresponds to a
concentration of ∼200 mM, and 622 Cl− ions. An additional 3 Na+ ions
were added to balance the charge of the peptide.
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Once all 16 replicas for each of the four systems were constructed, they
were equilibrated as follows.
An initial geometry optimization utilizing the steep integrator was car-
ried out for each system with a target of 500 kJ mol−1nm−1. Following
this, each replica was simulated in the NVT ensemble at 310 K for 0.02
ns, then simulated for an additional 0.02 ns in the NPT ensemble. Finally
each replica was brought to its target effective temperature via an NVT
ensemble run for 0.5 ns during which no replica exchange attempts were
made. The final frames utilized as the structures for the production runs.
With each set of replicas for the four solution systems prepared, REST
simulation production runs were carried out. These runs consisted of 50 ns
simulations with replica exchange attempts and frames written out every
1000 steps. Analysis was carried out on every 5th frame for each of the
trajectories leading a total of 10000 frames analysed for each system.
4.2.2 Analysis Details
Analysis carried out on each simulation included; cluster analysis using a
RMSD cutoff of 0.4 nm, regionalized cluster analysis using a RMSD cut-
off of 0.3 nm, radius of gyration calculations, solvent accessible surface
area calculations, Ramachandran based secondary structure analysis and
consecutive secondary structure structural analysis. All images, unless oth-
erwise explicitly shown, have had the water molecules hidden for ease of
viewing.
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4.3 Results
Building towards gaining a new understanding of conformation switching
within a peptide or protein via the use of advanced MD simulation tech-
niques is a complex task. The nature of cutting edge work, such as the
study of the JAK1 and cJAK1 sequences carried out within this chapter,
first involves confirming how well the modelled systems were at capturing
the conformation switching property. From this, the analysis of the physi-
cal and chemical forces that underlie the calcium triggered conformational
folding in the Gla domains can then be studied.
4.3.1 Replica Mobility
As discussed in Chapter 1, the study of IDP sequences may present a
challenge to modellers due to difficulties sampling folded states. Utilizing
replica exchange simulation techniques the exchange of different structures
between replicas, referred to as the replica mobility, can provide an indica-
tion as to how well conformational space was sampled. Figure 4.2 depicts
the mobility of folded conformations for four of the sixteen total replicas
utilized in the JAK1 system modelled in the absence of calcium ions. The
high degree of exchanges between each of the four replicas with the struc-
tures of other replicas indicates sufficient replica mixing, a trend that in
general was observed across the REST simulations in this thesis.
4.3.2 Cluster Growth
While often computational resources are a limiting factor, in theory REST
simulations should reach a point where the modelled system has completely
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Figure 4.2: The replica mobilities for replicas 0, 5, 10 and 15 of the REST
simulation carried out on JAK1 in the absence of Ca2+ ions.
sampled the available breadth of conformational space for its specific tem-
perature window. To quantify if the simulations of the JAK1 and cJAK1
sequences have reached a suitably sufficient point towards this equilibrium,
the number of unique folded states (clusters) are shown in Figure 4.3 as a
function of REST simulation time.
The decay in growth for all systems with the apparent exception of
cJAK1 in NaCl (absence of calcium ions) appears to suggest that these
REST simulations have approached sampling equilibrium. While additional
simulation time may result in the eventual decay of newly sampled struc-
tures for cJAK1 modelled in the absence of calcium ions, given the expected
IDP-like nature of cJAK1, the computational cost, and the plateauing of
the other systems, it was chosen not to extend this simulation.
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Figure 4.3: Number of unique clusters determined as a function of REST
simulation time for the JAK1 and cJAK1 systems modelled in solution.
4.3.3 Replica Scaling Analysis
While the mobility may suggest whether the simulations carried out were
able to traverse thermodynamically accessible conformational space, it is
the diversity of structures that the most scaled replica has access to that
will determine the breadth of conformational space that can be sampled by
the simulation as a whole. To get an idea of this aspect, Figure 4.4 shows
the growth in the number of unique folded states that were determined for
replicas 0 and 15 of the REST simulation modelling JAK1 in the absence
of calcium ions.
A quick way to confirm that the scaled replicas have been able to access
a larger region of conformational space than the base replica, without the
need to carry out in-depth analysis, is to simply compare the total number
of unique clusters sampled at a given simulation time. While the base
replica cluster growth appears to decay as simulation time increased, the
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Figure 4.4: Number of unique clusters determined as a function of REST
simulation time for replicas 0 and 15 of the JAK1 sequence modelled in the
absence of calcium ions.
scaled replica appears to continue to grow on an almost linear basis. While
the unscaled replica sampled ∼400 unique folded states, the fully scaled
replica 15 sampled almost double this number with close to 800 unique
folded states after 50 ns. These results confirm that the scaled replicas
have been able to access a larger range of conformational space.
4.3.4 Conformational Entropy
One way to possibly gaining quick insight into if ensembles from two sys-
tems are significantly different in their structural makeup is to compare
their conformational entropies. A comparison between the apo- and holo-
form conformational entropies of JAK1 or cJAK1 may suggest if calcium is
influential in the stability of conformations that constitute their ensembles.
Alternatively comparing the conformational entropies of the apo-JAK1 and
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apo-cJAK1 ensembles or the holo-JAK1 and holo-cJAK1 ensembles could
suggest differences between the degree of conformational fluidity between
the JAK1 and cJAK1 sequences.
Table 4.1 presents the conformational entropy calculated for JAK1 and
cJAK1 modelled in the presence and absence of calcium ions.
Table 4.1: Conformational Entropy (J K−1 mol−1) of JAK1 and cJAK1
in the absence and presence of calcium ions modelled at 310 K.
JAK1 cJAK1
NaCl NaCl + CaCl2 NaCl NaCl + CaCl2
38.07 27.88 44.45 23.45
Interestingly when calcium atoms were added to the systems, the confor-
mational entropies determined for the ensembles of both JAK1 and cJAK1
experienced decreases. From the results presented above, the conforma-
tional entropy value of the JAK1 sequence is seen to drop by ∼26 % when
calcium ions are present. This decrease advocates that the composition of
structures that makeup the ensemble of JAK1 modelled in the presence
of calcium supports an increased number of structured and rigid confor-
mations. In the case of the modelled cJAK1 sequence, the presence of
calcium ions result in an ∼47 % decrease in calculated conformational en-
tropy. This result is supportive of an ensemble that would likely transition
from a dynamic disordered state towards what is likely a more rigid state.
The result for the JAK1 sequence was to be expected as it has previously
been experimentally observed that the presence of calcium ions triggers the
transition of the sequence from a largely disordered ensemble of states to
an ensemble that is dominated by helix containing conformations. Sur-
prisingly the cJAK1 system, where no such transition has previously been
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experimentally observed, experienced a decrease in conformational entropy
of almost twice the magnitude observed for JAK1. It is interesting that
the calculated conformational entropy values suggest apo-cJAK1 is more
conformationally fluid than apo-JAK1, however in the presence of calcium,
the holo-cJAK1 becomes more conformationally rigid than holo-JAK1.
At a glance these results may suggest that cJAK1 could experience a
much more pronounced disorder to order transition than JAK1. However
while the conformational entropy can provide an indication of the trends
in the nature of ensembles only a detailed breakdown of the ensembles will
confirm if these ensembles are suggestive of such a transition.
4.3.5 Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis can provide a detailed breakdown of the conformational
structures present in each ensemble. To gain an indication of the differences
in size of the ensembles of JAK1 and cJAK1, a comparison of the number
of unique folded states determined via cluster analysis for each ensemble is
shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Total number of unique clusters observed via cluster analysis
for the JAK1 and cJAK1 peptides in the absence and presence of calcium
ions.
JAK1 cJAK1
NaCl NaCl + CaCl2 NaCl NaCl + CaCl2
396 160 585 212
The apo- form of JAK1 can be seen to support a large number of unique
conformations. Upon going from the apo- form to the holo- form the num-
ber of unique clusters drops by over 59 %. Such a large reduction in the
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size of the JAK1 ensemble may suggest that calcium may effectively bolster
the stability of a smaller set of conformations allowing them to dominate
the conformational ensemble.
This could fit in with the ideas described by the Gla side chain charge
neutralization model, where calcium ions satiate the repulsive forces be-
tween side chains making compact and folded conformations more thermo-
dynamically favourable.
From Table 4.2 it is evident that apo-cJAK1 supports a larger number of
unique conformations, as compared to apo-JAK1. The addition of calcium
ions to the apo-cJAK1 system resulted in a highly significant, ∼64 %, drop
in the number of unique conformations, following the trends observed for
the JAK1 sequence.
While a change in ensemble size may suggest a stabilization of a subset
of folded states, to confirm such a transition, Figure 4.5 shows the percent-
age weighting of the top 10 clusters observed for each of the four modelled
systems.
Of the top ten clusters obtained for the apo-JAK1 ensemble, cluster
1, the most populated cluster, accounts for only a minor ∼11 % of the
ensemble. Clusters 2 through 10 rapidly drop in population form 6.55 %
to as little as 1.41 %. The lack of a single cluster dominating the ensemble
(ie: accounting for ∼40 % or more of all observed clusters), along with
the large number of unique conformations (396) is supportive of a JAK1
peptide ensemble that is conformationally disordered and dynamic.
Examining the top clusters determined for the holo-JAK1 ensemble,
the clusters ranked 1 and 2, account for 15.92 %, and 14.06 % of the
ensemble respectively. Clusters 3 through 10 quickly decline in population
encompassing a range of 8.73 % to 2.79 % of the ensemble structures. The
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Figure 4.5: The relative percentages of the 10 most populated clusters
obtained from cluster analysis (A) JAK1 in calcium free solution (red) and
in solution containing calcium ion (blue), and (B) cJAK1 in calcium free
solution (green) and in solution containing calcium ion (yellow).
JAK1 ensemble modelled in the presence of calcium ions appears to support
the stabilization of two unique structures. Based on these results alone the
relatively small size of this increase may hint that the calcium ion induced
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transition is not significant.
The clustering results obtained for the cJAK1 systems suggest that
in the absence of calcium ions the conformational ensemble is constituted
by a top cluster accounting for only 4.26 % of the ensemble with clusters
ranked 2 through 10 falling as low as 1.79 %. The very large number of
unique clusters observed (585) for apo-cJAK1, and the very low weight-
ing of these clusters suggests an IDP-like ensemble constituted by many
dynamic or flexible conformations that are energetically competitive. In
contrast, there is a single dominant conformation accounting for ∼44 % of
the conformational ensemble in the case of holo-cJAK1, with the clusters
ranked 2 through 10 quickly dropping in population ranging from 8.00 %
to 1.79 % of the ensemble. Alongside the large drop off in the number
of unique clusters observed, this result supports the idea of a holo-cJAK1
ensemble dominated by a single highly stable conformation, suggestive of
a more traditional highly structured sequence.
Overall these clustering results appear to deviate slightly from the ex-
perimental observations reported by Capriotti et al.3 This deviation be-
tween experimental and computational results was further investigated
through cluster analysis which also provides models of the predicted struc-
tures that can be examined to determine the dominant folded states that
contribute towards the ensemble as a whole. Figure 4.6 depicts a visual
representation of the top five clusters that make up the apo-JAK1 ensem-
ble.
Based on visual examination of the apo-JAK1 ensemble, each of the top
five clusters show structures that are largely disordered with minor regions
of α-helical secondary structure dispersed throughout the sequence. The
structures representative of clusters 1 - 3 appear largely globular, with clus-
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Figure 4.6: Structures representative of the five most populated clusters
observed for JAK1 in calcium ion free solution (apo-form). Each cluster
is labelled with its rank. The peptide backbone is shown in green, the
N-terminal capped Tyr is shown in yellow, the C-terminal Arg is shown in
purple, the three Gla residues at positions 7, 11 and 14 are shown in red
and the three Gla residues at locations 25, 29 and 35 are shown in orange.
ter 4 appearing folded back on itself and cluster 5 somewhat outstretched.
Overall, none of these clusters appear to support regions of well-defined
secondary structure.
From examination of the top five structures of the holo-JAK1 ensemble
(Figure 4.7) it is evident that for all these clusters, the N-terminal region
(residues 1 - ∼19) appears to form a long helical segment. Meanwhile the
C-terminal half of the sequence (residues ∼20 - 38) appear to be largely
disordered encompassing both extended and highly folded and crumpled
conformations. Clusters 3 and 4 appear to contain a single turn at the
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Figure 4.7: Structures representative of the five most populated clusters
observed for JAK1 in solution containing calcium ions. Each cluster is
labelled with its rank. The peptide backbone is shown in green, the N-
terminal capped Tyr is shown in yellow, the C-terminal Arg is shown in
purple, the three Gla residues at positions 7, 11 and 14 are shown in red
and the three Gla residues at locations 25, 29 and 35 are shown in orange.
C-terminal end. Despite half of the sequence being highly conserved across
the top five clusters, the cluster populations of the holo-JAK1 sequence
(as discussed with reference to Figure 4.5) do not reflect a peptide that is
highly structured.
The above result could highlight an issue with the cluster analysis of
the JAK1 sequence. Significantly disordered regions within a sequence
may overshadow regions of consistent structure. In this case it appears
that despite the highly conserved N-terminal region, the largely disordered
C-terminal is obscuring the clustering. While one may choose to alter the
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cut off value chosen as part of the cluster analysis to address this issue, an
alternative is to carry out regionalized cluster analysis over the two halves
of the sequence. Figure 4.8 shows a summary of the top clusters obtained
from cluster analysis carried out over the N- and C- terminal sequence
halves. Since the top cluster of the N-terminal half of the sequence is so
dominant, accounting for over 88 % of the N-terminal ensemble, only the
top cluster is shown. As the C-terminal half of the sequence forms many
low population clusters, the top 6 clusters have been shown.
Figure 4.8: Resultant top clusters obtained from cluster analysis car-
ried out over the N-terminal (residues 1 - 18) half (A) and the C-terminal
(residues 19 - 36) half (B) of the JAK1 sequence in solution containing cal-
cium ions. The rank as well as the relative percentage weighting of these
top clusters is given. The halves of the peptide are coloured by residue
type with Ala shown in white, Gla shown in red, Gln shown in green and
Lys shown in blue. The capped N-terminal Tyr is shown in yellow and the
capped C-terminal Arg is shown in purple.
Examining the results of the regional cluster analysis for the holo-JAK1
ensemble, the N-terminal region supports a single highly dominant heli-
cal conformation that is present in ∼89 % of the trajectory, while the
C-terminal region ensemble is constituted by many low population (12.9 %
- 3.4 %) clusters that include crumpled, extended and helical structures.
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Despite the cluster analysis carried out over the complete sequence suggest-
ing the presence of Ca2+ ions only induce a minor ordering of the sequence,
the results of the regionalized cluster analysis suggest the formation of a
significant structured region within the JAK1 sequence. This could suggest
that a calcium induced disordered to ordered transition of the JAK1 se-
quence may be localized to the N-terminal half of the sequence as depicted
in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Example structure showing the two distinct halves of the
JAK1 sequence in solution containing calcium ions. The protein is coloured
by residue type with Ala shown in white, Gla shown in red, Gln shown in
green and Lys shown in blue. The capped N-terminal Tyr is shown in
yellow and the capped C-terminal Arg is shown in purple.
Interestingly it appears that despite the similarity of both the N- and C-
terminal halves of the JAK1 sequence in terms of amino acid content, only
one half of the sequence appears to support the formation helical structure
when in the presence of calcium ions. Both halves of the sequence are
comprised of Gla residues separated with the i, i+4, i+7 spacing leaving
only minor differences. These differences include: the Gln at position 10
(placing it between two of the Gla residues forming the N-terminal Gla
domain) which has no equivalent in the C-terminal Gla domain, the row
of four consecutive Ala residues at positions 15 - 18 which are matched
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by a row of only three consecutive Ala residues in the C-terminal half of
the sequence, and the presence of the chirality inverted (right-handed) Arg
residue at position 37 in the C-terminal half of the sequence.
Further analysis by both experimental and theoretical approaches to
further isolate how these minor differences between the two halves of the
sequence may result in a difference in folding, while interesting, is out of
the scope of this thesis.
Visual depiction of the top five clusters identified through cluster analy-
sis carried out over the complete cJAK1 sequence in the absence of calcium
ions are shown in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Structures representative of the five most populated clusters
observed for cJAK1 in calcium ion free solution (apo- form). Each cluster
is labelled with its rank. The peptide backbone is shown in green, the
N-terminal capped Tyr is shown in yellow, the C-terminal Arg is shown in
purple, the three Gla residues at positions 7, 11 and 14 are shown in red
and the three Gla residues at locations 25, 29 and 35 are shown in orange.
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Visual examination of the top clusters of the apo-cJAK1 ensemble sug-
gests that it is dominated by many globular structures that contain a mix-
ture of helical and unstructured regions. Despite the presence of helical
regions no single large helical segment is formed and consistently present
across all five of the top clusters. Combined with the low population weight-
ing of each of these top clusters, this finding suggests a largely disordered
conformational ensemble.
Figure 4.11: Structures representative of the five most populated clusters
observed for cJAK1 in solution containing calcium ions (holo-form). Each
cluster is labelled with its rank. The peptide backbone is shown in green,
the N-terminal capped Tyr is shown in yellow, the C-terminal Arg is shown
in purple, the three Gla residues at positions 7, 11 and 14 are shown in red
and the three Gla residues at locations 25, 29 and 35 are shown in orange.
Figure 4.11 depicts the top five conformations obtained for the holo-
cJAK1 ensemble. Much like its apo- counterpart, the structures represen-
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tative of the top clusters contain many compact or globular conformations
with mixtures of helical secondary structure content. Clusters 1 through
3 appear largely crumpled with helical regions within the Glu containing
domains, while cluster 4 and 5 appear to be largely disordered and ex-
tended. The stabilization of a dominant top cluster that contains helical
secondary structure, despite the CD work of Capriotti et al. suggesting a
largely disordered holo-cJAK1 ensemble, warrants further investigation.3
4.3.6 Radius of Gyration
To gain an insight into how conformationally compact the structures of the
JAK1 and cJAK1 ensembles are, the radii of gyration were determined and
are presented in Figure 4.12.
The distribution of the radii of gyration determined for the JAK1 en-
semble in the absence of calcium ions (apo-JAK1) appears to encompass a
rather broad range of structures with a moderate propensity for radii near
∼0.95 nm. In the presence of calcium ions (holo-JAK1) the distribution
appears to shift to higher values with a general loss of folded states corre-
sponding to radii less than ∼1.2 nm. A minor increase in conformations
with radii between ∼1.2 - 1.5 nm is also observed.
Examining the cJAK1 systems, in the absence of calcium ions the en-
semble (apo-cJAK1) appears to support a similar profile of radii as observed
for the corresponding JAK1 ensemble but with a significantly lower upper
limit. In stark contrast however, a very distinct peak at ∼0.9 nm which
accounts for over ∼15% of all conformations is observed for the cJAK1 en-
semble in the presence of calcium ions (holo-cJAK1). The most compact
structures will likely correspond to collapsed globular conformations, while
unfolded conformations will correspond to larger radii.
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Figure 4.12: Distributions of the radii of gyration calculated for the en-
sembles of (A) JAK1 in solution containing NaCl (red), and NaCl + CaCl2
(blue), and (B) cJAK1 in solution containing NaCl (green), and NaCl +
CaCl2 (yellow).
The reduction of compact conformations seen in the transition from the
apo-JAK1 ensemble to the holo-JAK1 ensemble likely coincides with the
formation of the dominant long α-helical region. In contrast, the presence
of the ∼0.9 nm radii peak observed in the holo-cJAK1 ensemble likely
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corresponds to the formationof the rather compactandhighlyweighted top
cluster (Figure 4.11 structure 1). Though this structure contains multiple
-helical turns these regions are short and separated by segments of folded
protein resulting in a more compact folded state.
4.3.7 Solvent Accessible Surface Area
One aspect that in uences how a protein perceives and is perceived by
ions, water or other molecules within its environment is the accessibility
of its di erent functional regions. The formation of hydrophobic cores for
example may result in a reduction in solvent accessible surface area as the
protein folds to reduce the polar - non-polar contacts. In turn, if these side
chains become obstructed, this can hinder the ability for ions to coordinate
around key residues within the protein s functional regions. To develop a
basic insight into how protein folding a ects the protein s exposed surface
the solvent accessible surface areas havebeendetermined for the JAK1 and
cJAK1 systems under study.
Figure 4.13 depicts the distribution of solvent accessible surface area
for the ensembles obtained for the JAK1 and cJAK1 sequences modelled
in solutions containing NaCl, as well as in solutions containing both NaCl
and CaCl2.
Comparing the pro les for JAK1 modelled in the absence and presence
of calcium ions, both pro les can be seen to share a similar overall broad
distribution shape. While a peak maximum corresponding to conforma-
tions that present a surface area of 42 nm2 is present in both pro les,
the distribution obtained for JAK1 modelled with the presence of calcium
exhibits a second signi cant peakwhich corresponds to conformations with
an 38 nm2 surface area. This downward shift in surface area is likely
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Figure 4.13: Distributions of the solvent accessible surface area deter-
mined for the ensembles of (A) JAK1 in solution containing NaCl (red),
and NaCl + CaCl2 (blue), and (B) cJAK1 in solution containing NaCl
(green), and NaCl + CaCl2 (yellow).
due to the formation of the many α-helical N-terminal region containing
structures that were observed in the ensemble (see Figure 4.7)
The distributions obtained for the two cJAK1 ensembles exhibit signif-
icant differences in solvent accessible surface area. While both ensembles
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contain a broad range of structures that are down shifted in surface area
compared to the JAK1 systems, a majority of conformations that make
up the holo-cJAK1 ensemble exhibit solvent accessible surface areas near
29 nm2. The formation of this very de nitive peak is very likely due to
the stabilization of the highly weighted and conformationally compact top
clusters (see Figure 4.11).
While the solvent accessible surface area on its own is not a complete
measure of compactness, these results do support the idea that thepresence
of calcium ions induces a conformational collapse towards an ensemble of
structures that contain more compact conformations.
4.3.8 Secondary Structure Analysis
To draw comparison between the secondary structure contained within the
modelled ensembles and the observations of the CD analysis carried out by
Capriotti et al. , Ramachandran dihedral analysis was carried out to probe
the secondary structurewithin the ensembles of JAK1 and cJAK1 modelled
in the presence and absence of Ca2+ ions. The results are shown in Figure
4.14.
Examining the breakdown of the secondary structure of the apo-JAK1
trajectory (Figure 4.14A) suggests that the ensemble is constituted by 41
% -helical (cyan + purple), 16 % -sheet and 33 % PPII -helix sec-
ondary structure, with all remaining types of secondary structure account-
ing for contributions less than 5 % of the ensemble s total secondary struc-
ture distribution. Contrasting this to the ensemble of holo-JAK1 (Figure
4.14B), a signi cant increase in -helical secondary structure is observed
with a total of 61 % of the ensemble s secondary structure classi ed as
such. -sheet secondary structure accounts for a slightly reduced 11 % of
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Figure 4.14: Secondary structure distribution for (A) JAK1 in solution
containing NaCl, (B) JAK1 in solution containing NaCl + CaCl2, (C)
cJAK1 in solution containing NaCl, and (D) cJAK1 in solution containing
NaCl + CaCl2.
the total, while PPII helix secondary structure is also reduced, falling to
∼24 % of the ensemble.
In general, for JAK1, α-helical and PPII -helix secondary structure ap-
pear to be the most dominant with a modest amount of β-sheet structure
present. In the presence of calcium ions there is a growth in α-helical sec-
ondary structure, which is in agreement with the trends observed from the
CD work of Capriotti et al.3
From the apo-cJAK1 ensemble secondary structure distribution (Figure
4.14C), it can be seen that the ensemble is constituted by a very high, ∼50
%, α-helical secondary structure. β-sheet content accounts for ∼14 % of
all observed secondary structure, with PPII -helical content accounting for
∼28 %. Each other type of secondary structure accounts for less than 5 %
of the ensemble’s secondary structure distribution. When modelled in the
presence of calcium ions (Figure 4.14D), the α-helical secondary structure
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of cJAK1 appears to increase to ∼62 % while β-sheet and PPII -helical
structures both experience minor reductions accounting for ∼11 and 21 %
respectively.
In the absence of calcium ions, the cJAK1 sequence appears to sup-
port a larger quantity of α-helical secondary structure compared to JAK1.
Even with this higher native helical content, a further increase is observed
when cJAK1 is modelled in the presence of calcium ions. This increase
however is much smaller in magnitude, only equating to a relative per-
centage growth of ∼24 % compared to the ∼49 % growth in α-helical
secondary structure content observed for JAK1. While such a growth was
not reported by Capriotti et al., without additional analysis probing the
structural changes of the cJAK1 sequence though techniques such as NMR
it is difficult to confirm how changes in the CD secondary structure sig-
nal are manifested within the sequence (see discussion on CD analysis in
Chapter 1).3 This result is very interesting as it does draw parallels to the
observations of Hauschka et al. in their work on OCN and GOCN where it
was found that the Gla-free GOCN sequence supported a larger quantity
of α-helical secondary structure in the absence of calcium than the Gla
containing OCN sequence. Further, OCN was found to experience a larger
growth in α-helical secondary structure via the addition of calcium com-
pared to GOCN.407 These results build confidence that some of the more
subtle forces within these Gla-containing HAP binding sequences are being
captured by the utilized modelling techniques and parameters.
4.3.9 Consecutive Secondary Structure Analysis
Utilizing the modelled trajectories it is possible to quantify how the sec-
ondary structure acquired based on backbone dihedrals correlates to the
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formation of complete helical turns within the modelled peptide sequences.
A complete α-helical turn is formed on average every 3.6 consecutive
residues that meet the α-helix Φ and Ψ backbone dihedral angle criteria.
Single, double and even triple consecutive residues may not necessarily sig-
nify the formation of helical turn structure within a sequence. To form a
single complete α-helical turn, at least four consecutive residues must sat-
isfy the back bone dihedrals corresponding to α-helical secondary structure.
Analysis of how the secondary structure observed within the modelled
ensembles of JAK1 and cJAK1 correspond to helix formation is presented
in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.
Table 4.3: Percentages of the total α-helical contents that are below and
above one complete turn for the JAK1 ensembles in the absence and in the
presence of calcium ions.
JAK1
Residues NaCl NaCl + CaCl2
Four or Less 72.66 % 25.07 %
Five or More 27.34 % 74.93 %
While the apo-JAK1 ensemble exhibited ∼41 % -helical secondary struc-
ture, of the order of a quarter of this is accounted for in helical regions that
form more than one complete α-helical turn. In contrast, a significant 3-fold
growth in the formation of these structural α-helical turns was observed for
holo-JAK1.
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Table 4.4: Percentages of the total α-helical contents that are below and
above one complete turn for the cJAK1 ensembles in the absence and in
the presence of calcium ions.
cJAK1
Residues NaCl NaCl + CaCl2
Four or Less 50.88 % 38.66 %
Five or More 49.12 % 61.34 %
Of the total 61 % α-helical secondary structure observed in the apo-
cJAK1 ensemble, roughly half corresponded to regions that formed more
than one complete α-helical turn. This is significantly greater (roughly
double) than that observed or apo-JAK1. In comparison to holo-JAK1,
the holo-cJAK1 system observed a smaller increase in structural α-helical
content growing only to account for ∼61 % of the total α-helical secondary
structure.
To further confirm the formation of tightly wound helical regions, Figure
4.15 displays the distribution of the inner α-helical component based upon
the length of the helical region in consecutive residues. From examining the
profile obtained for apo-JAK1 it appears that ∼44 % of the inner-α-helical
secondary structure observed per the Ramachandran analysis is accounted
for in α-helical regions of a single residue in length. The percentage of
this type of α-helical secondary structure that contributes to increasingly
larger multi-residue regions quickly drops off with no significant maxima
forming. This suggests that there are no structural α-helical regions of any
significant length present.
Contrasting this finding with those of the calcium bound JAK1 en-
semble, the inner α-helical secondary structure constituting single segment
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Figure 4.15: Distributions of the inner α-helical component as a function
of length of helical region in residues; (A) depicts the breakdown for the
JAK1 in solution containing NaCl (red), and NaCl + CaCl2 (blue) and (B)
depicts the breakdown for the cJAK1 in solution containing NaCl (green)
and in solution containing NaCl + CaCl2 (yellow).
α-helical regions is significantly reduced accounting for only ∼14 % of the
ensemble. A significant maxima is formed corresponding to inner α-helical
regions of 14 - 16 residues in length. This translates physically to helical
regions between 3.8 and 4.4 consecutive turns in length. The significant for-
mation of such long α-helical regions likely coincides with the N-terminal
α-helix that was consistently observed across the ensemble. The significant
reduction in non-structural α-helical regions and the growth of multi-turn
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helices support an ensemble transition from a disordered native state to an
ensemble that contains stabilized α-helical turns.
Examining the consecutive inner α-helical secondary structure distribu-
tion for cJAK1 (Figure 4.15B), the profile for the apo-cJAK1 system sup-
ports a profile that largely matches the trends observed for the apo-JAK1
system. ∼31 % of the inner α-helical signal corresponds to non-consecutive
single residues and as helical region length increases the percentage of α-
helical content drops off with no distinct maxima that could be associated
with consecutive α-helical turns apparent. The holo-cJAK1 ensemble dis-
plays a similar trend with a slight preference for helices 9 to 11 consecutive
residues in length, however this maxima is not as distinct and does not
corresponds to helices as long those observed in the holo-JAK1 ensemble.
The results obtained from analysing the secondary structure of the holo-
and apo- ensembles for the JAK1 and cJAK1 sequence confirm a significant
formation of α-helical structure in the form of multi-turn helices within the
JAK1 sequences and suggests a reduced capability to form and stabilize
such regions despite the growth of α-helical content in the cJAK1 sequence.
4.3.10 Hydrogen Bonding
While secondary structure can be defined via backbone dihedral angles,
another method for quantifying secondary structure is via the formation
of backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds. In the case of JAK1 and cJAK1,
the formation of α-helical secondary structure will coincide with the for-
mation of backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds. While backbone-backbone
hydrogen bonds alone are not a measure of secondary structure formation,
alongside alternative analysis techniques such as Ramachandran analysis,
one can get a good indication if secondary structure is forming. The cut
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o distance for classifying a hydrogen bond used in this analysis was 0.35
nm.
To examine this aspect, distributions showing the number of hydrogen
bonds formed in the sequence s backbone for the di erent folded states
that constitute each conformational ensemble can be determined. Shown
in Figure 4.16 are the distributions of backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds
for the conformations that comprise the ensembles of JAK1 and cJAK1
modelled in solutions containingonly NaClaswellas in solutions containing
both NaCl and CaCl2.
The backbone hydrogen bond distribution for the folded states that
comprise the apo-JAK1 ensemble appears as a single large peak centred at
a value of 5 hydrogen bonds. The presence of calcium ions results in a shift
of this peak corresponding to the formation of folded states containing 13
backbone-backbonehydrogenbonds. In comparison, thedistributiondeter-
mined for the apo-cJAK1 ensemble contains a singlemaxima corresponding
to conformations that contain 7 backbone hydrogen bonds. The addition
of calcium ions see a partial shift of this distribution towards a maxima
corresponding to 12 backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds, however a large
shoulder representing conformations containing between 4 and 8 backbone
hydrogen bonds still remains.
For both JAK1 and cJAK1 there is an increase in backbone hydrogen
bonds with thepresence of calcium ions. This shift was most pronounced in
JAK1 where this an increase of 8 backbonehydrogenbonds was observed.
Interestingly the calcium ion free cJAK1 ensemble contains more backbone
hydrogen bonds than its JAK1 counterpart however the addition of the
calcium ions results in a smaller growth of only 5 backbone hydrogen
bonds. These trends suggest that the addition of calcium ions resulted in
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Figure 4.16: Distributions showing the number of backbone-backbone
hydrogen bonds within the folded states that constitute the ensembles of
(A) JAK1 in solution containing NaCl (red), and NaCl + CaCl2 (blue),
and (B) cJAK1 in solution containing NaCl (green), and NaCl + CaCl2
(yellow).
the formation of an increased hydrogen bond forming secondary structure
for both the JAK1 and cJAK1 peptides, a result that is in agreement with
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the backbone dihedral secondary structure analysis findings.
An interesting follow on from these findings is to analyse the number
of hydrogen bonds formed across the peptide as a whole. Hydrogen bonds
formed between the side chain groups with either other side chains or the
backbone of the amino acids that constitute a sequence can also have a
significant effect of the stabilization of peptide and protein structure. To
examine this aspect, distributions showing the number of hydrogen bonds
formed across the entire peptide (intra-molecular) for the different folded
states that constitute each conformational ensemble were determined. Fig-
ure 4.17 shows the distributions of intra-molecular hydrogen bonds for the
conformations that comprise the ensembles of JAK1 and cJAK1 modelled
in solutions containing only NaCl as well as in solutions containing both
NaCl and CaCl2.
The distribution of intra-molecular hydrogen bonds for the apo-JAK1
ensemble contains a single dominant peak corresponding to conformations
containing 13 hydrogen bonds. The addition of calcium ions results in a
shift of this peak corresponding to the presence of folded states that contain
16 hydrogen bonds. A similar trend is observed in the ensembles of cJAK1,
with the distribution of intra-molecular hydrogen bonds containing a single
dominant peak corresponding to conformations with 12 hydrogen bonds for
the apo-cJAK1 ensemble shifting to 16 hydrogen bonds with the addition
of calcium ions.
When comparing the number of backbone hydrogen bonds to the total
number of inter-molecular hydrogen bond present in the calcium ion free
JAK1 ensemble an increase of 8 is observed. In contrast, an increase of
only 3 additional hydrogen bonds is observed for the holo-form peptide.
This particularly interesting result suggests that while the addition of cal-
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Figure 4.17: Distributions showing the number of intra-molecular hy-
drogen bonds within the folded states that constitute the ensembles of (A)
JAK1 in solution containing NaCl (red), and NaCl + CaCl2 (blue), and (B)
cJAK1 in solution containing NaCl (green), and NaCl + CaCl2 (yellow).
cium increases the number of backbone hydrogen bonds, this comes at the
expense of other intra-molecular hydrogen bonds. Such a change could sup-
port a conformational shift from an ensemble filled with compact globular
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structures stabilized by side chain hydrogen bonds, towards an ensemble
that contains folded states with more backbone hydrogen bonds supportive
of the formation of secondary structures such as α-helices.
4.3.11 Ion Coordination
Given that the folding properties of JAK1 are thought to be controlled via
Coulombic interactions between ions and the Gla side chain carboxylate
groups, an interesting aspect to consider is the separation between the ions
and the Glu and Gla side chains. This can provide insight into the mode
of coordination that is being adopted. Figure 4.18 shows the cumulative
number density of Na+ ions as a function of distance from the carboxylate
group carbon atom for JAK1 and cJAK1 as modelled in solution containing
only NaCl.
While Gla-32 is the strongest ion coordinator, the individual profiles for
all six of the Gla residues were found to be of similar magnitude and follow
similar trends. The density profiles each Gla residue, suggest a coordination
number of ∼ 0.5 sodium atoms coordinated at CCarboxylate - Na+ distances
less than 0.3 nm, corresponding to bi-dentate coordination, with only a
minor increase at distances between 0.3 and 0.4 nm, corresponding to mono-
dentate coordination. In contrast, examining the Na+ ion distributions
around the Glu residues of cJAK1 modelled in solution containing only
Na+ ions reveals a significant reduction in ion coordination. No definitive
peaks are observed at any distance with any of the six Glu residues.
Given the lack of an alternative ion, it is surprising that the Glu side
chains were unable to coordinate a significant number of sodium ions given
their respective charges. Since the Gla residues did appear to coordinate
sodium ions, it may suggest that the negative charge of the additional
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Figure 4.18: Cumulative number density of Na+ ions as a function of
CCarboxylate - Na
+ separation distance for the respective Gla and Glu side
chains of the (A) JAK1 and (B) cJAK1 peptides modelled in solution con-
taining only NaCl. Green region corresponds to bi-dentate coordinations,
and red region corresponds to mono-dentate coordination.
carboxylate group present on the Gla residues could be quite influential in
attracting and coordinating the low charge sodium ions.
Figure 4.19 shows the cumulative number density of Na+ ions as a
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function of distance from the carboxylate group carbon atom for JAK1
and cJAK1 as modelled in solution containing both NaCl and CaCl2.
Figure 4.19: Cumulative number density of Na+ ions as a function of
CCarboxylate - Na
+ separation distance for the respective Gla and Glu side
chains of the (A) JAK1 and (B) cJAK1 peptides modelled in solution con-
taining both NaCl and CaCl2.
When modelled in solution containing Na+ as well as Ca2+ ions, in
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stark contrast to the observations of the calcium free systems, Na+ did
not appear to coordinate around any of the Gla residues of JAK1. The
Glu residues of cJAK1 continued the trends observed for the calcium free
system, appearing not to coordinate any Na+ ions. The lack of change in
the Glu profile is unsurprising given the results observed for its calcium
free counterpart. However, most striking is that despite the presence of
Na+ ions, the simple addition of calcium to the system has resulted in the
loss of significant Na+ coordination around the Gla residues. This may hint
that Gla residues show preferentially coordinate to Ca2+ ions over the lower
charged sodium ions. This can be investigated through the distribution of
Ca2+ ions around the Gla and Glu carboxylate group distances. Figure
4.20 shows the cumulative number density of Ca2+ ions as a function of
distance from the carboxylate group carbon atom for JAK1 and cJAK1 as
modelled in solution containing both NaCl and CaCl2.
In the case of JAK1, Gla residues 11, 29, 25 and 32 were found to be the
stronger coordinators sharing largely similar profile trends. Calcium was
observed to coordinate at Ca - Ccarboyxlate distances less than 0.3 nm, in over
∼90% of analysed frames. Gla residues 7 and 14 showed bi-dentate Ca2+
coordination in ∼50% of frames while coordinating calcium at distances
between ∼0.3 and 0.4 nm in the remainder of the trajectory. The profiles
for Gla 7 and 14 suggest that while these residues did coordinate Ca2+
ions in a bi-dentate coordination, they also coordinated calcium in a mono-
dentate coordination.
The profiles for cJAK1 suggested that with the exception of Glu-7,
where clear steps corresponding to a preference for both mono- and bi-
CIP coordination modes are observed, the remainder of the Glu residues
appeared to primarily coordinate Ca2+ ions at distances less than 0.3 nm.
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Figure 4.20: Cumulative number density of Ca2+ ions as a function of
CCarboxylate - Ca
2+ separation distance for the respective Gla and Glu side
chains of the (A) JAK1 and (B) cJAK1 peptides modelled in solution con-
taining both NaCl and CaCl2.
Of these profiles, Glu-25 was the weakest coordinator while Glu-29 and
Glu-32 were comparably matched as the strongest. Overall, these results
are quite interesting as they reveal that some of the Glu and Gla side
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chains clearly favour multiple coordinationmodes in the JAK1 and cJAK1
sequences. This may be in uential in controlling the folding of these pep-
tides.
4.3.12 Bridging Analysis
The apparent di erences in the calcium ion coordination found for the
JAK1 and cJAK1 sequences warrant further investigation. To do this,
the coordination of calcium ions with the Gla/Glu side chains of JAK1
and cJAK1 respectively were quanti ed. Examination of the trajectories
readily revealed many instances of single calcium ions being sharedbetween
the carboxylate groups of helical regions as depicted in Figure 4.21. While
thepresence of calcium ions with Gla residues are often thought to stabilize
helical secondary structure via the neutralization of the Gla residues s 2
charge, the possibility exists that helical stabilization is due to the calcium
ions bridging stabilizing multiple turns.
As con rmed in the work of Chapter 3, carboxylate containing side
chains are capable of binding calcium ions via either direct carboxylate -
ion contact coordination, or a solvent mediated coordination. Given these
possibilities, two typesof shared calcium interactions (bridges) werede ned
as shown in Figure 4.21. Hard bridging refers to instances where a calcium
ion is shared between two carboxylate groups satisfying direct contact with
both carboxylate groups simultaneously, while soft bridging is de ned as
a calcium ion shared between two carboxylate groups satisfying a solvent
separated coordination with one and direct contact coordination with the
second. Direct contact in these cases is stipulated by a Ca-Ccarboxylate dis-
tance of less than 0.4 nm and solvent mediated contact is de ned as a
Ca-Ccarboyxlate distance of less than 0.625 nm.
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Figure 4.21: Depiction of hard (left) and soft (right) bridge definitions,
carboxylate containing side chains are shown in red, calcium ions are shown
in cyan.
Table 4.5: Percentage of frames that display only hard bridging, and a
combination of hard and soft bridging between pairs of Gla residues for the
JAK1 sequence.
Gla Pair Hard Hard + Soft
7-11 0 53.30
11-14 89.85 92.14
25-29 0 2.17
29-31 4.82 7.59
Broken down by Gla residue pairs, Table 4.5 shows the percentage of the
holo-JAK1 trajectory that contained instances of calcium ions forming hard
bridges (Hard), as well as the percentage of the trajectory where calcium
ions formed either hard or soft bridges (Hard + Soft).
When examining only the possibility of hard bridges forming, no bridges
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are observed between Gla-7 and Gla-11 nor between Gla-25 and Gla-29.
However the Gla-11, Gla-14 pair was found to be bridged via a hard bridge
during ∼90 % of the trajectory while the Gla-29, Gla-31 pair was found
to form hard bridges in ∼5 % of the trajectory. When the possibility of
a combination of either hard or soft bridging is taken into account, Gla
residues 7 and 11 were found to be bridged by calcium ions in ∼53 % of
the trajectory, while residues 11 and 14 were found to be bridged 92.14 %
of the trajectory. Minor amounts of bridging, less than 8 %, was observed
for the 25 - 29 and 29 - 31 Gla pairings.
Significant amounts of bridging between the 7, 11 and 14 Gla residues
were observed, with at least 45 % of the trajectory likely to contain a
simultaneously formed hard bridge between the 7 - 11 Gla pair, and soft
bridge between the 11 - 14 Gla pair. The minimal bridging between the
25, 29 and 31 Gla residues is likely due to the minimal amount of helical
structure observed within the C-terminal half of the sequence, diminishing
the opportunity for calcium bridging to occur in this region.
Broken down by Glu residue pairs, Table 4.6 presents the instances of
calcium bridge formation for the holo-cJAK1 trajectory. Examining only
the possibility of hard bridging between Glu pairs, the 29 - 31 pair was
the most bridged with hard bridges formed in ∼58 % of the trajectory.
The 7 - 11 Glu pair was found to be bridged in ∼29 % of the trajectory
while the 11 - 15 and 25 - 29 pairs display minimal (less than 5 %) hard
bridge formation. When considering the possibility of either hard or soft
bridges forming between Glu side chains, a slight increase (typically ∼5 %)
in calcium ion bridging was found to occur between each Glu pair.
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Table 4.6: Percentage of frames that display only hard bridging, and a
combination of hard and soft bridging between pairs of Glu residues for the
cJAK1 sequence.
Glu Pair Hard Hard + Soft
7-11 28.5 33.80
11-14 0 16.3
25-29 4.26 4.95
29-31 57.62 62.17
The most significant observation from the above analysis is the large
preference for bridged Gla residues within the N-terminal half of the JAK1
sequence (7 - 11 and 11 - 14 Gla pairs). The formation of hard bridges
between the 11 - 14 Gla pair likely helps stabilize the helical region; however
it is the large number of soft bridges that simultaneously form alongside
these hard bridges, between the 7 - 11 Gla pair, that is most striking. The
lack of such a significant quantity of simultaneous hard and soft bridging
being formed within the cJAK1 sequence could hint at why the Glu residues
of cJAK1 were not able to stabilize α-helical regions of lengths comparable
to those found in the JAK1 sequence.
Figure 4.22 depicts a typical frame of the JAK1 trajectory that cor-
responds to structures that contain simultaneous hard (11 - 14 pair) and
soft (7 - 11 pair) bridging, as well as a frame of the cJAK1 trajectory that
displays only hard bridging.
By examining the JAK1 structure (Figure 4.22A) in detail, it can be
seen that the helix in the N-terminal region is stabilized by a hard bridge
formed between carboxylate groups on Gla residues 11 and 14. Despite
already forming this hard bridge, due to the additional carboxylate group
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of Gla-11, a soft bridge is formed simultaneously between Gla-7 and Gla-11.
Comparing this result to that obtained for the cJAK1 sequence (Figure
4.22B), while the Glu residue pair 11 - 14 formed a hard bridge, due to the
lack of a second carboxylate group on Glu-11, there is no partner carboxy-
late group available for Glu-7 to form a helix stabilizing bridge with. These
results illustrate one possible way the Gla residue may help stabilize heli-
cal secondary structure within Gla domains via the formation of complex
multi-bridge structures.
Figure 4.22: Depiction of (A) the formation of a helical region stabilized
by the presence of both a hard (solid line) and soft (dashed line) bridge
formed by three Gla residues (shown in red), and (B) the formation of a
helical region stabilized by the presence of only a single hard (solid line)
bridge formed by two of the three Glu residues. The backbones of the
peptides are shown in green, the N-terminal ends are shown in yellow and
the C-terminal ends are shown in purple. Calcium ions that are within 0.5
nm of the side chains are shown in cyan.
4.4 Conclusions
The presence of the Gla domain is a common feature in many proteins that
contain Gla residues, and is often thought to be the crucial factor in the
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induction of folding within these sequences. While experimental techniques
have been able to observe calcium triggered confrontation switching within
sequences containing Gla domains, they have yet to fully decipher how this
folding is mediated at a molecular level. To date the application of compu-
tational techniques to study this calcium triggered folding has been limited,
leaving questions about how realistically current FFs and MD approaches
reproduce the likely delicate forces that underlie these complex regions.
In this chapter the JAK1 and cJAK1 de novo designed peptides were
modelled via Hamiltonian replica exchange MD simulations with parametriza-
tion of the Gla residue implemented as described in Chapter 3. Based on
this framework, JAK1 and cJAK1 modelled in the absence of calcium ions
appeared to support IDP-like ensembles. The addition of calcium ions re-
sulted in the JAK1 ensemble stabilizing a long and rigid helical N-terminal
region. In comparison, while the ensemble of cJAK1 also experienced a
conformational change, it failed to stabilize comparable multi-turn helical
regions.
Examination of how the Glu and Gla residues differ in terms of calcium
ion coordination identified the second carboxylate group of Gla facilitat-
ing the formation of additional calcium bridges within helically folded Gla
domains, potentially helping to stabilize longer α-helices.
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Chapter 5
HAP Slab Development
In this chapter a model of physiologically pragmatic biological HAP is
developed on an atomistic level utilizing point charges for application to
interfacial protein simulations. The model of biological HAP developed in
this chapterwas designed around the parameters described by the INTER-
FACE FF for its compatibility with the CHARMM family of FFs.
5.1 Introduction
It is the exposed face of an inorganic crystal that isdirectlyperceivedby an
organism s biological soft matter and in turn determine the organism s bi-
ological response. Naturally synthesized inorganic materials found within
a living biological organism balance three key chemical properties which
need to be mimicked during modelling. First is the system s pH which for
most biological systems is around 7.4 since cell death occurs at both overly
acidic and overly basic conditions. The second is surface stoichiometry, in
particular the elemental ratios and surface structure, both of which will
in uence accessibility of binding sites on the surface. Finally, third is the
surface charge of the exposed facet which will determine how charged ad-
sorbates will perceive the surface and its binding sites. These three aspects
of the HAP surface that must be balanced are depicted in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The three aspects of a biological HAP surface that must be
balanced include the pH, the surface charge and the stoichiometry.
Correctly modelling HAP around these three criteria can be non-trivial,
for example, protonating the surface in order to correctly model surface pH
simultaneously adds additional surface charge. Hence bringing one aspect
of the surface in line with experimental observations could unexpectedly
lead to a worse depiction of the surface overall. A HAP cube depicting
(001) and (100) facets and their orientation relative to the cardinal axes
utilized throughout this thesis is shown in Figure 5.2. Due to its hexagonal
crystal structure, HAP is often described via a hexagonal axis system,
however since a rectangular HAP cubic crystal is needed for the simulations,
and for simplicity, a cubic axis system was utilized for describing the slab
construction. Also a property of a hexagonal crystal is that when described
using a hexagonal axis system, the (100) and (010) facets are equivalent.
Bulk HAP can be cut to expose different planes of the (001) or (100)
facets that are chemically diverse while remaining structurally smooth,
making them ideal for studying protein binding. Many computational
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Figure 5.2: A HAP cube depicting the (001) and (100) facets, and their
orientation relative to the cardinal axes utilized throughout this work.
Note, due to the hexagonal crystal structure of HAP and the square axis,
the surface perpendicular to the x-axis depicted in this image is not typi-
cally considered the HAP (100) facet.
studies utilize HAP surfaces cut from a bulk crystal without additional
modi cations.408–410 With the correct mirrored cuts to expose surfaces of
an in nitely repeating HAP crystal slab, it is possible to form a HAP slab
with a calcium to phosphate ratio of 1.67, a value equivalent to that of
stoichiometric HAP. As bulk HAP is naturally charge neutral, such a cut
will also result in a charge neutral slab avoiding the need to o set sys-
tem charge via counter ions. However, these slab properties come at the
expense of the HAP slab s pH. An unmodi ed surface of HAP cut from
bulk is extremely basic due to HAP s signi cant phosphate group (PO43 )
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content. While phosphate groups within the crystal bulk may be largely
un-protonated, surface phosphate groups will readily protonate within bi-
ological systems.411,412
Figure 5.3: Relative fractions of HxPO
(x−3)
4 species as a function of pH.
Based upon Henderson-Hasselbach plots derived from association and
disassociation constants for phosphate, Figure 5.3, it can be seen that a fully
unprotonated surface corresponds to a pH of 14. Such a basic surface is not
physiological, hence interfacial surfaces cut from bulk HAP are unlikely to
be readily observed in biological systems making them a poor model for
studying interfacial biological activity.
Based upon the fractional composition curves for phosphate (Figure
5.3), a completely singly protonated, mono-hydrogen phosphate HAP sur-
face would display an outwardly pH of ∼10 while a surface with all doubly
protonated, di-hydrogen phosphate would have a pH of ∼5. Hence a HAP
surface corresponding to a pH of 7.4 would most likely be constituted by a
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mixture of both mono- and di- hydrogen phosphate groups.279 While theo-
retically the exact ratio between mono- and di- hydrogen phosphate groups
is ∼60:40, in practice the ability to achieve this ratio will be partially de-
pendent on the phosphate orientation and location within the surface layer.
A surface phosphate can display at least one, but up to three unobstructed
oxygen atom protonation sites orientated towards the solution. The ratios
of mono-, di- and tri- hydrogen phosphate groups will also differ depending
on the facet and the specific crystal cut.
Given the formula for stoichiometric HAP (Ca5(PO4)3OH) results in a
charge neutral unit cell, each surface hydroxyl added in order to correct
the pH of the slab surface brings with it additional surface charge. This is
true for full valence charges as well as for the partial charge distribution
outlined as per the INTERFACE FF.
Isothermal titration calorimetry (see Chapter 1) is often utilized to
study surface charge and this has been carried out for the HAP surface
by two groups. Bell et al. has suggested a charge neutral surface for
HAP at a pH of 8.3, while Harding et al. has suggested that a point of
zero charge is found at a pH of 7.3.224,413 Regardless of the chosen value,
these findings present a dilemma, a realistic depiction of a biological HAP
slab should display surfaces that are formed by a mixture of mono- and
di- hydrogen surface phosphates, however they should also retain a charge
neutral surface. At first one may consider utilizing counter ions in order to
neutralize the charge of the slab, much in the same way that counter ions
are utilized in computational work in order to neutralize the charge of a
simulated system. However, it is crucial to keep in mind that though this
may neutralize the charge of the modelled system cell, it does not actually
address the issues of correctly representing the surface charge of the HAP
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slab itself.
The e ects of surface charge in polarized HAP have been studied by
Bodhak et al. who identi ed that the surface charge is highly in uential
on the di erential binding of ions, proteins and cells.414 This highlights
that a failure to capture the correct HAP surface charge may result in mis-
matched observations between modelled and biological interfacial systems.
An alternative way to control the charge of a crystal s surface is to care-
fully consider the crystal cut. Depending upon how the cut is carried out
it is possible to control the number of phosphate groups presented at the
surface, and hence the number of protonation sites available.
One may also consider cutting the slab such that it is not perfectly
stoichiometric. While this may appear to diverge the HAP slab from the
strict de nition of a bulk HAP crystal per its chemical formula, one must
consider that HAP s bulk stoichiometric formula is not what is typically
foundat the HAP surface innature. The surfaceof HAP maypartially exist
in a mixed state of crystalline HAP, calcium de cient HAP and amorphous
calcium phosphate.207,415 While pure stoichiometric crystalline HAP will
display a calcium to phosphate ratio of 1.67, on the surface this ratio has
been suggested to range from 1.33 to 1.5, containing less calcium than that
expected for bulk HAP.207,415–417
Many previous studies of HAP have not harmonized the balance be-
tween pH, surface charge and stoichiometry that physiological HAP would
likely display. By the careful selection of cuts and the removal of calcium
ions from the surface of the HAP slab, abalancebetween the criteria ofpH,
surface charge and stoichiometry can be obtained, and hence a physiolog-
ically pragmatic model of HAP can be produced. The model of biological
HAP presented in this work addresses these criteria in order to more accu-
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rately model the protein - HAP interface within biological systems.
In addition to simply building a physiologically pragmatic model of the
biological HAP surface, another aspect of the work carried out within this
thesis was to develop FF parameters for more accurately modelling ion
binding with carboxylate containing protein side chains (see Chapter 3).
These parameters were developed around soluble calcium ions carrying a
2+ charge and were utilized as part of solution state simulations to study
protein folding induced by calcium binding. By default the INTERFACE
FF parameters for describing the calcium within HAP crystals carry a non-
integer 1.5+ charge. Since a major focus of this work is to study how the
HAP surface may in uence folding, unobstructed surface calcium within
the HAP slab were re-parameterized such that they carried a 2+ charge
allowing them to retain the Coulombic forces of the solution simulation
carried out in Chapter 6 and helping to ensure folding integrity between
the solution state and interfacial simulations. All other parameters for the
surface Ca ions remain unchanged from those of the INTERFACE FF.
5.2 Methodology
The target simulations of this thesis require a biological HAP slab that
presents the (001) surface. From a basic unit cell, per the INTERFACE
FF s description, a larger HAP slab was constructed depicting the (001)
surface. Modi cations are applied primarily to the unobstructed surface
layer atoms to bring the surface in line with the target criteria. In brief
modi cations include 1) symmetrisation of top and bottom HAP (001)
faces, 2) adjustment of surface pH by protonation of phosphate groups
and 3) adjustment of surface charge by removal of calcium ions. Exact
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processes carried out to construct and assess this biological HAP surface
are described as follows.
5.2.1 Construction of a Biological HAP (001) Surface
For the construction of a biological HAP slab that presents the (001) facet,
an initial rectangular double HAP unit cell described per the INTERFACE
FF was utilized (Figure 1.1).
Figure 5.4: An isometric view of the 6 x 3 x 4 rectangular unit cell repli-
cation depicting the resultant unmodified HAP (001) slab and its relative
dimensions.
This unit cell was replicated 6 times in the X-axis, 3 times in the Y-axis
and 4 times in the Z-axis (perpendicular to the (001) facet) producing a
stoichiometric rectangular slab of size ∼4.9 x ∼4.2 x ∼2.8 nm as shown in
Figure 5.4.
The biological HAP (001) surfaces to be modified are present perpen-
dicular to the Z-axis and appear as the outer most layers of atoms that
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form the 1st and 4th Z-axis unit cell stack as shown in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: A side view of the 6 x 3 x 4 rectangular unit cell replication
depicting the resultant unmodified HAP (001) slab. Boxes identify the 4
stacked Z-axis replications. The outer most atoms of layers 1 and 4 will
undergo modification.
The outermost layer of the HAP surface contains Ca, PO4, and OH
groups. Figure 5.6 depicts a top down and a side view of an unmodified
HAP (001) slab face. The unobstructed surface atoms are identified by
colours. As an example of their location, outlined in yellow is the position
of one of the OH containing calcium tunnels that run through the slab from
the top external surface to the bottom external surface. Further shown in
Figure 5.6, the OH groups contained within the calcium tunnels are aligned
such that their hydrogen atoms are pointed towards the top external (001)
slab surface.
On the complete slab, there are 36 OH group containing tunnels that
run through the surface. In theory, the OH groups that are contained within
these tunnels may be orientated in any direction, however in practice they
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Figure 5.6: Top view (left) and side view (right) depicting the atomic
content of the surface layers of a HAP (001) slab. Calcium ions are shown
in white, phosphate groups are depicted in blue, OH groups are shown in
red. Outlined in yellow is the location of one of the OH group containing
calcium screw axis tunnels that run through the slab perpendicular to the
(001) facet. Atoms that form the crystal bulk are grouped together and
shown in grey.
are likely to either align such that their hydrogen atoms are either facing
towards thenearest external (001) surface or inwards towards thebulk (and
hence the opposing external (001) surface). Furthermore, the ordering of
the OH group s orientation within the tunnels may be considered. The
workof De Leeuw et al.309 suggests threepossible OH orderings; anordered
tunnelwhereinallof the OH groupsarealigned ina singledirection, a semi-
ordered con guration where for the total length of the tunnel there may
not be speci c ordering however some degree of local or regional ordering
may occur, and nally a purely random ordering where the orientation of
each OH group hasno signi cant a ect on otherswithin the tunnel (Figure
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5.7).
Figure 5.7: Three possible examples of OH group ordering that may be
found within the calcium tunnels that perforate the (001) facets. To help
visualization, red OH groups are orientated up while blue OH groups are
orientated down.
De Leeuw et al., utilizing DFT calculations, suggests that the most
kinetically favourable OH arrangement is such that all hydroxyl groups
within a single tunnel are aligned to face a single external surface.309 As
such the model developed herein has utilized an ordered OH arrangement
within each tunnel. However, in order to ensure that both the top and
bottom external (001) surfaces are chemically identical, the direction of
the ordered OH groups were alternated such that half of the tunnels have
OH groups aligned with hydrogen atoms facing towards the top surface and
the other half directed towards the bottom surface. Figure 5.8 depicts the
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tunnel sites of the (001) surface where the directions of the OH groups have
been flipped.
Figure 5.8: A top down view of the HAP (001) slab. Calcium ions are
depicted in white, phosphate groups are depicted in blue and tunnel OH
groups are shown in red. The black outlines show the calcium tunnels that
have their OH group orientation flipped to point towards the bottom (001)
surface.
With this modification the slab will be symmetric about the (X,Y) plane
but mirrored about the (Y,Z) plane (Figure 5.9). As such all modifications
carried out on the top surface will be mirrored accordingly to the bottom
surface, resulting in a slab with two identical exposed HAP (001) facets.
Each (001) surface contains 108 unobstructed surface PO4 groups that
require protonation. Of these 43 were chosen to become di-hydrogen phos-
phate sites and 65 to become mono-hydrogen phosphate sites, resulting
in a HPO4 : H2PO4 ratio of ∼66 : 33. The di-hydrogen phosphate sites
were chosen at random with each of the 108 phosphates groups carrying an
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Figure 5.9: Diagram showing the mirroring (arrows) of the top and bot-
tom HAP (001) surfaces.
equal chance to be double protonated. The remaining sites were assigned
as mono-hydrogen phosphate groups. The surface phosphate groups of the
(001) surface are orientated such that they all display three unobstructed
oxygen atoms. In the case of HPO4 sites, one of the three possible oxygen
atoms was chosen at random for protonation with each having an equal
chance of selection. Surface H2PO4 sites had two of their oxygen atoms se-
lected for protonation with all three carrying an equal chance for selection
(Figure 5.10).
After the surface phosphate groups were protonated in order to obtain
a HAP surface representative of pH ∼7.4, modifications were undertaken
to neutralize the surface charge. Between the protonation and the charge
modifications of the surface calcium ions on both sides of the slab, an excess
of 359.7 e was added. In order to balance this additional charge, modifi-
cations to the slab stoichiometry were made in the form of the removal of
surface calcium ions. Natively, each (001) HAP slab surface contains 288
surface calcium ions. To deal with a majority of the charge excess, the
removal of 90 surface calcium ions is required per surface for each carries a
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Figure 5.10: The distribution ofmono- (yellow) and di- (blue) hydrogen
phosphate sites across the HAP (001) surface. Atoms that form the crystal
bulk are grouped together and shown in grey.
charge of 2+ .
As described in Chapter 1, the HAP (001) surface has two di erent
types of calcium ion sites. Calcium ions of the site 1 type are given removal
priority due to their higher position above the surface in the Z-axis (Figure
5.11). Figure 5.12A shows the location of all site 1 and site 2 calcium ions
on the top (001) surface. Figure 5.12B and C depict the surface calcium
ion removal process.
Since only 36 site 1 surface calcium ions are present on the HAP slab s
(001) facet, and 90 calcium ions need to be removed, all of these site 1
calcium ions were removed. This left 108 surface calcium ions, all ofwhich
are found at site 2 locations. Since the site 2 calcium ions form the calcium
tunnels that contain the OH groups, the strategic removal of these ions was
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Figure 5.11: Side view of the HAP slab depicting in green the location
(relative Z-axis height) of; (A) site 1 surface calcium ions of the HAP (001)
surface, and (B) site 2 surface calcium ions of the HAP (001) surface. Atoms
that form the crystal bulk are grouped together and shown in grey.
implemented to ensure that no tunnel would become completely devoid
of surface calcium ions. Figure 5.12B shows that each calcium tunnel is
formed by a triad of surface calcium ions forming an equilateral triangle
that encompass an OH group. Initially for each calcium ion triad, with
an equal probability a single triad ion was randomly selected and removed
leaving each tunnel with two surface calcium ions. This removed a total of
36 addition calcium ions from the surface.
With 72 of the required 90 ions removed, an additional 18 calcium
ions were removed by randomly selecting with an equal probability, 18 of
the remain site 2 surface calcium pairs and then randomly removing an
additional calcium atom from each of these 18 tunnel sites. This resulted
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Figure 5.12: The top HAP slab (001) surface; (A) with all site 1 (orange)
and site 2 (cyan) surface calcium ions present, (B) with the removal of
36 site 1 surface calcium ions, and (C) with the removal of site 2 surface
calcium ions. Atoms that form the crystal bulk are grouped together and
shown in grey, and OH groups that liewithin the calcium tunnels are shown
in red.
in the 90 required calcium ions being removed with minimal bias, with
all calcium tunnels containing at least one surface calcium ion, and half
containing two. With calcium ion removal mirrored on the bottom (001)
surface, all 180 calcium ionswere removed bring the total charge of the slab
to -0.6 e. Finally, to neutralize this remaining charge, a slight modi cation
wasmade to the partial charges of the oxygen atoms of the bulk phosphate
groups. The division of -0.6 e across the 2592 oxygen atoms within the
bulk resulted in 4th decimal place change in the charge of each atom.
Figure 5.13 depicts the top (001) surface of the completed biological
HAP (001) slab showing all surface species while Figure 5.14 presents an
isometric view. The biological HAP (001) slab displays two identical exter-
nal (001) surfaces that have phosphate protonation states consistent with
a pH of 7.4 and a neutral net charge. Even with the removal of the nu-
merous calcium ions, the slab s total Ca to phosphate ratio is 1.46. This
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Figure 5.13: The top (001) HAP slab surface showing the distribution
of unobstructed surface groups; surface calcium ions are shown in white,
di-hydrogen surface phosphate groups are shown in blue, mono-hydrogen
surface phosphate groups are shown in yellow, calcium tunnel OH groups
are shown in red, and atoms that form the crystal bulk are grouped together
and shown in grey.
results in a HAP slab that manages to balance all three criteria outlined
at the start of this chapter, and should act as a reasonable model for the
study of HAP binding proteins. Table 5.1 shows the number of stoichiomet-
ric HAP unit cells, the number of calcium atoms removed and the number
of hydrogen atoms added as part of developing the biological HAP slab.
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Figure 5.14: Isometric view of the biological HAP (001) slab; surface
calcium ions are shown in white, di-hydrogen surface phosphate groups
are shown in blue, mono-hydrogen surface phosphate groups are shown in
yellow, calcium tunnel OH groups are shown in red, and atoms that form
the crystal bulk are grouped together and shown in grey.
Table 5.1: Summary of modifications made to HAP slab.
Unit type Number of units
Unit cells (Ca10(PO4)6OH)2) 144
Calcium atoms removed (Ca2+) 180
H atoms added (HxPO4) 302
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5.2.2 Surface Assessment
Since the water structuring at the surface of an interface may in uence an
adsorbate sability todirectly engagewith the surface though thepromotion
of solventmediatedbindingmodes, an investigationwas carriedout inorder
to verify that the modi cations made to the HAP surfaces did not have a
signi cant detrimental impact on surface water structuring.
By combining four copies of the biological HAP slab discussed above
into a 2 x 2 grid along the x and y axis, a single large HAP slab with
10 x 10 nm exposed biological HAP (001) surfaces was generated. This
slab was placed in a simulation cell of dimensions 11.304 x 9.786 x 9.55
nm. Periodic boundary conditions were utilized along all three cardinal
axes. The system was then solvated with 26110 water molecules as per the
TIPS3P water model.286 The atoms of the HAP slab were held xed in
space with the exception of the hydrogen atoms of the surface mono- and
di- hydrogen phosphate groups and the hydrogen atoms of the OH groups.
This was done to ensure surface dissolution would not take place.
Optimization of the system was carried out with the GROMACS 5. X
MD simulation package. Forces were described per a combination of the
CHARMM22* and INTERFACE FFs. Initially each system underwent
a geometry optimization, utilizing the steepest descent integrator with a
target threshold of 500 kJ mol 1 nm 1. The simulation cells were then
compressed manually in order to bring the density of bulk water in the
system to the experimental expected value at 310 K of 0.99 g cm 3 which
corresponds to a number density of 33 nm 3. MD simulations were then
carried out in the NVT ensemble to allow the water to relax and surface
structuring to form. These simulations were carried out for 0.5 ns with
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simulation steps calculated every fs. After allowing for the water to settle,
production runs in the NVT ensemble were carried out producing 0.5 ns of
trajectory with frames recorded every ps. The water density was calculated
from the trajectories along the Z-axis for analysis.
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5.3 Results
Before the biological HAP (001) surface slab was utilized for binding stud-
ies, an investigation was carried out into surface water structuring. The
findings of this analysis are discussed as follows.
5.3.1 Biological HAP (001) Water Structure
The key focus of this analysis was to ensure that the modifications made
to convert the bulk HAP (001) surface to a more physiological pragmatic
HAP surface did not result in unusual changes to water structuring. At
the time of writing this thesis other reports outlining water structuring at a
physiologically pragmatic HAP (001) surface had not been identified within
the literature. While no direct comparison between the model developed
in this thesis (referred to hence forth as the biological HAP (001) slab) and
other physiologically pragmatic HAP water structurings could be carried
out, comparison were made against works that utilize either an unmodifed
HAP interface cut from a bulk HAP crystal such as those by Zahn et al.
or Zhao et al.,1,418 as well as against the hydroxylated surfaces derived by
Lin et al.279
Water structuring at the HAP (001) surface was investigated by calcu-
lating the density profile perpendicular to the (001) interface as shown in
Figure 5.15. The surface of the biological HAP (001) slab was defined as
the plane formed by the outer most layer of calcium ions with the surface
normal parallel with the Z-axis. The water density profile acquired sug-
gested a total of three major peaks. The first peak (labelled Layer 0) is
found at a distance of ∼0.12 nm from the surface, and at its maximum the
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Figure 5.15: Water density as a function of distance from the biological
HAP (001) surface. Water molecule position was calculated as the position
of the Owater atoms, the surface (x = 0) was defined as the plane formed
by the outer most layer of calcium that make up the surface. Coloured
vertical lines correspond to the predicted peak location for bulk HAP as
determined by Zahn et al.1
.
density is slightly below the expected density of bulk water. The second
peak is the most pronounced and located at a Z-distance of ∼0.225 nm
from the surface with a water density over double that of bulk water, and a
distinct third peak is observed at a distance of ∼0.35 nm from the surface.
Finally two additional minor peaks are observed at distance of ∼0.5 nm
and ∼0.6 nm from the surface.
The coloured vertical lines in Figure 5.15 show the water layer distances
from the surface as predicted for the equivalently cut HAP surface described
by Zahn et al. (HAP model B).1 The three peaks that Zahn et al. observed
appear to correspond well to the three distinct peaks observed for the bio-
logical HAP surface (layer 1, layer 2, and layer 3). Physically these three
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Figure 5.16: A side view of the water layering on the biological HAP
(001) surface. Bulk crystal atoms are shown in gray, surface phosphate
groups are shown as ball and stick models, water layers 0 - 5 are shown in
cyan, blue, green, yellow and red respectively.
layers appear to correspond to the rst three distinct and largely uninter-
rupted water layers that lie above the surface hydroxyls as can be seen in
Figure 5.16. The rst water layer observed in the biological HAP (001)
surface pro le (layer 0) is not observed by Zahn et al.1 However the work
by Lin et al. onhydroxylated HAP surfaces suggested such apeak can form
below the rst complete water layer in cases ofwater penetration into the
slab.279 Water penetration were largely observed in the highly protonated
HAP surfaces and was inpartpossibledue to thedissolution of the surface.
Due to the fact that the atoms in thebiological HAP (001) modeldevel-
oped and utilized in this thesis was largely held xed during simulations,
surface dissolution was not possible. Isolating the water molecules that
correspond to water layer 0 reveal that single water molecules have lled
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Figure 5.17: A sub-section of the HAP (001) surface showing the lo-
cations of water molecules corresponding to water layer 0. Surface phos-
phate groups are shown as ball and stick models, layer 0 water molecules
are shown in cyan, surface calcium atoms are shown in white, tunnel OH
groups are shown in red and bulk slab atoms are shown in grey.
the gaps left by the calcium atoms that were removed to balance the slab
surface charge as shown in Figure 5.17. These molecules can also be seen
as the water molecules that sit buried in line with the surface phosphate
groups in Figure 5.16 (cyan). Since the HAP surface utilized by Zahn et
al. was an ideal cut of a pristine HAP slab, the surface did not contain
vacancies where water could penetrate. Furthermore since the surface was
unprotonated, dissolution and subsequent water penetration into the sur-
face was likely minimal, hence the lack of a layer 0 peak in their model.
Given this nding, it appears that the modi cations applied in order to
model the surfacebased physiologicalpH, surface charge and stoichiometry
donot result inanyunusualor signi cant change towater structuringat the
HAP (001) surface compared to unmodi ed surfaces cut from bulk HAP.
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5.4 Conclusions
The validity of findings derived from simulations will be contingent on how
well modelled systems reproduce their real world counterparts. The HAP
(001) and (100) facets utilized in much of the studies presented in the
literature were based on surfaces cut directly from the bulk crystal and
thus likely do not realistically represent the surfaces as they are found in
physiological systems. In this chapter, a biological HAP (001) surface was
constructed by modifying the surface atoms to bring stoichiometry, pH and
charge in line with real world expectations.
The final biological HAP (001) slab has a surface area of ∼5 nm2 and
carries a net charge of ∼0 at a pH of ∼7.4. The calcium to phosphate ratio
was 1.458. Water structuring around the biological HAP slab is largely
similar to that of clean cut HAP as well as HAP at pH values of ∼4 and
10, displaying similar locations of peak water densities. The biological HAP
slab developed in this chapter should provide a suitable representation of
the HAP interface found in biological systems and thus be ideal for the
study of protein binding.
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Chapter 6
Computational Modelling of the
OCN and GOCN Proteins
In this chapter, building on the capabilities observed for the REST
advanced sampling MD simulation technique and the CHARMM22* FF
as applied to JAK1, the conformational ensembles of the more chemically
complex OCN protein as well as its variant GOCN are modelled. This
study explores the differences between these ensembles in solution as well,
as at the biological HAP interface.
6.1 Introduction
As introduced in Chapter 1, OCN is a naturally synthesized HAP and
calcium binding protein found in bones and dentin.130,139,140 One of its most
defining traits is its apparent controlled conformational folding mediated
by calcium ion interactions with its Gla side chains, a property thought to
be crucial to enabling HAP binding within the sequence.407
While in theory, the 49 amino acid long OCN protein (see Figure 1.4)
can contain up to five Gla residues, produced by the post-translational mod-
ification of Glu residues within the sequence, in nature typically only three
Gla residues are found forming a single Gla domain.140,141,143–145,148,149 The
key preservation across species is this Gla domain and in particular the i,
i+4, i+7 spacing of the three Gla residues. This could suggest that these
residues and their spacing may be crucial to the function of this region and
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in turn HAP binding.
It is theorized that the Gladomain of OCN is not nativelyhelicalunder
physiological conditions.407 Thehigh chargeof the Gla side chainsand their
relatively close proximity to each other while helically folded is thought to
drive a repulsion e ect leading to the unfolding of the Gla region and a
natively disordered conformation.121 The GOCN mutant mimics the side
chain spacing distribution of OCN albeit with Glu as opposed to Gla. Like
OCN, the mutant GOCN is expected to display a largely disordered native
state under physiological conditions.419
OCN s Gla containing binding domain undertakes -helical folding in
the presence of calcium ions or at the HAP interface which is thought to
result in the formation of an amphipathic helix.121 The Gla distribution
promotes a distinct anionic surface, while a distinct hydrophobic surface is
formed due to the Ala18-Val22-Leu25 spacing.121,130,420 Hauschka et al. has
suggested that, according to an unpublished 2D NMR study, the helical
domain of OCN is extremely rigid, stabilized by the C-terminal domain.130
When folded, the average 3.6 residues per turn that is typical of an -helix
mapped against the Gla residue spacing, results in Gla side chains that are
separated by a 5.4 Aspacing.121 This side chain separation is suggested
to be similar to the lattice spacing of calcium ions found in the HAP (001)
facet.121 This may point to a possible connection between OCN s structure
and its HAP binding capabilities.407
The NMR structuresdeterminedby Dowd et al. suggested three regions
of helicity forming a cage-like structure (see Figure6.1).2
According to Price et al. sword sh OCN may consist of a single longer
helix extending towards the N-terminus starting from residue 13 through
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Figure 6.1: Four typical NMR structures determined for OCN by Dowd
et al.2 Residues 1 - 15, N-terminal (yellow), are not shown as they were not
determined in the study, Gla residues are shown in orange, Glu residues
are shown in red, and the C-terminal Val is shown in purple.
to residue 33.121,150 In contrast, the Corey-Pauling-Koltun model predicted
OCN structure presented by Hauschka et al. included the formation of only
two anti-parallel helices separated by a β-turn at residues 26 - 29, with
both N- and C- terminal regions largely disordered.130 Thus, even though
OCN is a highly studied sequence, there is still significant uncertainty in
its structure. This is due to the complex disorder and folding properties
that characterizes OCN in solution.
OCN in the presence of Ca2+ or at the aqueous HAP interface has been
a topic of much research as the conformation switching theorized to be con-
trolled by the Gla domain, presents a reliable case of local environmentally
mediated protein folding and functionality.407,419 To date it is not known if
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folding is a result of the interaction between OCN and the surface calcium
ions in HAP, or if a folded state is a prerequisite for HAP interaction and
binding. The double carboxylate groups of the Gla residues are likely the
primary coordination sites for soluble calcium ions with interactions driven
by the Gla residue s largenegative charge. However, the carboxylategroups
of Glu and Asp residues are also capable of binding Ca2+ .407,419
Both CD and UV spectroscopieshavebeenutilized to investigate OCN s
Ca2+ requirement as part of achievingmaximum -helical folding.121,421,422
Folding is likely achieved though the charge of bound Ca2+ ions o setting
the electrostatic repulsion of the Gla residues.121 This nding may suggest
that binding functionality in OCN maybeprimarily activated post folding.
However, while OCN is foremost recognized as a calcium binding se-
quence it has also been shown to bind soluble magnesium ions which also
induces some degree of -helical secondary structure.121 A study by Roy
and Nishimoto has suggested that though Mg2+ can bind with OCN and
induce structural changes to the sequence, unlike calcium, it may actually
inhibit OCN s a nity for HAP.139,423
Despite thepossibility for achieving a similar amphipathic helix, GOCN
is not thought to display signi cant Ca2+ induced folding or HAP binding
capabilities.153,424,425 Malashkevich et al. suggests that GOCN s reduced
level of mineral binding may be due in part to Glu s inherently weaker
coordination of calcium compared to Gla s.153
The secondary and tertiary structures of many di erent species of the
OCN and GOCN family of proteins have been studied extensively with
techniques including, NMR, CD and XRD.2,121,153,419,426 A key focus of
these endeavours was to garner insight into how protein conformation may
be in uenced by ion and surface interactions. Hauschka and Carr carried
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out an extensive CD study of human OCN and GOCN solutions to ex-
plore secondary structure change as ions were introduced into the local
environment.121 Their work suggested that in the absence of calcium ions
OCN displayed a rather featureless CD spectrum with secondary structure
consisting of 8 % α-helical (4-5 residues), 14 % β-sheet and 78 % random
coil. Testing the effects of electrostatic shielding in the form of soluble
NaCl resulted in a 15 % increase in α-helical content (approximately 6 or
7 residues) without any other significant affect. The addition of Ca2+ to
the solution resulted in a significant growth in α-helical signal through a
reduction of random coil signal. The total secondary structure of OCN in
the presence of calcium consisted of 38 % α-helical (∼19 residues), 8 % β
sheet, and 45 % random coil secondary structure. While GOCN is gener-
ally accepted to be natively disordered in the absence of external influences
much like OCN, a stark difference in the influence of Ca2+ was observed.
GOCN in the absence of both Calcium and Sodium was found to display
a native 18 % α-helical secondary structure, slightly higher than OCN and
likely attributable to the lower charge that the Glu residues carry. When
Ca2+ was added only an 8 % growth in α-helical content was observed, a
comparatively small change compared to that observed for OCN.
Utilizing CD titration and 1H NMR techniques, Dowd et al. observed
that charge screening by the addition of NaCl did not result in a significant
change to the α-helical content for either OCN or GOCN. Their study
also found that Ca2+ bound OCN displayed ∼24 % α-helical secondary
structure.2
From the trends presented above it is clear that the nature of the
secondary and tertiary level structures of OCN in the absence of cal-
cium, differ significantly compared to when OCN is in the presence of
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calcium.2,130,150,153 Typically, OCN in the absence of calcium is largely
unstructured with CD observing high amounts of signal attributable to ran-
dom coil secondary structure while 2D NMR techniques have encountered
difficulty in detecting cross-peaks suggesting an extended and unstructured
conformation.2,130,150
While there is reasonable agreement on the OCN structure, or lack
thereof, in the absence of calcium ions, observations and models of the
structure of OCN in the presence of calcium ions differ significantly. It
is generally thought that the addition of calcium ions results in a tran-
sition of the sequence towards more ordered state, and in particular the
formation of α-helical secondary structure.2,121,419 Some regions such as
the N-terminal, residues 1 - 15, are reported not to adopt any significant
amounts of structure2,121 while other regions such as the Gla containing cal-
cium/HAP binding domain, residues 16 - 25, are thought to form a helical
structure.2,121
Though being identified within bone and dentin, the exact roles that
OCN plays as part of these systems is still not fully understood. Though
OCN may be among the most abundant non-collagenous bone proteins,
OCN has been shown to inhibit HAP growth.427–432 An early study of
HAP growth has suggested that OCN deficiency in mice may result in
improved bone growth,427 a more recent Fourier-transform infrared spec-
troscopy study has suggested that mice lacking OCN experience impaired
bone maturation, a possible hint that OCN may influence mineral devel-
opment.433 OCN may also act as an informational molecule detailing local
calcium or magnesium abundance121,139 or may play a role as a chemo-
attractant for cells related to bone resorbtion.434–438 Even the uncarboxy-
lated GOCN may possess biological function, potential acting as a regulator
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of glucose metabolism.153
It is apparent that OCN presents many challenges. Evenwithnumerous
experimental studies undertaken to date, determining structural properties
of OCN in solution has been a complex endeavour, with much still un-
known. OCN presents an equally massive challenge from a computational
perspective. The combination of OCN s size, its IDP like properties and
conformation switching functionality make it di cult to ensure su cient
conformational sampling, parameters describing the Gla residue are not
available in many FFs, the ability for simulations to realistically model na-
tively disordered states is still an uncertainty, and correctly modelling the
balance of forces that drive complex environmentally controlled folding are
just some of the challenges that computational techniques face.
Cristiani et al. has been among the rst to apply computational tech-
niques to modelling the OCN sequence. Their work utilized the Amber
FF99SB protein FF with Gla residue parameters derived “from scratch” to
study OCN and GOCN structures in solution.154 MD simulations of both
proteins were carried out for 100 ns in the presence and absence of calcium
ions. Besides minor changes due to side chain interactions, after 100 ns of
simulation the structures of both OCN and GOCN, regardless of the pres-
ence of calcium ions, appear to largely remain unchanged from their initial
conformations. For OCN inboth apo- and holo- forms, the RMSDs overlap
signi cantly and remain at a value of 2 Afor the entirety of the trajectory.
A similar result was observed for the apo- and holo- forms of GOCN. As
presented above, experimental evidence from the literature largely suggests
OCN, and GOCN in the absence of calcium ions, as well as GOCN in the
presence of calcium are largely disordered and highly exible. Such prop-
erties would typically be re ected by a large and uctuating RMSD and
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conformational ensembles that contain a variety of structures. The results
of Cristiani et al. may suggest an over-stabilization of the OCN structure.
This could potentially be attributable to the description of the FEL of the
protein derived from the FF, or alternatively the simulation may be ther-
modynamically trapped in a fixed conformation on the FEL. Based upon
the description of the trajectories provided and the lack of change in the
initial and final conformational arrangement overlays, the latter is likely
the case. To address such an issue either the application of extend simu-
lations (100+ µs) or the use of an advanced sampling technique could be
employed. At time of writing this thesis, no computational modelling of the
complete OCN sequence at a biological HAP surfaces had been identified
in the literature.
In this chapter, MD simulations are carried out to study the conforma-
tional ensembles of OCN and GOCN. The REST advanced sampling tech-
nique was employed to ensure sufficient sampling of conformation space.
The solution state ensembles were modelled with and without calcium ions.
In addition the OCN and GOCN sequence were modelled at the biological
HAP (001) interface to study the bound conformational ensembles as well
as to identify what side chain interactions may facilitate binding.
6.2 Method
In this section, the details of the replica exchange MD simulations carried
out are presented.
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6.2.1 Common Simulation Details
MD simulations of the OCN and GOCN systems were carried out using the
CHARMM22* FF284,323 with the Gla residue implemented as per Chapter
3406 and the hydroxyapatite (001) surface modelled as per Chapter 5 with
parameters described in the INTERFACE FF.279 The 49 amino acid long
OCN and GOCN sequences utilized for the simulations carried out in this
chapter are the human strains described by Hauschka and Carr and shown
in Figure 1.4.121 Only the three Gla residues in the Gla domain, residues
17, 21 and 24, were implemented. Water molecules were implemented as
per the TIPS3P water model.286
All simulations were carried out using the GROMACS 5.0.0 MD simu-
lation package with a 1 fs time step. In all cases a temperature of 310 K,
which reflects the physiological temperature that OCN and GOCN is likely
to be found at in nature, was maintained via the Nose´-Hoover thermostat
with a temperature coupling constant of 0.2 ps.357,358 For NPT simula-
tions pressure was maintained via the Parrinello-Rahman barostat with a
coupling constant of 0.4 ps and a reference pressure of 1 atmosphere.359,360
To improve sampling the REST advanced sampling technique was im-
plemented. Each modelled system utilized 16 replicas that spanned an
effective temperature window of 310 to 510 K with even temperature spac-
ing. The simulation cell of each replica contained a single OCN or GOCN
molecule in a unique starting conformation. Each system contained replicas
with protein starting structures encompassing; extended, globular, full and
partial helices, β-sheets and one of the OCN predicted structures reported
by Dowd et al .426 These proteins were modelled in simulation cells bound
by periodic boundary conditions.
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In the case of the protein/HAP systems, as part of the replica exchange
procedure, it is possible to also scale the surface interactions which may
allow the protein a greater chance to dislodge from the surface, move into
solution, and change conformation. However given that the simulations
carried out on JAK1 and cJAK1 in solution did not show significant sam-
pling problems due to an inability of the protein to disassociate from the
calcium ions, scaling of interactions as per REST was limited to those of
the protein and the ions utilized to neutralize the excess system charge.
All images, unless otherwise explicitly shown, have had the water molecules
hidden for ease of viewing.
6.2.2 Solution Specific Simulation Details
Four simulations were undertaken to study the solution properties of the
OCN family of proteins. The four systems studied included OCN in the ab-
sence of calcium (apo-OCN), OCN in the presence of calcium (holo-OCN),
GOCN in the absence of calcium (apo-GOCN), GOCN in the presence of
calcium (holo-GOCN).
All of these solution systems were simulated within a ∼10 nm cubic
simulation cell and solvated with 32924 water molecules. All four of the
systems contained 20 mM of Na+ ions in the form of NaCl, and in systems
where the effects of calcium were studied, 20 mM of calcium in the form of
CaCl2 was added. These values were chosen to match the concentrations
utilized by Dowd et al.426 The exact content of the replicas for each system
modelled is described as follows. OCN modelled in the absence of calcium:
18 Cl ions, 18 Na+ ions plus an additional 9 Na+ ions to balance the charge
of the protein. OCN modelled in the presence of calcium contained 54 Cl
ions, 18 Na+ ions, 18 Ca2+ ions, plus an additional 4 Ca2+ ions and Na ion
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to balance the charge of the protein. GOCN modelled in the absence of
calcium, contained 18 Cl ions, 18 Na+ ions plus an additional 6 Na+ ions
to balance the charge of the protein. GOCN modelled in the presence of
calcium contained 54 Cl ions, 18 Na+ ions, 18 Ca2+, plus an additional 3
Ca2+ to balance the charge of the protein.
Once all 16 replicas for each of the four systems were constructed, they
were equilibrated as follows.
An initial geometry optimization utilizing the steepest descent algo-
rithm was carried out for each system with a target of 200 kJ mol−1 nm−1.
Following this, each replica was brought to the initial target temperature
of 310 K via 0.2 ns simulations carried out in the NVT ensemble. To allow
the water to relax to the expected value of ∼995 kg / m−3, each replica was
run for 0.2 ns in the NPT ensemble. Finally each replica was simulated at
its effective temperature in the NVT ensemble for 0.5 ns, during which no
exchanges between replicas were attempted. The final frames were utilized
as the structures for the production runs.
With each set of replicas for the four solution systems prepared, REST
simulation production runs were carried out. These runs consisted of 50 ns
simulations with replica exchange attempts and frames written out every
1000 steps. Analysis was carried out on every 5th frame for each of the
trajectories leading to a total of 10000 frames analysed for each system.
Analysis carried out included; cluster analysis using a RMSD cut off
of 0.4 nm, radius of gyration calculations, solvent accessible surface area,
ion coordination, hydrogen bonding analysis, cluster analysis, Ramachan-
dran dihedral based secondary structure analysis and consecutive secondary
structure analysis. All images, unless otherwise explicitly stated, have had
the water molecules hidden for ease of viewing.
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6.2.3 At the HAP (001) Interface Details
Two additional simulations were undertaken to study the OCN and GOCN
sequences at the HAP (001) interface.
Due to the size of the out-stretched OCN and GOCN sequences the
∼10 x ∼10 nm HAP (001) slab as described in Chapter 5 was utilized. To
prevent dissolution of the slab over the course of the simulation all atoms
with the exception of the surface protons were held fixed in all simulations.
Each of the 16 replicas for both HAP (001) systems studied were sim-
ulated within rectangular simulation cells with dimensions 11.304 x 9.786
x 12.5 nm. The X and Y cell dimensions were chosen as they correspond
to those of the HAP (001) slab. The Z direction of the simulation cell,
after taking into account the thickness of the slab, resulted in a 9.748 nm
solvation gap between the HAP (001) slab and its periodic image.
The space between the surface and its image was filled with 36555 water
molecules. To match the ion concentration utilized in the study of OCN
and GOCN in solution, 20 mM of Na+ ions in the form of NaCl were added
to the system. Since the study of how the surface influences the folding
of the OCN and GOCN sequences was the main target of this study no
free calcium ions were added to the systems. For OCN modelled at the
HAP (001) surface, 18 Cl− ions and 18 Na+ ions were added, with an
additional 9 Na+ ions added to account for the charge of the protein. For
GOCN modelled at the HAP (001) surface, again 18 Cl− ions and 18 Na+
ions were added, with only additional 6 Na+ ions added to account for the
charge of the protein.
The individual replicas of both systems equilibrated as follows. An
initial geometry optimization was carried out with a target threshold of
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200 kJ mol−1 nm−1. An initial NVT run was performed for a duration of
0.05 ns. A series of additional 0.05 ns NVT runs were then undertaken
as part of a manual compression of the box in the Z dimension. This was
required in order to bring the bulk water density to the expected value
of ∼995 kg / m−3 at 310 K. Final 0.5 ns runs were performed with each
replica at its modified Hamiltonian in the NVT ensemble, during which no
exchange attempts between replicas were made. Final frames from these
runs were utilized as the starting structures for the final production run.
Production runs consisted of 100 ns REST simulations with replica ex-
change attempts occurring every 1000 simulation steps. Frames of the tra-
jectory were written out every 5000 step with the resulting analysis taking
place over the 20,000 frame trajectories.
As with the solution simulations, analysis included; cluster analysis
using a RMSD cut off of 0.4 nm, radius of gyration calculations, solvent ac-
cessible surface area, ion coordination, hydrogen bonding analysis, cluster
analysis, contact residue analysis, Ramachandran based secondary struc-
ture analysis and consecutive secondary structure structural analysis. All
images, unless otherwise explicitly stated, have had water molecules hidden
for ease of viewing.
6.3 Results: OCN and GOCN in Solution
As with the study of JAK1 and cJAK1, the analysis presented below is in
part as much about confirming the capabilities of the simulation methods,
as it is investigating how the OCN and GOCN sequences may function.
Beyond studying the conformational changes that the OCN sequences may
experience when transitioning from a calcium free environment to a calcium
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rich one and drawing comparisons to the equivalent GOCN systems, both
the OCN and GOCN sequences are also analysed when bound to the HAP
(001) surface.
6.3.1 Cluster Growth
Figure 6.2 depicts the cluster growth as a function of simulation time for
the OCN and GOCN proteins modelled in solution.
Figure 6.2: Number of unique cluster determined as a function of REST
simulation time for the OCN and GOCN systems modelled in solution.
Overall it appears that the cluster growth each of the modelled systems
levels off by 50 ns suggesting that the REST simulations have approached
equilibrium.
6.3.2 Conformational Entropy
Comparisons of the conformational entropy can provide insight that could
suggest if a significant change in the conformational fluidity of OCN and
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GOCN sequences has occurred via the addition of calcium ions. Table
6.1 presents the conformational entropy values calculated for OCN and
GOCN modelled in the presence and absence of calcium ions. A comparison
between the calculated conformational entropies of apo-OCN and holo-
OCN reveals that the addition of free calcium ions results in a relative
drop of over ∼55 %. The higher conformational entropy is suggestive of
a more conformationally fluid apo-OCN ensemble, while the addition of
calcium ions to the system appears to suggest a transition towards a likely
more rigid ensemble. These results support the trends of the experimental
observations presented above.
Table 6.1: Conformational Entropy (J K−1 mol−1) of OCN and GOCN
in solution.
OCN GOCN
NaCl NaCl + CaCl2 NaCl NaCl + CaCl2
33.34 15.05 35.40 19.64
The conformational entropy of the GOCN sequence in the presence of
calcium ions was found to be ∼45 % lower than that determined for the
calcium free ensemble. This drop is slightly smaller than that observed for
the OCN ensembles.
6.3.3 Cluster Analysis
To gain a better understanding of exactly how changes to the nature of the
ensembles may have facilitated changes in the conformational entropy, de-
tailed breakdowns of the predicted ensembles obtained via cluster analysis
were carried out. A comparison of the number of unique clusters deter-
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mined via cluster analysis over the 50 ns REST trajectories for OCN and
GOCN in the presence and absence of calcium ions is shown in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Total number of unique OCN and GOCN clusters in solution.
OCN GOCN
NaCl NaCl + CaCl2 NaCl NaCl + CaCl2
205 56 295 96
From the results presented above, the number of unique folded states
determined for apo-OCN is seen to drop by ∼73 % when calcium ions are
added. With close to four times the number of unique conformational states
observed in the case of apo-OCN compared to its holo- counterpart, it would
appear that the calcium ions help stabilize a smaller set of conformations.
Apo-GOCN exhibits a significantly larger, by ∼44 %, number of unique
conformational states compared to apo-OCN. With the addition of calcium
ions and the formation of holo-GOCN, the number of unique folded states
in the ensemble decreases by ∼67 %. This result appears to closely follow
the trends observed in the modelled OCN ensembles.
Building on these results, Figure 6.3 shows the relative percentage
weighting for the top 10 clusters for each of the four solution OCN/GOCN
systems. Examining how dominant different structures are within an en-
semble can provide insight into whether a sequence favours a more disor-
dered and dynamic ensemble such as that of an IDP or a single specific
conformation as expected for a traditional folded protein.
For the apo-OCN ensemble, the protein conformation with the highest
abundance only accounted for a minor 6.7 %, of the ensemble. Clusters
ranked 2 through 10 also reflect this lack of a dominant structure with
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Figure 6.3: The relative percentages of the 10 most populated clusters
obtained for (A) OCN in calcium free solution (red) and in calcium ion
solution (blue), and (B) GOCN in calcium free solution (green) and in
calcium ion solution (yellow).
populations quickly falling from 6.1 % to 3.2 % with their cumulative pop-
ulations totalling only 34 % of the ensemble. In stark contrast to this, the
protein conformation corresponding to the most populated cluster observed
in the holo-OCN ensemble accounted for a dominant ∼47 % of the ensem-
ble, with the second most populated cluster accounting for a moderate ∼23
%. Clusters ranked 3 through 10 quickly become insignificant, accounting
for 8.3 % to as little as 1.2 % of the total analysed trajectory, with their
combined population accounting for only 24 % of the ensemble.
These results, when taken into consideration with the changes observed
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in the total number of unique clusters, suggest that the presence of free
calcium ions exert an influence on the solution ensemble of OCN. This
influence supports a transition from an ensemble that is formed by a signif-
icant number of conformations that are energetically competitive, typical of
an IDP, to an ensemble that favours fewer, more dominant specific confor-
mations, a trait generally associated with highly structured proteins. This
result concurs with the experimentally backed hypotheses for OCN as has
been discussed in the introduction to this chapter.
The most dominant cluster observed for apo-GOCN accounts for a mod-
est 13.8 % of all sampled folded states, with clusters ranked 2 through 10
quickly diminishing in populations from 7.4 % down to 2.1 % of all the
analysed trajectory. The presence of free calcium ions resulted in a single
significantly dominant cluster that accounts for ∼39 % of all conformations
sampled. This is followed by a quick drop off in cluster population with
clusters 2 through 10 accounting for a range between 16.16 % and 1.54 %
of all conformations sampled.
The presence of calcium ions appears to have had a similar influence
on the GOCN sequence as it did on the OCN sequence. In the absence of
calcium GOCN supported an ensemble of states that appeared to consist of
many low population structures, suggesting a natively disordered sequence.
In contrast, holo-GOCN saw a large reduction in the number of unique
clusters with a single preferential conformation dominating the ensemble.
This differs from experimental expectations where it is typically thought
that the GOCN conformational ensemble may remain largely uninfluenced
by the presence of calcium ions.
Visual examination of the dominant structures that make up the en-
sembles may suggest key conformations and structural motifs that will
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contribute to the ensemble s perception by external entities. Represen-
tative frames that depict the ve most populated structures observed via
cluster analysis of the apo-OCN ensemble are shown in Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: Structures representative of the ve most populated clusters
observed for OCN in calcium free solution. Each cluster is labelled with
its rank. The protein backbone is shown in green, the N-terminal tyrosine
is shown in yellow, the C-terminal valine is shown in purple, the three
Gla residues at locations 17, 21 and 24 are shown in red and the two Glu
residues at locations 31 and 35 are shown in orange.
From visual examination of the top ve cluster structures obtained for
apo-OCN, it canbe seen that clusters 1, 4 and 5 support three short helical
segments formed near the C-terminal region with a largely disordered N-
terminal region reminiscent of the structures predicted by Dowd et al (see
Figure6.1).426 Besides minor di erences in the C-terminal helices the key
distinction that separates these clusters lies in the disordered N-terminal
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region (residues 1 - 17). Cluster 2 displays extensive helical structure with
an extended helix that encompasses the Gla domain and extends towards
the N-terminal. Cluster 3 on the other hand shows very little helical struc-
ture supporting a largely unstructured but globular conformation. With
no single unique cluster observed to dominate the ensemble and the large
number of unique conformations observed, apo-OCN appears to support a
largely IDP-like disordered native state. This result is in reasonable agree-
ment with expectations based on experimental observations as discussed
earlier in this thesis.
Structures representative of the five most populated clusters determined
for holo-OCN are shown in Figure 6.5.
The rank 1 cluster of holo-OCN accounts for a dominant ∼47 % of
the modelled ensemble and its structure is of particular interest to anal-
yse with respect to similarities with experimental observations. Figure 6.6
shows the cluster 1 structure in more detail, broken down into regions of
interest by colour. The N- and C- terminal regions, shown in yellow and
purple respectively, appear to be in close proximity with one another, a
feature suggested by the model proposed by Hauschka et al.130 Such an
interaction seems reasonable as the long disordered and flexible N-terminal
region (residues 1 - 12), and to a lesser extent the shorter disordered C-
terminal region (residues 47 - 49) would allow for conformational fluidity
that may facilitate them reaching a state of propinquity.
While the structure of cluster 1 does predict a helical Gla domain be-
tween residues 16 and 25, this helical structure extends towards the N-
terminal region with helices forming as early as residue 5 (Figure 6.6 red).
The region constituted by residues 30 - 34 is typically thought to form a
second short helical region, and while the predicted structure for cluster
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Figure 6.5: Structures representative of the ve most populated clusters
observed for OCN in solution containing calcium ions. Each cluster is
labelled with its rank. The protein back bone is shown in green, the N-
terminal tyrosine is shown in yellow, the C-terminal valine is shown in
purple, the three Gla residues at locations 17, 21, and 24 are shown in red
and the two Glu residues at locations 31 and 35 are shown in orange.
1 does support a single helical turn (Figure 6.6 orange), the region itself
appears to be largely disordered. Finally, residues 40 - 46 form a third two-
turn helix (Figure 6.6 cyan), in good agreement with the two-turn helix
predicted by the model proposed by Dowd et al. in this region.426
While the top cluster is of most interest due to its heavy weighting,
suggesting that it is a key native conformation of the holo- form ensemble,
the examination of clusters 2 - 5 also remains important. In all cases, the
Gla domain (residues 16 - 25) retains signi cant helical structure and there
is a consistent formation of helical turns between residues 40 - 46.
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Figure 6.6: Depiction of the top cluster structure observed for OCN mod-
elled in solution containing free calcium ions. The residues 1 - 12 are shown
in yellow, residues 13 - 25 are shown in red, residues 30 - 34 are shown in
orange, residues 40 - 46 are shown cyan and residues 37 - 49 are shown in
purple.
Considering GOCN, in the case of the apo-GOCN ensemble where no
single dominant conformation was observed, clusters 1, 3 and 5 are largely
disordered and globular, while clusters 2 and 4 are somewhat reminiscent
of the three helix containing conformations suggested by Dowd et al (see
Figure6.1 ).426 The lack of a single dominant structure, the large number of
unique clusters, and the absence of any highly structured and consistently
conserved region within the sequence are all suggestive of a conformational
ensemble reminiscent of an IDP.
Much like the results obtained for the cJAK1 peptide in the pres-
ence of calcium, the holo-GOCN ensemble unexpectedly supported a single
moderately-highly dominant conformation, accounting for ∼39 % of the
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Figure 6.7: The ve most populated clusters observed for GOCN in cal-
cium free solution. Each cluster is labelled with its rank. The protein back
bone is shown in green, the N-terminal tyrosine is shown in yellow, the
C-terminal valine is shown in purple, the three Glu residues at locations
17, 21 and 24 are shown in red and the two Glu residues at locations 31
and 35 are shown in orange.
conformations sampled (Figure 6.3B). From examination of the structure
of the rank 1 cluster it can be seen that, in contrast to the OCN structure
stabilized by the presence of calcium, the dominant GOCN structure ap-
pears to display little helical secondary structure, rather adopting a largely
featureless and globular conformation. Clusters 2 through 4, while sharing
a general favour for crumpled and compact conformations lacking any dis-
tinct structural motifs, were signi cantly di erent in terms of their overall
conformations. Cluster 5, being the main exception, displayed a signi cant
amount of helical structure across the entire protein length. Due to its
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low population however, it is a minimal contributor to the ensemble as a
whole. The observation of a top cluster that dominates the ensemble but
lacks the apparent secondary structure motifs, despite the experimental
evidence suggesting GOCN is largely disordered in the presence of calcium
ions, is discussed later on in this chapter.
Figure 6.8: The ve most populated clusters observed for GOCN in so-
lution containing calcium ions. Each cluster is labelled with its rank. The
protein back bone is shown in green, the N-terminal tyrosine is shown in
yellow, the C-terminal valine is shown in purple, the three Glu residues
at locations 17, 21 and 24 are shown in red and the two Glu residues at
locations 31 and 35 are shown in orange.
6.3.4 Radius of Gyration
Extending the analysis to examine how the nature of the OCN and GOCN
ensembles di er, distributions of the radius of gyration have been deter-
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mined for each of the four systems. The distributions obtained are shown
in Figure 6.9.
Figure 6.9: Distributions of the radius of gyration calculated for the
ensembles of (A) OCN and (B) GOCN.
Comparing the distribution profiles for apo- and holo- OCN (Figure
6.9A) reveals a significant difference in the nature of the two different pro-
tein forms. Apo-OCN appears to support a relatively large range of radii,
between 1 and 2.5 nm, with no single radii value accounting for more than
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5 % of the ensemble, suggesting no clear preference for proteins of a specific
radii. In contrast, a very distinct peak is observed for holo-OCN focused
around radii of ∼1.08 nm which accounts for ∼12 % of the ensemble. A
second weaker but well defined peak at a radius of 1.2 nm accounts for ∼7
% of the ensemble. Unlike the apo- form, outside of these peaks there is
insignificant (less than 0.5 % of the ensemble) preference for conformations
of other radii.
The difference between the OCN RoG distributions is likely attributed
to differences in the nature of the ensembles. While apo-OCN favours a
largely dynamic ensemble made up of many energetically comparable con-
formations, holo-OCN favours an ensemble dominated by fewer specific
structures resulting in the formation of definitive peaks in the radius of
gyration distribution. This suggests the presence of calcium ions create
a preference for particular conformations possessing more compact struc-
tures.
While significantly different, the distinction between apo- and holo-
forms is not as apparent in the GOCN ensembles (Figure 6.9B) as it is for
the OCN ensembles (Figure 6.9A). Apo-GOCN supports a wide distribution
of radii with a similar shape to that of the corresponding apo-OCN profile.
There appears however to be a modest preference for radii around ∼1.3 nm.
This similarity in profiles can likely be attributed to both apo-OCN and
apo-GOCN existing in largely disordered IDP-like ensembles. In contrast,
the radii distribution of holo-GOCN supports three distinct peaks on what
appears to be a broad background. The resulting profile is similar in nature
to its holo-OCN counterpart but with weaker peaks and an underlying
background that would suggest a more disordered ensemble.
Overall the nature of these ensembles is an interesting finding. While
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CD of GOCN suggests that calcium ions do not induce well defined sec-
ondary structural changes, CD typically does not provide definitive insight
into other conformational changes that may take place. Hence, the en-
semble nature predicted by the computational results may be difficult to
observe in experimental signals.
6.3.5 Solvent Accessible Surface Area
The complex tertiary structural folding that is believed to take place in
OCN may very well be influential in determining the exposed solvent ac-
cessible surface area of the protein. As such the solvent accessible surface
area for OCN and GOCN modelled in solutions containing only NaCl as
well as in solutions containing both NaCl and CaCl2 have been quantified.
These results are shown in Figure 6.10.
The distribution of solvent accessible surface areas of the apo-OCN en-
semble suggests a broad range of folded states with a lack of any significant
features indicative of dominant structures. The addition of calcium ions
to the OCN system resulted in a reduced range of structures and more
notably the development of a well-defined peak corresponding to confor-
mations with a solvent accessible surface area of ∼57 nm2. Though on
its own not a complete measure of conformational compactness, this result
suggests a shift towards an ensemble constituted by a larger number of
compact folded states.
Both the apo- and holo- GOCN profiles share similarities in terms of
their shape, both supporting a single dominant peak with very weak broad
underlying background suggestive of a range of very minor structures also
being present. The dominant peaks correspond to conformations with a
solvent accessible surface areas of ∼47 nm2 in the apo-GOCN ensemble,
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Figure 6.10: Distributions of the solvent accessible surface area for the
ensembles of (A) OCN in solution containing NaCl (red), and NaCl + CaCl2
(blue) and (B) GOCN in solution containing NaCl (green), and NaCl +
CaCl2 (yellow).
and of ∼52 nm2 in the holo-GOCN ensemble. This increase in the solvent
accessible surface area via the addition of calcium ions is likely due to
an increase in unfolded and extended conformations within the GOCN
ensemble (Figure 6.8).
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6.3.6 Secondary Structure Analysis
To better draw parallels between experimental results and the simulations,
secondary structure analysis was carried out over the modelled trajectories.
A breakdown of secondary structure calculated via the backbone dihedral
for the four solution OCN systems is shown in Figure 6.11.
Figure 6.11: Secondary structure distribution for OCN in solution con-
taining (A) NaCl, (B) OCN in solution containing NaCl + CaCl2, (C)
GOCN in solution containing NaCl, and (D) GOCN in solution containing
NaCl + CaCl2.
Examining Figure 6.11A, in the absence of calcium ions the secondary
structure of the OCN ensemble is composed of ∼48 % (28.65 % inner,
19.54 % outer) α-helical, ∼12 % β-sheet, and ∼31 % PPII. Figure 6.11B
reveals that the presence of calcium ions in the system results in a modest
∼17 % increase in α-helical secondary structure. The composition of this
ensemble can be summarized as ∼66 % α-helical (42.67 % inner, 23.79 %
outer), ∼8 % β-sheet and ∼31 % PPII secondary structures. Much of
the increase in α-helical secondary structure was accounted for by a loss
in PPII secondary structure with minimal changes observed in the other
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secondary structure types.
The computational model s prediction for the ensembles of both apo-
and holo- OCN support a signi cant amount, over 48 %, of -helical sec-
ondary structure. These levels are far above those determined from the CD
measurements made for OCN in calcium free solution even in the absence
of charge screening NaCl.121 Consistent with the simulation results, an in-
crease in -helical signal was observed in the CD spectrum once calcium
was added to the system.121
Figure 6.11 C shows the breakdown of secondary structure for the apo-
GOCN ensemble. In this ensemble -helical secondary structure accounts
for 41 % (23.69 % inner, 17.58 % outer), -sheet for 14 %, and PPII
for 34 %. The secondary structure composition of the ensemble obtained
for GOCN in the presence of calcium ions, holo-GOCN, is shown in Figure
6.11 D. The main secondary structures observed are as follows: 26 % -
helical (14.28 % inner, 11.98 % outer), 17 % -sheet, and 48 % PPII
with a residual accounting for less than 5 %. The addition of calcium ions
results in an 41 % drop in -helical secondary structure with the PPII
helix conformation becoming dominant.
Contrary to the experimental observations that suggest in the absence
of calcium ions GOCN supports a larger degree of -helical content com-
pared to OCN, the computationallymodelled GOCN ensemblewas found to
support 7 % less -helical secondary structure than OCN. Furthermore,
contradictory to the experimental observations that suggest holo-GOCN
experiences an increase in -helical secondary structure (albeit reduced
compared to that observed for holo-OCN), the addition of calcium ions
to the computationally modelled GOCN system resulted in a signi cant,
15 %, reduction. A majority of this -helical structure appears to tran-
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sition into PPII structure with the remaining types of secondary structure
experiencing minor changes.
It is unclear why such a divergence from the experimental observations,
in terms of α-helical stability, is observed from the modelled systems of the
apo- forms of OCN and GOCN, as well as for holo-OCN. From a compu-
tational standpoint it may be an issue in sampling. While REST is very
effective at improving sampling it does not guarantee the full exploration of
the FEL in a finite period of time. To address such an issue a combination
of a larger effective temperature window obtained via additional replicas,
as well as increasing the duration of the simulation may grant the system a
better chance of traversing the FEL. However this is a computationally ex-
pensive prospect and since both fully helical and fully non-helical starting
conformations were utilized within each REST simulation, the magnitude
of the gains these improvements could offer is questionable.
The over stabilization of α-helical secondary structure may be due to a
failure to model inter-protein forces that may be present in physical sam-
ples. For example, experimental samples are typically not made up of single
protein molecule but rather large collections of them. When grouped, the
interactions between proteins may influence the protein structure (quater-
nary structure), a phenomenon not captured in this computational work.
While possible, modelling such large scale systems would be extremely com-
putationally expensive and are outside the realm of this thesis.
Alternatively, the FF parameters that determine the forces governing
the folding of OCN may simply need further refinement. The work carried
out in Chapter 3 refined Glu and Gla interactions with calcium ions, a
crucial interaction to the calcium ion induced folding within the sequence,
and in particular of the Gla domain. Since the addition of calcium ions have
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resulted in the formation of additional -helical secondary structure within
the OCN ensembles as per current scienti c expectations, and given that
unexpectedly high levels of -helical content are also found in the absence
of calcium ions, perhaps the cause for this deviation from experimental
expectations lies in the over stabilization of -helical content. Bolstering
this idea, inaccuracies with the interactions between side chains or the
protein back bone may be responsible for other inconsistencies observed
such as the lack of formation of a helical domain between residues 30 -
34 as observed in the work of Dowd et al. and predicted by Hauschka et
al.121,426 despite the abundance of -helical secondary signal within the
ensemble itself.
6.3.7 Consecutive Secondary Structure Analysis
The top cluster of the holo-GOCN ensemble is particular interesting and is
worth additional analysis. As discussed in Chapter 2, based on the tradi-
tional de nition, a sequence that is random coil should display an ensemble
that does not favour a single highly dominant conformation and should lack
the formation of rigid secondary structure motifs. Such a description did
appear to t the results for GOCN in the absence of calcium ions. However,
the cluster analysis of the holo-GOCN ensemble suggested the formation
of a single highly dominant but structurally rather featureless folded state.
Considering Ti any and Krimm s hypothesized model for unfolded proteins
which suggests short PPII helical regions separated by turns,243,245 Figure
6.12 shows a breakdown of PPII secondary structure based upon the length
of PPII helical region.
It can be seen that the length of consecutive PPII secondary structure
segments in GOCN regardless of the presence of calcium ions does not
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Figure 6.12: Distributions of the PPII-helical secondary structure as a
function of helical region length in residues for the ensembles of (A) OCN in
solution containing NaCl (red), and NaCl + CaCl2 (blue), and (B) GOCN
in solution containing NaCl (green), and NaCl + CaCl2 (yellow).
appear to differ significantly. A majority of the PPII secondary structure,
∼70 %, constitutes PPII regions that are three or less consecutive backbone
dihedrals in length. Despite the PPII secondary structure growth when
calcium ions are present, it appears that this change does not translate
into the formation of long PPII helices, a result that could suggest holo-
GOCN is folded in a manner more representative of the Tiffany and Krimm
model for unfolded proteins.333
To determine whether the observed changes in α-helical signal corre-
spond to the formation of extended multi-turn helical regions consecutive
α-helical structure analysis was carried out. Figure 6.13 shows the statis-
tical breakdowns of this secondary structure as a function of helical region
length for the modelled OCN and GOCN ensembles.
For the OCN ensemble in the absence of calcium, helical regions span-
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Figure 6.13: Distributions of the inner α-helical component as a function
of helical region length in residues for the ensembles of (A) OCN in solu-
tion containing NaCl (red), and NaCl + CaCl2 (blue), and (B) GOCN in
solution containing NaCl (green), and NaCl + CaCl2 (yellow).
ning a wide range of lengths were observed. These range from single back
bone residues to segments formed from up to 20 consecutive residues, which
corresponds to ∼ 5.5 α-helical turns. A majority of the segments are how-
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ever formed with ten residues or less. In the case of OCN modelled in
the presence of calcium ions, while minor peaks corresponding to segments
comprised of 11 and 16 consecutive residues are found, a majority of the
segments are formed from less than 6.
The results obtained for the two GOCN ensembles show a different pic-
ture in terms of preference for the formation of helical regions compared to
their OCN counterparts. In the absence of calcium ions almost ∼ 30% of
the α-helical secondary structure is accounted for as single non-consecutive
α-helical back bone residues with minor preferences for short multi-turn
α-helical segments. The presence of calcium ions increase the degree of
non-consecutive α-helical content to ∼70 % of the total observed α-helical
content, with an almost complete loss of multi-turn α-helix containing re-
gions.
While the observations made for the OCN ensembles suggested a minor
increase in α-helical secondary structure when calcium ions are added, the
absence of any very distinct peaks corresponding to large multi-turn helical
regions supports the notion that only short helical segments are formed.
The corresponding results obtained for the GOCN ensembles is suggestive
of an overall reduction in α-helical segments of any significant length, a
result that matches well with the observation of a unfolded protein that
lacks helical structure as observed in the cluster analysis (Figure 6.8).
In rationalizing how the complexity of the OCN and GOCN sequences
may contribute to the difference in the nature of helical regions, a compari-
son against the consecutive α-helical analysis carried out for corresponding
JAK1 and cJAK1 sequences, Figure 4.15, can be considered. The very
distinct stabilization of extended multi-turn α-helical secondary structure
in the case of JAK1 is perhaps in part due to the chemical simplicity of
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the JAK1 sequence, constituted primarily by two purpose designed helix
folding regions with minimal components thought to contribute to complex
tertiary folding. In the contrasting case of OCN, a multitude of different
forces not only drive α-helical folding but also the formation of other sec-
ondary folding and tertiary structures. This results in a sequence that does
not necessarily fold into a single long α-helical region.
6.3.8 Hydrogen Bonding
Alongside other simulation data analysis methods, the analysis of the for-
mation of backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds can help support the for-
mation of secondary structure. To quantify the changes in the number of
backbone hydrogen bonds found within the folded states that comprise the
OCN and GOCN ensembles due to the influences of calcium ions, distribu-
tions showing the number of backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds formed
were determined. The cut off distance utilized for classifying a backbone-
backbone hydrogen bond was 0.35 nm.
Figure 6.14 shows the distributions of backbone-backbone hydrogen
bonds for the conformations that constitute the ensembles of OCN and
GOCN modelled in solutions containing only NaCl as well as in solutions
containing both NaCl and CaCl2.
The backbone-backbone hydrogen bond distribution for OCN modelled
in the absence of calcium ions is rather broad with two peaks, one cor-
responding to the formation of seven backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds
and another that corresponds to the formation of 12 backbone-backbone
hydrogen bonds. The addition of calcium ions results in the formation of
a single peak corresponding to 11 hydrogen bonds in the backbone.
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Figure 6.14: Distributions showing the number of backbone-backbone
hydrogen bonds within the folded states that constitute the ensembles of
(A) OCN in solution containing NaCl (red), and NaCl + CaCl2 (blue),
and (B) GOCN in solution containing NaCl (green), and NaCl + CaCl2
(yellow).
The distributions for the ensemble of GOCN modelled in the absence of
calcium ions is broad, encompassing between 4 and 20 backbone-backbone
hydrogen bonds but no strong dominant features. In stark contrast the
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addition of calcium ions results in a GOCN ensemble with a backbone-
backbone hydrogen bond distribution containing a single definitive peak
corresponding to conformations with only 2 or 3 backbone-backbone hy-
drogen bonds. The decrease in the number of backbone hydrogen bonds
observed in the calcium ion containing GOCN system is in good agree-
ment with the overall loss of hydrogen bond containing α-helical secondary
structure and the increase in unfolded and PPII secondary structure.
Extending the analysis of the OCN systems, the total number of intra-
molecular hydrogen bonds can be analysed. Distributions showing the num-
ber of hydrogen bonds formed across the entire protein (intra-molecular)
for the different folded states that constitute each conformational ensem-
ble have been determined. Figure 6.15 shows the distributions of intra-
molecular hydrogen bonds for the conformations that make up the ensem-
bles of OCN and GOCN modelled in solutions containing only NaCl as well
as in solutions containing both NaCl and CaCl2.
The distribution of intra-molecular hydrogen bonds in the apo-OCN en-
semble can be described as a broad feature centred at 20 hydrogen bonds
and spanning conformations that contain between 7 and 30 hydrogen bonds.
The addition of calcium ions resulted in a slight narrowing of the distri-
bution as well as a small shift of the maximum corresponding to confor-
mations that contain 17 hydrogen bonds. Contrasting these observations
with the GOCN ensembles, the intra-molecular hydrogen bond profile for
the apo-GOCN ensemble supports a very wide distribution of hydrogen
bonds similar to apo- OCN. The addition of calcium ions however resulted
in a major shift with a much narrower peak formed corresponding to folded
states that contain only 8 intermolecular hydrogen bonds.
While the profiles for OCN did not show a significant change in the num-
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Figure 6.15: Distributions showing the number of intra-molecular hydro-
gen bonds within the folded states that constitute the ensembles of (A)
OCN in solution containing NaCl (red), and NaCl + CaCl2 (blue), and (B)
GOCN in solution containing NaCl (green), and NaCl + CaCl2 (yellow).
ber of hydrogen bonds formed, the very large reduction in intra-molecular
hydrogen bonds observed in the holo-GOCN ensemble supports a transition
from a conformationally structured state towards a likely outstretched or
unfolded state.
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6.3.9 Ion Coordination
Given the Coulombic interactions between calcium ions and the Gla residues
of the OCN sequence are thought to mediate protein folding, examining the
distribution of these ions around the carboxylate groups of Gla residues of
OCN and those of the corresponding Glu residues of GOCN could provide
insight into the coordination modes present. In addition, a comparison of
interest is the ion coordination around the Glu residues found outside of
the Gla domain region, particularly in the case of GOCN where the Gla
residues in this domain are replaced with Glu residues. As pointed out in
Chapter 1, GOCN is the pre post-translational form of the functional OCN
protein.
Figure 6.16 shows the cumulative number density of Na+ ions as a
function of distance from the carboxylate group carbon atom for OCN and
GOCN as modelled in solution containing only NaCl.
Gla-21 was found to be the strongest binder however each of the three
Gla residues were largely similar in terms of the observed trends. The
density profiles suggest in ∼30 % of frames a sodium ion coordinated with
Gla-21 in a bi-cip coordination (CCarboxylate - Na
+ less than 0.3 nm), while
at mono-dentate CCarboxylate - Na
+ distances (between 0.3 nm and 0.4 nm),
this coordination increases only slightly to ∼40 % of frames. The two
Glu residues, Glu-31 and Glu-40, displayed almost no preference for Na+
coordination. The profiles for all five Glu residues of GOCN followed similar
trends, appearing to lack any signs of significant Na+ ion coordination.
These results are similar to those observed for JAK1 and cJAK1 when
modelled in the absence of Ca2+ ions. While the Gla residues did appear to
coordinate Na+ ions, Glu residues, regardless of whether they were in the
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Figure 6.16: Cumulative number density of Na+ ions as a function of
CCarboxylate - Na
+ separation distance for the respective Gla and Glu side
chains of (A) OCN and (B) GOCN modelled in solutions containing only
NaCl. Green region corresponds to bi-dentate coordination, and red region
corresponds to bi-dentate coordination.
Gla domain or not, appear to lack any significant coordination with Na+
ions despite their charges and the lack of competing ions.
Figure 6.17 shows the cumulative number density of Na+ ions as a
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function of distance from the carboxylate group carbon atom for OCN and
GOCN as modelled in solution containing both NaCl and CaCl2.
Figure 6.17: Cumulative number density of Na+ ions as a function of
CCarboxylate - Na
+ separation distance for the respective Gla and Glu side
chains of (A) OCN and (B) GOCN modelled in solution containing both
NaCl and CaCl2.
The Na+ distance profiles for the three Gla and the two Glu residues
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present in OCN as modelled in solution containing both Na+ and Ca2+ ions
are featureless and largely identical in trend and magnitude. It appears
that both Gla and Glu residues fail to form significant coordination with
Na+ ions when Ca2+ ions are present. Much like the result for the calcium
free GOCN system, there was no significant coordination between Na+ ions
and the Glu residues regardless of whether the residues were within the Gla
domain region or not.
The lack of significant Gla side chain coordination with the systems
Na+ ions, despite the strong binding observed when modelled without Ca2+
ions, suggests that the Ca2+ ions may preferentially coordinate over Na+
ions. The lack of change in the Glu profile is unsurprising given the results
observed for its calcium free counterpart and the similar results observed
for the cJAK1 peptide.
Figure 6.18 shows the cumulative number density of Ca2+ ions as a
function of distance from the carboxylate group carbon atom for OCN and
GOCN as modelled in solution containing both NaCl and CaCl2.
Modelled in the presence of both Ca2+ and Na+ ions, the calcium dis-
tance profiles of the three Gla residues of OCN each exhibit multiple steps.
Gla-21 appears to be the strongest binder, coordinating calcium in a bi-
dentate coordination in almost all frames. Gla-17 displayed an ∼50 % split
between bi-dentate and mono-dentate coordination. While Gla-24 bound
Ca2+ ions in a bi-dentate coordination in ∼ 50 % of the frames, unlike Gla-
17 it did not show significant additional mono-dentate coordination with
the remaining ∼ 50 % failing to coordination with additional Ca2+ ions.
Outside of the Gla domain, in ∼30 % of the frames Glu residue 31 coor-
dinated Ca2+ ions in a bi-dentate coordination, with an additional ∼20 % of
frames coordinating Ca2+ ions in a mono-dentate coordination. Glu residue
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Figure 6.18: Cumulative number density of Ca2+ ions as a function of
CCarboxylate - Ca
2+ separation distance for the respective Gla and Glu side
chains of (A) OCN and (B) GOCN modelled in solution containing both
NaCl and CaCl2.
40, in contrast, did not display any significant Ca2+ ion coordination.
Contrasting these observations to the GOCN protein modelled in the
presence of both calcium and sodium ions, Glu-24 coordinated Ca2+ ions
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primarily in a bidentate mode, Glu-21 coordinated Ca2+ ions in both mono-
and bi- dentate modes, and Glu-17 failed to coordinate any significant
amount of Ca2+ ions.
Outside of the Gla domain region, both Glu-31 and Glu-40 were able
to coordinate Ca2+ ions. In the case of Glu-40, this was primarily in a
bidentate coordination mode, while in the case of Glu-31 coordination took
place primarily in a mono-dentate coordination mode.
Much like the trends observed for JAK1 and cJAK1, it appears that
there is preferential binding of Ca2+ ions over Na+ ions when available.
Potentially due to their higher charge density, the Gla residues of OCN
may be capable of monopolizing local Ca2+ ions away from the less charged
non-Gla domain Glu residues within the sequence. Interestingly, the Glu
containing GOCN sequence was able to coordinate significant amounts of
Ca2+ ions with both non-Gla domain Glu residues coordinating Ca2+ ions
in almost all frames of the trajectory. Controlling which side chains may
access ions could be highly influential in controlling folding however this
aspect requires further investigation.
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6.4 OCN and GOCN at the HAP (001)
Interface
6.4.1 Conformational Entropy
The conformational entropies have been calculated for the ensembles of
OCN and GOCNmodelled at the HAP (001) interface. The values obtained
for both ensembles are quite similar with OCN’s entropy calculated to be
25.74 J K−1 mol−1 and GOCN slightly higher at 27.52 J K−1 mol−1.
6.4.2 Cluster Analysis
Analysing the ensembles for OCN and GOCN modelled at the HAP (001)
interface may provide insight into the conformational requirements and key
contributing aspects that promote HAP binding.
Of interest is how the ensemble may change as unlike the solution sim-
ulations where calcium ions are largely free to travel and conform to the
protein structure, the calcium found in the HAP surfaces is fixed, poten-
tially meaning the protein structure must conform to the arrangement of
the ions in the surface.
In the case of the HAP (001) bound OCN ensemble a total of 125 unique
clusters were determined. This is a significant increase of over double the
56 unique clusters observed for the solution modelled holo-OCN ensemble.
Despite this increase, the total number of unique conformations of HAP
bound OCN remained significantly smaller than that determined for the
calcium free solution OCN ensemble.
Surprisingly, contrary to the observations for holo-GOCN sequence mod-
elled in solution, the ensemble of GOCN modelled at the HAP (001) in-
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terface was constituted by 92 unique conformations almost identical to the
observed number of 96 for GOCN in solution containing free calcium.
Figure 6.19 shows the weighting each of the top clusters for OCN and
GOCN at the HAP-solution interface. In the case of HAP bound OCN the
the most dominant cluster accounts for a moderate 22.56 % of the total
ensemble with clusters 2 - 10 decreasing from in weight from 12.04 % to
2.57 %. The top cluster of GOCN modelled at the HAP (001) interface
accounts for 13.09 % of the ensemble with cluster 2 accounting for a close
12.86 % of the ensemble. Clusters 3 - 10 continue to drop off accounting
for a range from 5.83 down to 3.01 % of the ensemble. While still on the
low side, this result does appear to suggest that HAP bound OCN does
show a minor preference for a single specific folded state compared to the
GOCN sequence where no single conformation appeared to dominate the
bound ensemble.
Figure 6.19: The relative percentages of the 10 most populated clusters
obtained from cluster analysis of OCN (cyan) and GOCN (purple) at the
HAP (001) interface.
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Figure 6.20 and 6.21 show avisual representation of the top ve clusters
that make up the OCN and GOCN ensembles bound at HAP (001) sur-
face respectively. This is interesting as despite the similar conformational
entropy values, signi cant structural di erences can be observed.
Figure 6.20: Structures representative of the ve most populated clusters
observed for OCN at the HAP (001) interface. Each cluster is labelled
with its rank. The protein backbone is shown in green, the N-terminal
tyrosine is shown in yellow, the C-terminal valine is shown in purple, the
three Gla residues at locations 17, 21 and 24 are shown in red and the two
Glu residues at locations 31 and 35 are shown in orange.
Examining the general trends for the top clusters of OCN bound to the
HAP (001) surface, clusters 1 - 4 contains some degree of helical secondary
structure, while cluster 5 is largely featureless. In all ve of the top clusters,
the N- and C- terminals were largely unstructured. In terms of overall
conformations, each of the ve top clusters appears to favour a largely
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compact, and disordered conformation.
Figure 6.21: Structures representative of the vemost populated clusters
observed for GOCN at the HAP (001) interface. Each cluster is labeled
with it s rank. The protein backbone is shown in green, the N-terminal
tyrosine is shown in yellow, the C-terminal valine is shown in purple, the
three Gla residues at locations 17, 21 and 24 are shown in red and the two
Glu residues at locations 31 and 35 are shown in orange.
Visual inspection suggests that the top clusterappears to containhelical
secondary structure between residues 40 and 46 forming a double turn
much like what was observed for the calcium ion containing solution OCN
ensemble. Surprisingly the region constituting the Gla domain did not
support signi cant helical structure as was observed in the calcium ion
solution ensemble. However, this Gla region did appear to support distinct
helical turns in clusters 2, 3 and 4. While the region constituted by residues
28 - 36, the second helical domain predicted by the Dowed et al. model,426
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did appear to contain two helical turns in cluster 1, this was not reflected
in clusters 2 - 5. This is much like its general absence from the ensemble of
OCN in solution containing calcium ions. The most striking result is how
the top clusters of GOCN change so significantly in comparison to those of
OCN. This can be observed in Figure 6.21.
Visual inspection of the top GOCN clusters modelled at the biologi-
cal HAP surface reveal a significant difference in the general folded state
trends compared to OCN. GOCN appears to support largely unstructured
and extended/unfolded conformational arrangements, and besides clusters
2 and 5 which both contain one or two helical turns at the N-terminal,
overall the top clusters lack significant well defined secondary structure.
The extended and unfolded nature of the GOCN folded states may hint at
the reasoning behind the lack of a single dominant cluster in the ensemble.
The extensive lack of structure across the ensemble mixed with the simi-
larities between each cluster in terms of their extend nature may result in
an ensemble constituted by many energetically competitive structures.
6.4.3 Radius of Gyration
The marked difference between the conformational ensembles of HAP bound
OCN and GOCN is best represented via their respective radius of gyra-
tion. A comparison between the calculated radius of gyration distributions
is shown in Figure 6.22.
The gyration radii distribution of OCN supports a dominant narrow
peak at a value of ∼1.24 nm with a second peak formed at a radii of ∼1.82
nm, while GOCN supports a single wider distribution centered around a
radius of ∼2.15 nm. This very distinct difference between the key radii
of gyration distribution peaks (almost 1 nm) reflects the differences that
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Figure 6.22: Distributions of the radii of gyration calculated for the en-
sembles of OCN (cyan), and GOCN (purple).
were observed in the globular and extended conformations that made up
the OCN and GOCN ensembles respectively. This is a very striking result
and leaves questions as to the role Gla residues may play in influencing a
conformational collapse towards a globular-like folded state as OCN binds
to the HAP surface. However while an interesting prospect, this is outside
the scope of this thesis. While the folded states of OCN modelled at the
HAP (001) surface correspond to radii that are within ranges observed for
the systems of OCN modelled in solution. The distribution of radii that
describe GOCN modelled at the HAP interface suggest conformations that
are far larger than any of those observed for GOCN modelled in solution.
This suggests a significant difference in conformations that make up the
GOCN ensembles in solution compared to their HAP interfaced counter-
parts.
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6.4.4 Solvent Accessible Surface Area
Much like the solution ensembles of OCN and GOCN the solvent accessible
surface of HAP bound proteins can provide some insight into the nature
of the sequences compactness. In addition, information regarding their
interactions with the HAP surface can be obtained. Figure 6.10 depicts
the distribution of solvent accessible surface area for the OCN and GOCN
sequences modelled at the biological HAP (001) interface.
Figure 6.23: Distributions of the solvent accessible protein surface area
for the ensembles of OCN (cyan), and GOCN (purple) modelled at the
HAP (001) interface.
The profiles for HAP bound OCN and GOCN are strikingly different
from one another. OCN supports a wide distribution with a major peak
corresponding to conformations with a solvent accessible surface area of
∼52 nm2. In comparison the GOCN sequence supported a conformational
ensemble dominated by a narrower peak corresponding to conformations
with a surface area of ∼67 nm2. The significant difference in accessible
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area could suggest signi cant di erences in how the two sequences fold and
bind to the surface.
To explore possible di erences in surface binding the contact surface
area between the protein and the HAP (001) surface (referred to hence
forth as the protein s footprint) was calculated as shown in Figure 6.24.
Figure 6.24: Distributions of protein surface footprints for the ensembles
of OCN (cyan), and GOCN (purple) modelled at the HAP (001) facet.
The distribution of footprints for the HAP bound OCN ensemble sup-
ported a very dominant peak corresponding to a footprint of 3.5 nm2.
In contrast, the distribution of footprints described by the HAP bound
GOCN ensemble supported a single broader peak centred at 5 nm2. The
di erences in these two pro les suggest that the GOCN sequence binds
and interacts with a much larger area of the HAP surface than the OCN
sequence.
An interesting quantity to investigate is the relative area of the foot-
print as a percentage of the total solvent accessible surface area. These
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distributions for HAP bound OCN and GOCN is presented in Figure 6.25.
Figure 6.25: Distributions showing the size of the protein footprint rela-
tive to the protein s total solvent accessible surface area, for the ensembles
of OCN (cyan), and GOCN (purple) modelled at the HAP (001) facet.
The distribution of the relative size of HAP bound OCN shows a single
peak formed corresponding to a footprint that accounts for 8 % of the
total solvent accessible surface area of the OCN protein. For HAP bound
GOCN the corresponding distribution also contains a single major peak
however it accounts for only 6 % of the total solvent accessible GOCN
surface area. Interestingly, despite the GOCN conformations typicallyhav-
ing a footprint size double that of OCN s footprint, the relative fraction of
the total solvent accessible surface area that contributes to the footprint is
actually smaller.
This di erence is likely due to the nature of the folded states that are
present in each of the ensembles. The more compact and globular confor-
mations that comprise the OCN ensemble (Figure 6.20) typically have less
solvent accessible surface area compared to their GOCN counterparts (Fig-
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ure 6.21), hence even despite OCN s footprint being smaller, the relative
size of the footprint to the overall solvent accessible surfacer area is larger.
This is an interesting aspect to consider as it may suggest that the bind-
ing of OCN may be driven by a smaller specialized region of its sequence
compared to that of GOCN.
6.4.5 Secondary Structure Analysis
A breakdown of the secondary structure observed for OCN and GOCN at
the HAP (001) interface is shown in Figure 6.26.
Figure 6.26: Secondary structuredistribution for OCN and GOCN at the
HAP (001) interface.
Both the OCN and GOCN ensembles at the HAP (001) interface were
found to be rich in -helical and PPII helical secondary structures.
From the secondary structure breakdowns it can be seen that the OCN
ensemble is dominated by -helical secondary structure, 40 % higher
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compared to that found in the GOCN ensemble. In contrast, PPII he-
lical structure is found to be dominant, by ∼31 %, in the GOCN ensem-
ble. The GOCN ensemble is also ∼20 % higher in β-sheet content with
minimal differences, less than 5 %, observed for the remaining secondary
structure types. While the structural differences between OCN and GOCN
at the HAP (001) interface are not as pronounced as those observed for
the corresponding calcium solution systems they do follow the same trends
with OCN favouring a larger quantity of α-helical secondary structure the
GOCN.
6.4.6 Hydrogen Bonds
Figure 6.27 shows the distributions of the numbers of backbone-backbone
hydrogen bonds as well as the distribution of the number of intra-molecular
hydrogen bonds for the conformations that constitute the ensembles of
OCN and GOCN modelled at the biological HAP (001) interface. The cut
off distance for classifying a hydrogen bond was 0.35 nm.
The distribution of the number of backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds
for HAP bound OCN contains a single well defined peak that corresponds
to an ensemble of folded states with 7 hydrogen bonds. In comparison the
HAP bound GOCN sequence supported a backbone-backbone hydrogen
bond distribution with a single peak that corresponds to the formation of
folded states that contain only 4 hydrogen bonds.
Examining the intra-molecular hydrogen bond distribution for OCN
modelled at the HAP interface, a broad peak is observed with a focus at
a value of 15 hydrogen bonds, but encompassing folded states that range
in number from as few as 5 to as many as 27. The distribution of intra-
molecular hydrogen bonds for the HAP bound GOCN sequence is narrower
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Figure 6.27: Distributions showing the numbers of backbone-backbone
hydrogen bonds (A) and intra-molecular hydrogen bonds (B) within the
folded states that constitute the ensembles of OCN (cyan) and GOCN
(purple) modelled at the HAP (001) interface.
and corresponds to an ensemble containing folded states with 8 hydrogen
bonds.
Compared to its GOCN counterpart, the folded states that constitute
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the HAP bound OCN ensemble appears to supports a larger number of
backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds that have the potential to be related
to secondary structure formation. It also appears that the OCN ensemble
supports a larger number of intra-molecular hydrogen bonds compared to
the GOCN ensemble.
The larger number of hydrogen bonds observed for HAP bound OCN
may advocate a more structured protein either in terms of the formation of
secondary structure, or in terms of tertiary structure. A collapsed or glob-
ular like conformation that brings many side chains or backbone segments
of the protein together would fit this observation. The comparatively small
number of hydrogen bonds formed in the HAP bound GOCN ensemble is
suggestive of folded states that may be extended or out stretched resulting
in the minimization of intra-protein hydrogen bonds let alone backbone
hydrogen bonds.
While the number of protein - protein hydrogen bonds may suggest
something about the nature of the folded state, it does not take into account
the formation of hydrogen bonds between the protein and the HAP surface.
To quantify the number of hydrogen bonds formed between the protein and
the HAP slab, distributions showing the number of protein - HAP hydrogen
bonds for the folded states that comprise the OCN and GOCN ensembles
were determined and are shown in Figure 6.28.
A wide distribution of hydrogen bonds was observed between the folded
states of the OCN ensemble with the HAP surface; however a compara-
tively intense sharp peak is observed which corresponds to conformations
that only contain 2 protein - HAP hydrogen bonds. In comparison the
distribution of hydrogen bonds formed in the corresponding GOCN ensem-
ble contained a single large peak corresponding to structures containing 8
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Figure 6.28: Distributions showing the number of hydrogen bonds formed
between the HAP surface and the OCN (cyan) and GOCN (purple) proteins
within the folded states that constitute their ensembles.
hydrogen bonds with the surface.
While the trends show that OCN typically formed more intra-molecular
and backbone hydrogen bonds, it appears that the conformations that
make up the GOCN ensemble facilitate a larger number of hydrogen bonds
between the protein and the HAP (001) surface. These results are not
unreasonable given the observations of OCN supporting a more compact
conformation on the HAP surface, while GOCN favoured conformations
splayed out across the surface. The reduced surface contact of OCN likely
correlates to a reduced opportunity for hydrogen bonds to from, perhaps
suggesting that OCN-HAP binding is achieved via a few ionic interactions,
while GOCN-HAP binding is potentially dominated via a larger number of
hydrogen bonds achievable due to the larger degree of contact between the
protein and the surface.
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6.4.7 Conformation Relative to the Surface
To gain insight into how the structures that make up the OCN and GOCN
ensembles differ in terms of their interaction with the surface, the position
of the protein, as described by its centre of mass, relative to the surface,
was quantified. The distributions of these protein - surface distances are
shown in Figure 6.29.
Figure 6.29: The distributions of the centre of mass of the structures
that constitute the ensembles of OCN and GOCNmodelled at the biological
HAP (001) interface as a function of Z-axial distance from the HAP surface
as defined by the surface calcium ions.
The distribution of OCN distances shows two well defined sharp peaks
at ∼2.4 and ∼2.8 nm from the surface. The profile for GOCN on the other
hand supported a single sharp peak at a shorter distance, ∼2.25 nm, from
the surface as well as a weaker shoulder that overlaps with the ∼2.4 nm
OCN peak. From these profiles it appears that the OCN sequence supports
structures with centres of mass further from the surface than found for
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GOCN. On average the GOCN system lies closer to the surface than the
OCN sequence.
To obtain an understanding of how the different structures present
within these ensembles may alter binding of the protein to the surface,
the top clusters can be examined with respect to their orientation with
the HAP (001) surface. Figure 6.30 shows representative frames of the top
clusters for OCN and GOCN bound to the HAP (001) interface.
Figure 6.30: Representative frames of the rank 1 clusters showing the
protein orientation relative to the HAP (001) interface for the OCN (A)
and GOCN (B) ensembles.
Examining the orientation of the OCN sequence with respect to the
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HAP surface, it appears that the N-terminal and a majority of the C-
terminal of the OCN sequence are off the surface. The more compact
globular structure results in a protein with what appears to be a smaller
footprint on the surface, with this trend common amongst the top clusters
for the OCN ensemble. Contrasting this, the GOCN sequence supports
extended conformations splayed out across the surface. This includes both
the N- and C- termini close to the surface. Much like OCN this orientation
with respect to the surface was common across the top clusters of the
GOCN ensemble.
These results suggest that the GOCN protein tends to lie more flat
on the HAP (001) surface with potential for many contact points while
the OCN sequence may support structures with significant regions that do
not interact with the surface at all. Such differences in the nature of the
binding, either via flatter or via 3D conformations, have been observed in
the work of Palafox-Hernandez et al.6 This study, which compared the
structure of adsorbed biomolecules at the Au(111) and Ag(111) surfaces
observed more three dimensional structure at the Ag surface.
These are interesting findings as they could hint at key differences in the
nature of the binding between OCN and GOCN sequences with the HAP
(001) surface. To further investigate how binding could differ between these
sequences, the interactions between the protein and the surface has been
quantified via contact map analysis.
6.4.8 Contact Map Analysis
Statistical breakdowns of the OCN and GOCN trajectories for each of the
sequence side chains in regards to its distance from the HAP surface has
been calculated and are shown in Figures 6.31 and 6.35. For each residue
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within the sequence the percentage of the total trajectory that each side
chain was in direct contact with the surface (Direct), separated by a single
water layer (Inner Water) and separated by two water layers (Outer Water)
was determined.
For the OCN trajectory, in terms of direct contact between the sequence
and the HAP surface, Asp-3, Gla-17 and Arg-20 had the highest degree with
contact in 41 - 60 % of the trajectory. This was followed by Lys-19, Gla-21
and Asp-28 which displayed direct contact in 21 - 40 % of the trajectory,
and finally Val-49 which was in direct contact with the surface for 11 - 20
% of the trajectory. Interestingly, despite the double carboyxlate group,
Gla-24 did not display any significant surface binding. The C-terminal
resides 31 - 49 were largely unbound from the surface, likely attributed to
this region appearing to be disassociated with the surface as observed in
the top cluster (Figure 6.30). In terms of solvent separated binding, the
strongest binding side chains were Lys-19, Val-49, and Leu-16, and of these
the strongest binder was Lys-19 which was bound for over 30 % of the
frames.
Examining how these side chains coordinate with the surface in more
detail, Gla binding modes observed throughout the OCN ensemble at the
biological HAP (001) interface can be seen in Figure 6.32. Gla appears
to bind to the surface via the formation of both strong electrostatic in-
teractions between carboxylate group oxygen atoms and surface calcium
ions (Figure 6.32A), as well via the formation of hydrogen bonds with the
protonated surface phosphate group hydrogen atoms (Figure 6.32B).
Figure 6.33 shows examples of observed Asp binding modes at the HAP
(001) interface. Similar to the observations of Gla coordination modes, di-
rect contact with the surface is formed via both electrostatic interactions
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Figure 6.31: Contact map analysis broken down by residue showing the
percentage of frames that displayed direct and solvent separated contact
with the biological HAP (001) interface for the OCN trajectory.
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Figure 6.32: Examples of direct contact binding modes of OCN Gla at
the biological HAP (001) interface.
Figure 6.33: Examples of direct contact binding modes of OCN Asp at
the biological HAP (001) interface.
between the carboxylate group and surface calcium atoms (Figure 6.33A),
as well as hydrogen bonded coordination modes involving bonds formed be-
tween the carboxylate group and surface phosphate protons (Figure 6.33B).
These similarities are likely due to the primary binding of both Asp and
Gla being carboxylate groups.
Examples of observed Arg biological HAP (001) binding modes are
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Figure 6.34: Examples of direct contact binding modes of OCN Arg at
the biological HAP (001) interface.
shown in Figure 6.34. It appears that hydrogen bonds form between amino
groups of the Arg and both the unprotonated (Figure 6.34A), as well as
protonated surface phosphate groups (Figure 6.34B).
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Figure 6.35: Contact map analysis broken down by residue showing the
percentage of frames that displayed direct and solvent separated contact
with the biological HAP (001) interface for the GOCN trajectory.
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Examining the binding percentages for GOCN, direct binding between
the sequence and the HAP surface was strongest in residues Glu-17, Arg-
20 and Asp-28 with side chain - surface contact observed in more than 90
% of the trajectory. In addition, Arg-43 displayed a moderate amount of
direct surface contact, while Asp-30 and Asp-34 exhibited minor amounts
of direct binding.
In terms of solvent separated interactions, Pro-27, Asp-30, Glu-31 and
Val-49 each displayed inner water binding in over 50 % of the frames. While
Asp-30 and Glu-31 contain charged carboxylate groups likely contributing
to their affinity for the surface, Val-49 being hydrophobic should show little
affinity for the surface. Its location at the charged C-terminal however may
contribute to its solvent separated binding value. A similar effect may be
seen with Pro-27 which despite lacking elements that might contribute to
strong binding such as a highly charged functional group or a long and
flexible side chain, is found next to the very strongly bound Asp-28 side
chain.
Figure 6.36 shows examples of observed GOCN Glu binding modes at
the HAP (001) interface. These modes appear to largely mimic those of
Asp and Gla with both ionic and hydrogen bond binding modes observed,
again likely due to sharing of the carboxylate group structure.
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Figure 6.36: Examples of direct contact binding modes of GOCN Glu at
the biological HAP (001) interface.
Interestingly despite Gla s signi cant structural addition in the form of
a second carboxylate group, and the shorter side chain of Asp, all three
carboxylate group containing side chains largely bound via similar coordi-
nation modes.
Comparing the ndings for OCN to GOCN, it appears that both se-
quences share roughly the same number of residues in direct contact with
the surface. Furthermore, common between both sequences Gla/Glu-17,
Arg-20 and Asp-28 were among the strongest direct binding residues. De-
spite shared binding residues, the striking di erence between the two se-
quences appears to be the individual side chain a nity with the Glu-17,
Arg-20 and Asp-28 residues of GOCN observed to have been in contact
with the surface for a much larger portion of the trajectory compared to
the OCN trajectory.
Foremost, discrepanciesbetweenexperimentalobservationsand themod-
elled ensembles could be due to a failure of the FFs to replicate the chem-
ical and physical forces of HAP or the protein. While the Gla modi ed
CHARMM22* FF has been developed and appears to be capable of re-
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covering conformation switching in a simple peptide like JAK1 in solution,
modelling a chemically diverse protein such as OCN at a complex biological
HAP (001) inteface results in a much large range of interactions that the
corresponding FFs may not necessarily have been rigorously parametrized
for.
Sampling may also be a contributing factor. While the use of the REST
technique with a sufficiently large effective temperature window will im-
prove sampling, a long and complex sequence bound to a complex het-
erogeneous surface such as the biological HAP slab does present an innu-
merable number of conformations that may in turn bind via any number
of orientations. Despite 100 ns of simulated REST trajectory, it is very
plausible that the conformations observed within the ensembles are simply
meta-stable conformations.
While surface bound OCN coordination modes have been theorised that
could help guide the simulations towards crucial OCN binding modes, as
of the time of this work, decisive experimental observations describing the
orientation and coordination of OCN sequences on biological HAP have yet
to be determined and made readily available. Whereas a technique such as a
combined REST/Metadynamics approach may be useful for ensuring better
conformational sampling, such approaches can be challenging to implement
due to the long length and disordered nature of the OCN/GOCN sequence.
As such, reading too much into the exact folding and binding modes from
these simulations is likely not useful, however some trends may be worth
considering.
However all of this is not to say that Glu residues do not contribute to
HAP binding. While it has been observed that Gla residues are responsible
for binding in sequences such as OCN and JAK1, and hence the lack of
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Gla in GOCN and cJAK1 correlated to a lack of HAP binding in these
sequences, it should be noted that Glu residues are well known to bind to
HAP having been utilized in many HAP binding designer sequences.439–441
Hence it is not unexpected that the Glu residue have wound up contributing
to HAP binding. This leaves an interesting question about the HAP binding
affinity of Glu compared to Gla. It would be interesting to carry out a
focused investigation of Glu and Gla binding modes and affinities with the
HAP surface; however such work is outside the scope of this thesis.
Of most interest is the affinity of Arg-20 in both OCN and GOCN, both
shown to be amongst the strongest binding residues despite being next to
Gla/Glu residues. These Gla/Glu residues, in turn, failed to show any
significant binding. This is interesting as it suggests that the HAP binding
of OCN/GOCN may be driven or at least assisted by more than just the
Glu/Gla side chains. This is unsurprising given the diverse range of charge
and chemical sites on the biological HAP (001) surface that would likely
provide ample opportunity for many different side chains to interact with.
Utilizing Metadynamics could be a way to investigate the free energy of
binding for the different amino acids with the HAP surface.
The very distinct difference in the nature of the OCN and GOCN en-
sembles in terms of the change in α-helical secondary structure content
is also quite interesting. Experimental observations, particularly by CD,
have suggested that the GOCN sequence does not experience a disorder to
order transition via the induction of calcium ions in either solution or at
an interface. The findings of the simulations carried out in both solution
and at the biological HAP (001) interface have suggest an overall reduction
of α-helical secondary structure content in the presence of calcium ions.
The presence of calcium ions appears to push GOCN towards a less struc-
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tured unfolded ensemble even compared to its native disordered calcium
free ensemble.
While this may be an anomaly due to a failure of the FF to correctly
capture fully the interactions between species, the ability to force unfolding
from a disordered native state to an extended and unstructured disordered
state may be a structural feature within the GOCN sequence that may
help distinguish it from OCN. Such a possibility of two distinctly different
types of disordered states may highlight the potential need to distinguish
between different types of disordered states on a level above simply defining
them by a lack of definitively formed secondary structure.
6.4.9 Ion Coordination
While not simulated in the presence of free calcium ions, the OCN and
GOCN sequences modelled at the HAP (001) interface still had access to
the surface calcium ions. Since it is thought that the interactions between
calcium ions and the OCN sequence mediate conformational folding, the
interactions between the Gla and Glu side chains of OCN and GOCN with
HAP surface calcium ions were investigated. The cumulative number den-
sity of surface calcium ions as a function of OCarboxylate - Ca
2+
surface distance
for OCN and GOCN at the HAP (001) interface are shown in Figure 6.37.
While this may seem different at first given the that the surface calcium
ions are fixed in place, like for solution, the cumulative number density
simply shows the average number of surface ions found within a given radius
of the Glu/Gla residue. These profiles are significantly different from those
obtained for OCN and GOCN modelled in solution. In part this is due to
the Ca2+ ions being fixed in place, unlike free ions in solution which would
typically be accessible from any angle. Access to the surface calcium ions
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Figure 6.37: Cumulative number density profiles of surface Ca2+ ions as
a function of OCarboxylate - Ca
2+
surface distance for the respective Gla and Glu
side chains of the (A) OCN and (B) GOCN proteins modelled at the HAP
(001) interface.
is limited to the exposed surface of the ion and further obstructed by other
surface atoms such as those of the protonated phosphate groups.
In the case of OCN, only Gla-17 coordinated at OCarboxylate - Ca
2+
surface
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distances that could suggest direct contact between the surface ion and
the protein. Such coordination however was only present in 30 % of the
frames. Gla-21 appeared to coordinate at solvent mediated contact dis-
tances, while Gla-24 as well as Glu residues 31 and 40 showno coordination
to surface calcium ions.
Examining the pro les obtained for GOCN at the HAP (001) interface,
only Glu-17 coordinated at OCarboxylate - Ca2+surface distances that are sug-
gestive of direct contact, and this was present in 50 % of the frames. The
remaining two Gla domain region Glu residues, Glu-21 and Glu-24, did
not appear to make any signi cant contact with the surface. While Glu-31
appears to have achieved solvent mediated contact, Glu-40 failed to make
any signi cant contact with the calcium ions.
Interestingly despite folding activity being thought to be driven by the
protein s interactions with calcium ions, neither the Gla containing OCN
sequence or the Glu containing GOCN sequence displayed signi cant Ca2+
binding. One of the big unknowns of HAP binding Gla domain sequences
is whether binding is achieved as part of folding or if binding can only
be facilitated after folding has taken place. While it is very likely that
the modelled systems do not perfectly recreate their physical counterparts,
the general lack of interactions between the Gla residues and Ca2+ ions in
the HAP surface could support a folding mediated binding model. This is
further suggestive that binding is mediated by more than simply Gla - Ca
interactions.
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6.5 Conclusions
OCN is a chemically complex IDP that displays environmentally triggered
folding and surface binding controlled via a Gla domain, while a Gla residue
free variant GOCN is thought to lack such functionality. In this chapter
OCN and GOCN were modelled in solution and at the HAP interface in
order to investigate the respective conformational ensembles in the hopes
of identifying some of the forces that underlay calcium and HAP triggered
folding in protein sequences.
OCN and GOCN were first modelled in solution free of calcium ions
where it was determined via a combination of cluster analysis and sec-
ondary structure analysis that both sequences largely supported IDP-like
conformational ensembles. OCN and GOCN were then modelled in solution
containing calcium ions in order to study how the presence of these ions
may affect the individual folded states that make up the ensembles. In both
cases calcium ions influenced the nature of the conformational ensembles.
In the case of the Gla containing OCN sequence, the calcium ions pro-
moted the stability of α-helical secondary structure as well as compact
folded states. On the other hand, calcium appeared to promote more
extended conformations in the GOCN sequence and coincided with a re-
duction in total α-helical secondary structure. Interestingly, despite the
growth of PPII secondary structure in calcium bound GOCN, the system
did not appear to support a significant growth in long uninterrupted PPII
secondary structure.
When modelled at the biological HAP (001) interface, the general trends
observed for OCN and GOCN in calcium ion solution were retained. Inter-
estingly while both OCN and GOCN bound to HAP, the GOCN sequence
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was observed to splay out across the surface in what appeared to be a
largely unfolded conformation, while the OCN ensemble appeared to con-
sist of more globular conformations with primarily only the Gla domain
region forming bonds with the surface. In both cases however, a number of
residues other than the Glu and Gla residues contributed to surface bind-
ing, interacting with not only calcium but also surface oxygen and hydrogen
atoms.
Interestingly, despite the expectation for the Gla domain of OCN to
form a helical structure that in-turn would bind to the HAP surface, the top
cluster of HAP bound OCN did not show this. Given that some of the initial
starting conformations utilized in the REST simulations did include helical
Gla domains, one possibility is that the FEL described by the FF does not
match their physical counterparts resulting in a misrepresentation of the
conformational ensemble. While likely not a definitive work on the OCN
and GOCN sequences, these findings offer some interesting observations
that highlight where further study is needed.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Outlook
In this chapter, the work carried out in each chapter of this thesis, as
well as some of the key findings are summarised. Following this, a discussion
outlining a few final observations is presented as well how these could lead
to interesting and valuable extensions of this thesis.
7.1 Summary
The interface between hard and soft matter is a challenging domain to
investigate due not only to the complex nature of each side of the interface,
but also the array of forces that each side exerts on the other. The focus of
this thesis was to study how biological hard matter in the form of HAP may
influence the conformational folding of soft matter in the form of proteins
and peptides when interfaced together.
Gla domains are naturally occurring regions within some proteins that
are related to bone development as well as blood coagulation factors. It
is hypothesised that these regions are crucial to the inorganic ion and sur-
face controlled folding and binding functionality observed for such pro-
teins. Thought to be key to the function of these regions is the presence
of Gamma-carboxyglutamic acid resides that arises from post-translational
modification of Glu residues. The absent of these residues from such se-
quences removes the folding and binding functionality.
The work of this thesis has studied the Gla domain containing JAK1 and
OCN sequences as well as Gla-free mutant variations of these sequences,
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cJAK1 and GOCN, utilizing molecular simulations. These systems were
modelled at an atomistic level utilizing an empirical force field alongside the
REST advanced sampling techniques. Prior to carrying out this modelling
however, there was a need to develop and assess force field parameters
in order to ensure the modelled systems can be correlated against their
physical counterparts, along with a physiologically pragmatic model of the
HAP surface.
In Chapter 3, parameters were developed for implementation of the Gla
side chain within the CHARMM22* FF. Bonded terms were based upon
pre-existing FF parameters and quantum chemical calculations. Metady-
namics simulations were performed to determine the free energy of absorp-
tion for Ca2+ ions by both the Gla and Glu residues.
The findings of this work suggested that the standard CHARMM22*
parameters over predict the strength of the calcium - carboyxlate inter-
action in both instances. To correct this discrepancy the LJ non-bonded
term describing the Ca - Ocarboyxlate interaction were adjusted bringing the
interaction strength in line with experimental observations. With these
parameters and modifications the Gla modified CHARMM22* FF provides
a more reasonable representation of the Gla residue for modelling peptides
and proteins.
In Chapter 4, utilizing the Gla-modified CHARMM22* FF developed in
Chapter 3, the JAK1 and cJAK1 de novo designed peptides were modelled
in solution free of calcium ions, as well as in solution containing calcium
ions. The subsequent predicted ensembles suggested an absence of calcium
ions results in IDP-like disordered ensembles for both JAK1 and cJAK1
sequences. The addition of calcium ions promoted a growth in α-helix sec-
ondary structure that correlated to the formation of an N-terminal region
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constituted by multiple consecutive helical turns. While the presence of
calcium ions also resulted in an increase of α-helix secondary structure in
the modelled cJAK1 sequence, this α-helical secondary structure content
was accounted for primarily in short and non-structural helical segments.
Analysis of calcium ion coordination with the Gla and Glu side chains
of JAK1 and cJAK1 respectively revealed that the additional carboxylate
group of the Gla side chain may facilitate the ability to form additional side
chain bridges. This has the potential to allow for additional stabilization
of longer helical regions. These results indicate the modified FF seems to
provide a reasonable description of the Gla system.
In Chapter 5, based upon the currently available experimental obser-
vations of pH, surface charge and surface stoichiometry, a physiologically
pragmatic model slab of the (001) facet of HAP was generated. This work
included analysis of water structuring at the surfaces. The completed model
provides a more physiologically relevant representation of biological HAP
compared to those currently presented in the literature for modelling bio-
logical protein - HAP interactions.
In Chapter 6 the OCN and GOCN proteins were modelled in solutions
both containing and free of calcium ions to study the effect of calcium on
the folding of the sequence. In the absence of calcium ions both the OCN
and GOCN sequences supported ensembles that displayed traits associated
with an IDP-like nature. However, while the addition of calcium ions did
promote a growth in α-helical secondary structure within the OCN se-
quence, the Gla-free variant GOCN saw a reduction in α-helical secondary
structure. The growth observed in the OCN ensemble coincided with a
stabilization of compact folded conformations containing structural helical
regions. In the case of GOCN the observed loss of α-helical secondary struc-
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ture coincided with an ensemble supporting what appears to be unfolded
conformations lacking any well-defined secondary structure.
This work was extended to also include the modelling of OCN and
GOCN at the interface with biological HAP (001) as developed in Chapter
5. When modelled at the calcium rich HAP surface, similar trends to those
observed for proteins in solutions of calcium ions were observed. OCN
favoured collapsed globular structures with the C-terminal region largely
remaining within the bulk water, while GOCN was observed to splay out
across the surface in extended conformations.
7.2 Discussion
While the work of each individual chapter has yielded several interesting
findings, comparing the chemically simple JAK1/cJAK1 designed peptides
to the naturally occurring OCN/GOCN systems also may highlight some
interesting points.
The findings of this work have shown that based on currently available
parameter sets and techniques, simulations are capable of capturing ion
triggered conformational changes to the ensembles of Gla domain contain-
ing sequences. Calcium ions appear to promote helical growth in both the
post-translationally modified domains of JAK1 and OCN as experimental
observations have suggested.
Despite the perceived importance of Gla residues in the calcium ion
mediated folding and binding functionality within Gla domain containing
sequences, while the changes were not necessarily the same as observed
for their Gla counterparts, the ensembles of cJAK1 and GOCN modelled
in the presence of calcium ions did show significant structural differences
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compared to their calcium free counterparts.
In the case of cJAK1 this change involved a minor increase in α-helical
secondary structure while in the case of GOCN a loss of α-helical secondary
structure was observed instead. The atomic level differences that cause the
Gla domain regions of cJAK1 and GOCN to instil such different folding
behaviour within their respective sequences is unclear, however it is likely
the chemical composition of these regions may be influential. In the case
of cJAK1 this region contains many helix promoting Ala residues, while on
the other hand the Gla domain region of GOCN contains a wide variety
of residues including Pro, Val and Cys, side chains that incur large free
energy penalties in α-helical conformations.442
It is likely that such compositional differences in non-Gla/Glu residues
within the Gla domain regions of these sequences could be just as crucial
to maintaining the fine balance of controlled α-helical folding, and would
be an interesting topic of extension.
One of the most interesting findings of the work carried out in this
thesis has been the observation of how calcium ions may stabilize extended
α-helical secondary structure via the formation of calcium ion bridges. In
Figure 7.1A it can be seen that the Gla residues within a i, i+4, i+7 Gla
domain form a triangular coordination. As discussed in Chapter 4, such a
coordination allows for the formation of hard as well as a soft calcium ion
bridges. From the work carried out in Chapter 3 it is apparent that direct
ion - side chain contact (ie: hard bridges) would be more stable than solvent
separated calcium ion interactions. This raises the question of whether
an alternative positioning of Gla residues could allow for the formation
of doubly stabilized α-helices, supported via not only internal backbone
hydrogen bonds but also a secondary series of external hard calcium ion
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Figure 7.1: Depiction of; (A) Gla side chain positioning in the JAK1
sequence (magenta and cyan), (B) the triangular positioning of Gla residues
resulting from i, i+4, i+7 spacing, and (C) an example of an alternative
spacing that could allow for the formation of multiple supportive hard
calcium ion bridges.
bridges.
Figure 7.1B depicts an example of the i,i+4,i+7, Gla layout and the
position of calcium ions, while Figure 7.1C depicts how alternative Gla
positions within the sequence could possibly allow for the formation of
multiple hard bridges that stabilizes the helix. Considering the ease in
which protein sequence manipulation and scale up can be carried out to-
day,194 such an approach for creating extended structures would have the
potential to open new avenues of research in advanced materials.
The growth of computational research studying IDP sequences over the
last several years has highlighted that while in many cases simulated pro-
tein and peptide sequences have successfully recovered experimental ob-
servables, accurate modelling of the unfolded states of IDPs has remained
challenging even for many leading FFs.108,288–297 While the CHARMM FF
is currently one of the top performers when it comes to modelling folded
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proteins,324,327 it is not without error when modelling IDPs and unfolded
sequences, with a tendency to over stabilize conformational ensembles that
are too compact.443 One possible approach to address this issue is via the
use of the recently developed TIP4P-D water model.444,445 Though beyond
the scope of this thesis, addition simulations of both the JAK1 and OCN
families of sequences could be undertaken to study how much of an e ect
the water model utilized may have on the ne balance of forces within the
Gla domain of these sequences. This may prove a useful validation of the
FF s capabilities and provide new insight into the nature of the conforma-
tional ensembles.
The structuring of water at the protein bound HAP surfaces, and in
turn the potential a ect this structuring may have on bound protein struc-
ture has previously been investigated for calcite and calcite binding macro-
molecules, and may be an interesting extension to this work.446,447 Strong
water structuring at a surface may induce signi cant free energy penalties
to proteins attempting to bind to the surface as solvation layers willhave to
be displaced to allow for direct contact binding modes. This phenomenon
may in turn a ect the variety of bound states that the protein may employ
at a given surface as well as the location on the surface where the protein
may bind. Calculations of the protein’s free energy of binding may be pos-
sible via technique such as Metadynamics, however detailed study of this
phenomenon may encompass a signi cant amount of work as factors such
as surface dissolution can a ect the availability of binding sites as well as
the subsequent water structuring.
Finally some other avenues for extension include; modelling Gladomain
containing proteins with alternative cations in order to study the ability for
Gla side chains to distinguish not only ion charge but also ion size, mod-
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elling multi-OCN interfacial systems in order to capture any inter-protein
interactions that may help control folding and binding via aggregation or
patterning, and carrying out free energy studies to explore the individ-
ual affinities of OCN side chains with different binding sites on the HAP
surface.
7.3 Final Conclusions
Understanding the structure function relationships that govern the activity
that takes place at the interface between proteins and biological hard matter
remains very challenging due to the coming together of many phenomenon
that are often still poorly understood at the molecular level or difficult to
probe.
In the hope of gaining new fundamental insight into the molecular level
activity that takes place at the interface between hard and soft matter,
this thesis has utilized molecular modelling techniques to study HAP bind-
ing sequences that display a combination of IDP-like behaviour as well as
controlled conformational folding.
Despite the challenges, the work of this thesis was able to make several
substantial cutting edge contributions to this field of research from the
computational front. This has included the development of computational
tools in the form of FF parameters and atomistic models for carrying out
MD simulations of Gla domain containing peptides and proteins. These
tools alongside other existing computational resources and techniques were
evaluated in terms of their capabilities for reproducing the experimentally
observed properties of the conformation switching sequences JAK1 and
OCN.
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Finally, the computationally modelled ensembles obtained were anal-
ysed to investigate how environmentally mediated conformational switch-
ing in Gla domain containing sequences may be controlled at an atomistic
level. While this work is only a small step towards understanding protein
activity at the interface, these findings provide a strong basis for others to
continue the study of biological hard - soft matter interfaces from a com-
putational perspective, while also providing some new clues that may help
guide the experimental front.
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